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the United States marshal.....The Fayerweather will case, in which Bowdoin and
several other colleges are interested, will
KV THIKSDAY MOH.MM1 15Y TIIE
be heard in the New York court of apThe lower courts
peals October 20th.
.can
have decided in favor of the colleges.
Mrs. Bryan met her husband at St. Paul
ulation in City and County. Sunday and they attended church together.There is nine inches of snow in
/ * Tilk papei; for Maine sea Vermont on the mountains and four on
the level.in reply to a letter of the
'orin'j people.”
business men of the Catholic church, St.
Paul, Minn., Archbishop Ireland has
Ihj.ms. In advance,512.00a year;
>- oO; at the expiration oil the
given out a letter in which he gives his
reasons why he is opposed to the Chicago
KM-.
For one square, one inch
platform and says that, the days of the
i.n. >].«»(/ tor one week, and 2.">
civil
war excepted, at no time has so
great
'i;;>.-eqneut insertion. A fraction
..01 a.-> a full one.
a peril threatened the public as that which
confronts it to-day.Further trouble is
of
j regarded as certain at Leadville, Col.,
lo-Uny's Journal.
over the dispute between miners and the
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Mattkks.
There are 1<50,000
auk depositors in Maine.
These
: lie creditor
class, which aecordbewall constitutes but lu per
people. Iii the whole country
nine million depositors in the
auks, including Mr. Sewall’s
heir aggregate deposit is live
liars—nine million depositors, in
'welve million voters.
Nor are
"1 the creditors, large and
hat docs Mr. Sewall mean by
a
i:
a
wild statement'.’.The
.order case on trial in Auburn
abrupt termination Oct. filth,

••ailing guilty

to

are

manslaughter.

at

the age of 58 years.

Bucktield, Me.,

was a

She

daughter

Samuel and Sally Chesley, and married
Adoniram J. Merrill at Mechanic Falls In
185b. The greater part of their lives was
spent in Hebron aud Oxford, but when Mrs.
M. s health began to fail, about 5 years
ago,
they moved to Waltham, where the children
were then living.
Her husband aud live
children survive her, hers being the lirst
ileath in the family. The children are Mrs.
Claribel Hutchinson, Frank W., Pioston I,
and Pearl W. Merrill, all of Waltham, and
Mrs. Addie Hatch of Belfast. She has a
brother and three sisters living in Hebron,
James M. Chesley, Mrs. Betsey Jordan,
Adaliue and Caroline Chesley. Mrs. Merrill came here to live with her
daughter iu

from the

be the banner sound money Democratic
in the Union.
Backed as they are
l»y a preponderance of the Democratic
business iniluenee of the State, Carlisle,
Buckner, Lindsay and Watterson are doing
,i work which will be of
lasting benelit to
their State, and due credit will he cheerthem.Gen.
fully given
Harrison, speaking in Cincinnati last week, dryly suggested that congress might pass a law that
one bull'alo skin should
be equal to a
coon skin, but if you
want to know the
ratio between those skins you would have
to go to the fur merchant, not to the
statute books.
Well, the whole “skin
game” is not going to hold out much
longer— lion.Urban A. Woodbury of Vermont, retiring Governor, delivered his
message to the Legislature in joint session at Montpelier, Vt.,
Thursday. Governor Grout was inducted into office with
the usual ceremonies and delivered his inaugural address.Tom Watson’s Congressional district has gone Democratic.
V eil, it did the last time, when Tom was
beaten by 7.000 as candidate for Congress.
.The factions of the Republican party
in Texas have been harmonized and an
eletoral ticket put in the field.W. IJ.
Harvey, author of “Coin,” in a free silver
speech at Clinton, Iowa, t lie other day,
referred to Gens. Sickles, Howard, Alger
and others, as “old wrecks of the rebellion who have lost all their honor and
patriotism, and are tools of political Shylocks."
He barely escaped violence at
the hands of his indignant hearers, many
of whom were Grand Army men.There
are nine living ex-Mayors of New
York,
and eight living ex Mayors of Brooklyn.
one
of
Every
these, except A. Oakey
Hall, who was the Tammany Mayor from
18bJ to 1S7J, is opposing the election of
Bryan, although only three of the number

Belfast.
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Mrs. Sarah L. Merrill of
Waltham, Mass.,
died at the home of her
daughter, Mrs.
George O.Hatch on Northport avenue, Satur-

Journal Pub. Co.
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September, hoping her health would improve and she appeared to be gaining until
the Monday prior to her death, when she
had a severe attack of indigestion. Thursday she had a second attack, from which
time she failed rapidly until the end. Deceased was highly respected by all who
her and where she was best kuown
greatly btloved for her kindly disposi-

knew
was

tion.
Mrs. Zibiah P. Sanborn died at the home
her sou, Eben M. Sanborn, last Friday
morning after a long and trying illness. She
was a daughter of William and Anna Woodcock Fales and was born in East Thomas*
of

ton, now Rockland, Aug. 9, 1812. At the
death of her parents, she was adopted into
the family of John Godding of Waldo, with
whom she lived until her marriage to Josiab
Sanborn, Nov. 11, 1831. He died Dec. 25,
1881, a few weeks after celebrating their
golden wedding. Mrs. Sanborn was the
mother of four children ; Olive A., married
Joseph B. Paysou, died Feb. 3, 1866; Moses
K. Sanborn, who died in California Sept. 5,
1874; Eben M. and Percy A. Sanborn, who
Irve in Belfast. She was the last of her
father’s family of six. Mr. and Mrs. Sanborn moved to Belfast in 1853. and since the
death of her husband Mrs. S. has made her
home with her son Eben, except two years
which she spent with a granddaughter in
Lewiston. She was a firm believer iD Cniversalism and was a willing worker in that
society. Faithful and true to the best interests of her family, her last days, when
she was unable to care for herself, were rewarded by devoted care and loving attention
in the house of her sou. The funeral was
held Saturday afternoon, Rev. C. H. Wells

Republicans.The greatest political

demonstration ever witnessed at Bridgeport, Ct., was the reception accorded
Thomas B. Reed Oct. Sth. Five thousand
men crowded into the State armory to hear
officiating.
the man from Maine ami over 4,000 more
attended the overflow mecingin Sailor’s
Mrs. Sarah Jane Mathews died in StoughJ. E. Brant of Fort Scott,
j hall.Rev.
the eighth candidate nominated for gov- ton, Mass., Sept 20:1;, aged about 74 years.
iartette >4 burglars oj)cratiug
ernor ol
>!. was captured last week in
Kansas, being the nominee of She was a daughter < f the lat>- James Durli is said by scientists that j the third Prohibition state convention,
ham and widow of Leander Mathews of this
berries the blueberry alone j announces his withdrawal from the concity. She leaves two sons and one daughtest.
It*
1
states that, though he is a Prokindly to cultivation. Prof, j
ter, William J. Mathews of Iowa; Frank
Maine state College pro- j hibitionist -ui Mate issues, he cannot acw hat
he can do wPh this j cept th< nomination when by so doing his and Addie Mathews f Stoughton: also tw
< henylield
:i
.<•
lately he ! action miiiiit he constructed as opposing brothers ami one sisters, Tolford Durham
m blueberry
plains, and ob- tiie Republican national ticket_William and Mrs. Mary Moore of Monroe and Fred j
■• w.i u; it \
4
he dm; bs lor the J. Bryan will speak in Illinois eight days,
J. Durham of Norfolk, Ya.
exjieiimeriting.< »idcon K. beginning Oct. god, and concluding Oct.
i'Mli.
lie will devote the last three days
ei
:ii.
Mame .u<diardi.**t,
Harriet W.,\vife of John Perry,died at lier
to ('hirago. dm ing which time he will de: disease at his iumie in i cmhome at lugraham iliii. Kook'! and, Oct,. 9th,
j liver
10
.The bod\ mu ml on the
speeches in various parts of the after an illness of about, three weeks, aged
Iasi week, was fully: city.The middle of the road Populists" I 72. Mrs. Perry was the daughter of George
my,
hat of Michael MmMonagle, ! Mate ticket of Indiana was filed with the I and Julia Bernard Perry and was married
The Democrats in- to Mr. Perry about half a century ago, an l
w s i 1- >u fuuudei.
The skull | governor Thursday.
sisted that no terms could be accepted their wedded life had been one of unalloyed
lie ami there were no fr.u
j
j happiness, such as fails to the lot of
is
of violence.
Twenty dol- \ short <»1 a withdrawal of the Populist I few in this world. She. was a womanvery
of
is pockets indicate that the Mate ticket, but that will not now conn;
and had so many
very amiable
It is believed that all probability excellent trailscharacter,
the Indians now in Maehias ! about.
that none knew her hut to
vviih McMonagle’s murder, j of fusion is ended.The Louisville Cour- love her. No wife could be more devoted. I
Wellman ii. Uuzzell, pruprie- j ier-Journal publishes a letter from Ilenry and no mother more tender, watchful and |
her children. In sickness, sor- I
Exchange, lloulton, i> dead. | Watterson, dated at Geneva, in which the faithful toand
death she was a neighbor to be
:
Mr. ib van's visit to Mr. writer denounces tin* Chicago candidates row, pain
and
esteemed.
No one has died at
prized
lath, the pole supporting the and platform with vehemence and de- Ingraham Hill in recent years more sincerecwall campaign banner tell to ; clares that when he returns it will be to
or more
mourned.
While she
ly
deeply
(ragging the banner with it j to support Palmer and Buckner. never made an open profession of religion or !j
.Senator Win.
P. Frye addressed united with any church, she was a devout ;
4 tlirough the dust.Lieut.
in
Caledonian and practical Christian, leading a pure and
A., who has an audience of 5,000
Hoyden, 1.
as military instructor at the
park ball Newark, N. J., October blameless life and shedding a gracious and
influence on all who came into
10th.
The
enthusiasm
was
intense, at beneficent
College, writes that he will
intimate relations with her.
During her
times interrupting the senator for long
in post in Texas for Maine
last sickness she bore her sufferings with
''l ami
expects to be at the periods.Thomas 1». lieed addressed an j marked patience and fortitude and looked
o.iberi’l—The Hath Times audience of over 2,000 people in the Audi
forward peacefully to the end. She leaves,
mu-bee Meamboat Company torium at Wilmington, Del., Oct. 10th.
besides her husband, three daughters, Mrs.
Alfred Crockett of Rockland, and Mrs.
not to conclude the contracts lie dwelt on the need of faith at this time
Thomas L. Sliute and Mrs. Henry C. Bur•'
steamer and her machinery by the advocates of sound money and natWhat the country needed gess of Belfast, all of whom were with her
November election, owing ional honor.
now
was confidence.
That made good in her last hours. The funeral took place
iiain national linauces.
Such
from the house Monday afternoon at 2
of the Popocratic silver times and the lack of it bad times.Two o’clock. Rev. W. O.
Holman, a long time
sons of Garfield are on the stump for Mcfriend and neighbor, officiated.
[Rockland
and
son
the
of
Ward
Kinley,
Henry
Daily Star.
The retirement of Lord I Beecher has just retired from an import:n the
Prusie, widow of the late Senator Shorey,
leadership of the Lib- ant Democratic committee in Brooklyn, died
in Mcdouald, after a long
Parliament, solely on ae- | because lie will not vote for Bryan..... The and Sept. 2bth
painful illness. She was 85 years old
Pinkish question, makes it; Secretary of State of Ohio overruled the
last February.
She leaves two sons and
issue is to play an import- j protest of the regular Democratic State four
daughters. Reuel, with his family, live
r-_ilish politics from now on. ! committee to the admission of the sound at the old home. Alfred lives m Massachulargely an issue of sentiment, money Democratic ticket to the Australian setts. Mrs. Martha Clark and Mrs. Temperpeals powerfully to the minds 1 ballot under the name “National Demo- ance Drake live in Albion; Mrs. Belle Parker in Brunswick, Mrs. Wesley J. Bailey in
“1 find myself,” says cratic party.”.Secretary of State Pal-'•s.
j mer of
Belfast. She leaves many friends to mourn
New York decided that the Nationiy, '‘in apparent difference!
their loss,hilt we hope their loss is her eternierable mass of Liberals on : al Democratic party was entitled to a al
gain. The entire family have the heartquestion, and there is the column on the official ballot under the felt sympathy of their many friends in their
of opinion with Mr. Glad- emblem of the ship adopted by it in the
bereavement. [Union Times.
ist necessarily always exer- State convention.All attempts to effect
-s
After a long and very painful illness of
authority in the party, a compromise between the Music hall and
consumption, Mrs. Nellie C. Bean passed
from any quarter do I re- Fanned hall Democratic State conventions,
on Cross street,
1 support.
This situation, at Boston, have failed.A letter from away Oct. 1st, at her home
Camden. Mrs. Bean was the only daughter
gards Mr. Gladstone, is not Ambassador Bayard to a friend in Wil- of H. G. Collins and the widow
of M. E.
'•■w.
Put 1 complain of no mington, Del., was published there Mon- Bean, who died of the same disease several
•n!y regret that 1 should ap- day, in which Mr. Bayard suggests that years ago. She leaves one little girl, Kaththe energies and to try the the Democrats should ref us to support erine, ami a brother, Charles Collins of RockLiberals.”.The removal of Bryan and Sewall and says they should port. Her father and other near relatives
from the rectorship of the vote for Palmer and Buckner.Dr. Mc- did everything possible to the very end to
Mrs. Beau was a
alleviate her
Msily in Washington is stir- Arthur’s prayer meeting for the defeat of very agreeablesufferings.
woman, of rare musical abilimeat deal of trouble.
11 is Bryan in New York was rather a striking
and for a long time was connected with
ty,
oe that it is going to lead
gathering. There are a good many peo- the M. E. Choir. She had man} friends who
will miss her.
Her age was thirty-two.
something like a crisis in tin* ple praying for a defeat of repudiation,
h.George Du Marnier, but they are doing it in their closets and [Camden Herald.
novelist,author of Peter 1b- under their breath.The McKinley electoral ticket has been thrown out by the
Died in Lincol nville, Sept. 2i>, 181M>, Mary
ete.. who has been eritiColorado Secretary of State.
The case L. Gerry, w ife of G. \V. Gerry, aged 01 years,
ai t disease for some time,
t> months and 11 days.
Brother and Sister
will
be
taken
to
the
courts.
(>et.. >th.Gen. George
Gerry had spent thirty-eight years together
once a famous

-M'litenced to 4 years in .State
.ic
indictment for murder was
and reduced to manslaughter,
tin Downs, a veteran of the
was thrown
irom his team
Mechanic Tails Oct. 7th. lie
>1(1.Frank Hobinsou. the

■

Orange Fair in Knox.

Rising Sun Grange of East Knox
annual fair Oct. 8th, with the usual
tendance and excellent exhibits of
ducts of garden, orchard and field.
lowing premiums were awarded:

County Correspondence.
held its

good

at-

the proThe fol-

2d.
Table beets, Edward Hearin, 1st.
Corn, Llewellyn Kenney, 1st; T. A. Reynolds, 2d.
Onions, Llewellyn Kenney, 1st.
Pop corn, Edward Hearin, 1st.
Tom Thumb corn, Edward Hearin, 1st.
Honey, Llewellyn Kenney, 1st.
Baldwin apples, J. H. Colson, 1st; V. B.
Paul, 2d.
Turnips, Charles Sanborn, 1st.
Oats, Edward Hearin, 1st.
Carrots, J. H. McGray, lst;C. A. Kenney,

j

j

>

>

Pumpkins, T. R. Reynolds, 1st.
Grapes, Edward Hearin, 1st.
Squash, C. A. Kenney, 1st; J. H. Stevens,

2d.

Cranberries, Charles Sanborn, 1st.
Cabbage, Llewellyn Iveuney, 1st; Edwin

Cross, 2d.

Sunflowers, F. A Cross, 1st.
apple, V. B. Paul, 1st.
Dahlia bouquet, Mrs. Wellington Swett,
1st; Mrs. Evie Wentworth, 2d.
Chrysanthemum flowers, Lizzie Hearin,
1st.
Sofa pillow, Lizzie Hearin, 1st.
Silk quilt, Helen Mears, 1st; Bessie F.
Ingraham, 2d.
Calico quilt, Delia Sanborn, 1st.
Calico Log Cabin, Lizzie Hearin, 2d.
Outline spread, Delia Sanborn, 1st.
Worsted quilt, Mrs. Birdie Cross, 1st.
Cambric quilt, Jennie McGray, 1st.
Black shoulder cape, May Smith, 1st.
Hand-made bracket, E. R. Wentworth, 1st.
Toilet set, Evie Weutwortli, 1st.
Darned lace apron, Mrs. Birdie Cross, 1st.
Embroidered night robe, Mrs. Birdie
20 Ounce

joyed by

present... .Mr. and Mrs. Elden
Pendleton of Stockton Springs visited Mr.
aud Mrs. Thomas Heagan last week_Mr.
Herbert Mixer went to Mt. Desert and spent
Sunday, Oct. 1th, with his family... .Mr.
Charles Wardwell and Miss Lizzie Lang of
Bluehill called on Mrs. Anna Harriman
last

l.ousiana,

ker.

died

the National
Oct. sth.
Harrison arrived home at
! msday and his return was

in-at

■

at

eat

enthusiasm.Thirty

1

er

resident Cleveland lias reshington after 101 days’ ab»i'ge J.
Marsh, treasurer of
savings bank, shot himself
ek in a lit of despondency,
with the bank is said to be
l he is a defaulter of trust
amount of $100,000.
The
^t in
speculation.Joseph
"•
lares that the election of
will result in the annexation of
1
says the plank in the Repub" m means
that.The Adironrm«>nt Mountains are tipped
1 wo inches of show fell
>n
the Adiroudacks and the
s
very cold for this time of year.
'•hired seamen of the brig II.
w ho had been couliued at
.St.
!•
accused of the murder of
•l the
vessel, Arrived at New’
♦th, and were turned over to

Relief Corps.

The Department President, Belle J. Palmof Monroe, inspected Freeman McGil-

very, W. R. C.,
afternoon, after

■pie have been made lmmeof property destroyed
coffee
iv.tquil in the republic of

""o.noo
i

Woman’s

Washington,

in peace. Mrs. Gerry died in the triumph of
faith. “Blessed are the dead who die in the
Lord.” May the spirit of grace accompany
the bereaved down to the close of life. [Cam-

Searsport,

Oct.

8th,

den Herald.

in the
Constant R. Abbott, a leading citizen of
Bncksport, dropped dead Sunday morning.

which refreshments of cake,
and fruit were served. The comrades
of the Post were invited into their hall and
the evening was eujoyably spent in remarks
by comrades Black, Sargent, Merithew,
Stinson of Searsport ami C. O. Fernald of
E. M. Billings Post, G. A. R., No. 74; also by
Dept. Pres. Belle J. Palmer, Mrs. Merrill
and Mrs. J. B. Sweetser. The festivities
closed with singing of America by all. The
Department President was entertained by
Past Commander M. M. Whittum and wife.
The Dept. President started Oct. 12th on a
tour of inspection of the Corps in different
parts of the State through the different

He was
in 1810
the late

of

the

is for the best interests of the rising generation.”

life-long

Democrat.

Secret

He

Societies.

The regular meeting of Phcenix Lodge, F.
and A. M., will be held next Monday even-

ing.
Aurora Rebekali Lodge, I. O. O. F., gave a
reception Tuesday evening to Grand Repre-

Granges.

Seaside Grange will discuss, next Saturday evening, the question, “Resolved, That
the teaching of music in the public schools

native of China,
Mr. Abbott was

had represented
his town in the Legislature. He is survived
of North
Abbott
Howard
G.
his
by
brother,
Vassal boro, and two sons and two daughters, all grown up.
a

counties.

News

having been born
a close friend of
Hannibal Hamlin, although lie was
a

;

I

Samuel

address of
welcome was given by Miss Bertha I. Bird,
and Mr. Adams reported the legislation in
the recent session of the Sovereign Grand
Lodge which affects the Rebekah branch.
Ice cream and cake were served.

sentative

Adams.

Au

all

j

Thursday.

E. church

Wednesday evening

to

a

large

and appreciative audience-Mr. Ernest C.
Perkins is at home after a year’s absence.
He has been appointed captain of the
schooner of which he has been mate for two
years-Merrill Perkins has returned after
a three year’s absence in California_Mrs.
Sarah Treworthy, evangelist, has been holding a series of meetings in the Dunbar
school house with marked success_The
yacht Mallard of Bangor, lying at anchor in
Northern Bay, was run into by schooner
Addie Clement and dismasted. Her bowsprit was also carried away...Mr. Pearl
Atherton of Bluehill is teaching a music
school at South Penobscot.... Your humble
servant lias a line violoncello bought of Dr.
Moses Adams of Ellsworth in 1815 by Joseph
Wardwell of Penobscot... .Master Reuben
Devereaux is digging up the remains of the
Massachusetts ship Sky Rocket, which was
destroyed by her own crew in the disastrous

1st.

Canned corn, Mrs. H. B. Stephenson, 1st.
Plums (preserved,) Mrs. H. B. Stephenson,

1st.

Butter, Evie Wentworth, 1st.
Chair tidy, Miss Ada Swett, 1st; Mrs.
Nellie Leonard, 2d and 3d.
Pair vases, Mrs. Ellen Swett, 1st.
Plate, cup aud saucer, Mrs. Nellie Leonard, 1st.
Hand painted apron, Mrs. Birdie Cross,
1st.

Quilled paper flowers, Mrs. Evie Wentworth, 1st.
Wreath of Dahlias, Mrs. Birdie Cross, 1st.
Yarn rug, Mrs. Sarah Kenney, 1st.
Chopped pickles, Mrs. Sarah Keuney, 1st.
liells.

retreat from the siege of Bagaduce Aug. 14,
Cleaves-Fuller.
A ver* pretty wedding occurred on Wednesday morning 1779.
when Mae Louise Fuller of Freedom was
PittsfiKiiD.
W. L. Pushor, cashier of the
united in marriage to George Prescott bank, has been sick several weeks with
Cleaves of Bar Harbor, at tin.* home of her typhoid fever, but is improving. There are
mother. The parlor was elaborately deco- several cases of the fever in town but all
rated with palms, white dahlias and cut
seem to be on the mending hand.
The Reyllovvers. The bride was becomingly gown- nolds lmy on Middle, street, in our immedied in white silk,carrying a bouquet of bride’s ate neigborhood, who has been sick several
roses and ferns.
She descended the stair- weeks, is just beginning to sit up a little.
Mrs. Reynolds, the boy’s mother, is prosway to the strains of Meudelsliou’s wedding
march, meeting the groom in the hall, ami trated by overwork and sleepless nights.
they entered the parlor and stood beneath a Her aunt, Mrs. Abbie Spaulding of Renton,
is caring for her-George A. Sylvester
canopy of foliage and flowers, Miss Cleaves
aeting as bride’s maid and Mr. Staples as came home from Boston last week on acbest man. The ceremony was performed by
count of sickness, but is getting betterRev. Mr. Morson of Brunswick. The pres- Mrs. Dora Lewis, who went to a hospital in
ents were many and valuable, and among
Boston about four weeks ago for treatment,
then we noticed slOOiti money, which spoke has returned home-Mrs. D. I). Winslow
the good wishes of their friends/ About \ is visiting her daughter, Mrs. A P. Dunham,
forty relatives and friends were present. A | in Portland... .H. E. Ordway has moved
bountiful collation was served, and they left into Ins new house on Nichols street_A
by carriage amid a plentiful shower of rice ! parsonage is being built on Bowdoin street
and old slippers to catch the 10 o’clock train near the Institute, through the energetic
for Bar Harbor. Their home will be in Lexefforts nf Rev. G. L. White, the pastor of the
iugtou, Mass.
Free Baptist church-Notwithstanding the

j

the

hard times there is one industry in our town
that does not flag, and that is Bryant &
Co.’s mill for lumber and finishing of all
kinds. Several new machines have been
added recently, which enables them to get
out their orders in the shortest possible time.
Competent workmen are employed and
everything is dune in a systematic manner.
They have orders for ten houses on hand
now and are rushing the work.
Among the
orders they have tilled during the past summer are the following:
All the material
for

Jones at

the

new

railroad

buildings

at

Bartlett,

N. H.; two large houses for H. S. Green,
Dark Harbor for Rockland. As they were Dover; all the inside finish and lumber for
about to leave on the boat a shower of rice W. H. Skelton's residence, Lewiston; all
and a profusion of flowers followed them.
the material for the Moody cottage at Good
They remained at the Thorndike hotel until Will Farm, Fairfield; all the finish and
the next morning, when they took the train fancy windows for a church at Sangerville;
for a wedding trip to Boston and vicinity.
all the lumber and finish for H. E.Ordway’s
On their return they will reside in Castine.
residence on Nichols street in this village;
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner have the congratula- also the material for A. J. Lader’s new
tions and best wishes of their many frieuds
house on Hartland avenue. The material for
in Islesboro and Castine. They will be at
the new piazza and portico for Wm. DobI
home in Castine after Nov 1st.
son’s house was furnished by this mill, and
many other buildings in different parts of the
Carding Mill Burned,
The carding
State have been furnished by this company.
mill at the Head of the Tide, owned and ocMr. D. M. Parks has been to Dallas, Texcupied by James F. Noyes, was totally desas, recently on business. Mrs. Parks and
troyed by tire Sunday morning, with all its their little
daughter Agues, who had been
contents. Mr. Noyes worked at the mill all
visiting Mrs. Fred Dyer in Portland, returnnight, as had been his custom, and Sunday ed with him last week-Miss Pendletou of
morning about 4 o’clock, drew the lire and Camden has so far recovered her health as
blew off the boiler, ami wet down thoroughto rt turn to Pittsfield and resume her work
ly, but it is supposed that some tire remainas trimmer in Rufus Burns’ millinery store.
ed which ignited the partition near by. He
....Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Davis returned last
went home about 5.
At <i o’clock the neighweek from their visits to Belfast, Knox,
bors saw smoke issuing from the winSwanville and Thorndike.... A
dows ami when they arrived there the Brooks,
good delegation from Pittsfield attended the
was
all
on
lire
and
it
was
imbuilding
State W.C.JT. U. Convention and all join in
possible to save anything. The machinthanking the Belfast ladies for their kindery consisted of the eugiue and boiler,
uess in providing homes and entertainment,
carding mill, 5 looms, a dress er, napper, sifand for their efforts to make the conventer, fulling mill and other appliances for
tion a success_Miss Amanda Lovejoy of
wool manufacturing, and a set of machinery
was in town last Saturday
for weaving wire mattresses. There were Waltham, Mass.,
and Sunday and went to Garland Monday
about 1,OGO pounds of wool in the building,
to visit relatives, after which she will visit
about two-thirds of which belonged to cusold friends here....Mrs. Harriet Bartlett,
tomers.
It was in all stages from the fleece
who has been stopping with her daughter,
to finished yarn. The building and machinMrs. A. B. Thompson, for the past year, has
ery was valued at $000 on the assessors’
books, and there had been considerable im- gcDe to Concord, N. H., to visit relativesprovement made this season. Mr. Noyes es- Mr. W. 11. Hunnewell met with a serious accident at Jackman a week ago last Saturtimates his loss at about $800. There was no
Mr.
insurance on auy of tue property.
day morning while waiting with several
hired
the
has
since
Kelley carding passengers on the platform for the J o’clock
Noyes
The train did not stop, but
a. m. train.
mill on Goose River and will continue the
slowed up a little and Mr. H. slipped in his
business there.
He wishes to express his
haste to get on and fell between the moving
sincere thanks to the kind frieuds who exWith great prestrain and the platform.
erted themselves to save his property from
ence of mind he did not try to extricate him
the tire. Mrs. Marion Newell’s house, which
self from his position, which probably saved
was in close proximity, was in great danger
his life. Two ribs were broken. Mrs. Hunbut by heroic efforts on the part of the citi,
newell went on and accompanied him home.
ens the building was saved.
steamer Frank

for

Charles H. Maxtield spent Sunday with
friends in Fairfield.
Mrs.

urday

Samuel Morse went to Rockland Satvisit friends.

to

Mrs. A. J. Harriman went to Bath last
a short visit.

week for
Mrs.

urday

Rose C. Sheldon went to Boston Sat-

buy millinery.

to

Fred A. Knowlton went to Bueksport la^t
Friday for a short visit.

and is not

Sch. Myronus of Ellsworth,
Capt. Chatto,
loading paving for Philadelphia. She is a three master, 284 tons gross,
and is the largest that ever came up the
Bagaduce to Northern Bay....Sch. Smith
Tuttle, Capt: Bryant, sailed for Boston Oct.
8th, brick laden-The architect is making
plans for the rebuilding of the steeple of the
M. E. church, demolished by the lightning
last summer-Mr. William Bissett will immediately put a crew on his quarry to cut
paving during the winter-Doctor Hammond, a negro gentleman, lectured in the M.

Crochet slippers, Mrs. V. B. Paul, 1st.
Snuff box 110 years old, Ellen Swett, 1st.
Teapot 75 years old, Ellen Swett, 1st.
Picture throw, Mrs. Nellie Leonard, 1st.
White picture throw, Mrs. Nellie Leonard,
2d.
Peacock feather duster, W. D. Elliot, 1st.
Slumber robe, Mrs. Birdie Cross, 1st.
Hooked rugs, Bessie F. Ingraham, 1st;
Evie. Wentworth, 2d.
Hand painted picture, Miss M. H. Swett,
1st; Miss Carrie Mard.m, 2d.
Canned tomatoes, Mrs. H. B. Stephenson,

took

Mrs. Carmen has returned to New York
the winter.

in

The new schoolhouse
is nearly completed and the people are justly
proud of it, as it is a tine building. It was
very much needed. They have started a
paper and will soon have a nice flag_Miss
Abbie Sylvester is very sick at this writing

is

1st.

couple

are

South Freedom.

Penobscot.

Cross, 1st.
Lamp 100 years old, Evie Wentworth, 1st.
Hand painted black platter, Mrs. Annie
Aborn, 1st.
Chocolate bowl 75 years old, Mrs. F. W.
Swett, 1st.
Novelty jar, Mary Swett, 1st.
Novelty bureau 18 inches high, Blanche
Swett, 1st.
Crochet lace, Mrs. Nellie Leonard, 1st.
Crochet ice-wool shawl, Mrs. Birdie Cross,

Gardner-Warren. The marriage of Miss
Eva Estelle Warren and Mr. John Moore
Gardner was solemnized Monday, Oct. 12,
18l)G, at 1 p. m. at the home of the bride’s
The bride is the
parents in Islesboro.
daughter of Capt. John S. Warren and is
one of the most highly respected and charming young women of that place. The groom
is a very popular young man of Castiue and
a first-class mason.
The bride was becomingly dressed in a travelling suit of tan
broadcloth. After the ceremony the happy

visiting

Freedom_Mrs.
Carter B. Keen goes this week to Rangeley.
-The Beacon Light Club met last Tuesday with Mrs. Crosby Fowler.

with his father in his new home....Sell.
Lizzie Lee, Capt. Leroy Walls, arrived in
the river Oct. 10th aud will load stone at E.
L.
Warren’s
Elizabeth
quarry.Sell,
Foster, Capt. Evander Harriman, is lying in
the river loaded with lumber for Boston_I
Mrs. Evander Harriman spent several days !
in Bangor last week-Mrs. Jessie Harding
arrived home from Boston Oct. 7th_Miss j
Orianna Harding closed a successful term of I
eight weeks school here last Friday. An interesting program by the scholars was en- j

2d.

>

j

Skowhegan

PERSONAL.

expected to recover. Her many
Prospect Ferry. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. friends in this
vicinity will be grieved to
Sanborn of Belfast visited friends here last hear of her illness.
She kept the post office
and
Grindle
Saturday
Sunday-Arthur
at Smithton for a number of
years and won
came down from Bangor and spent Sunday
the love and respect of
one with

■•

•'

Freedom. Mr. Wheeler Ilanforth has
moved to his farm in Unity_Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Fuller and Mrs. S. H. Fuller of

Belmont.
Edmund Brewster of Camden was in town Sunday-Samuel Morse
has fired his coal pit-Master Mearl Sylvester, son of Mark Sylvester, was bitten
seriously on the ankle by a dog_There
will be a meeting at Hall’s Corner schoolhouse, Sunday afternoon and evening, Oct.
18th, under the auspices of Mr. and Mrs, J.
A. Johnson.... All the schools in the town
except Nos. 2 and 5 closed Friday for a two
weeks’ vacation before the winter term_
Mrs. Hester Morse aud son Willard returned
home Sunday |from a visit to Lowell, Me.
They brought a fine deer.

Potatoes, Llewellyn Kenney, 1st; Herman
Paul, 2d.
Beets, F. A. Cross, 1st; Edward Hearin,

Wedding

NUMBER 42.

in

J. R. Reilley of Bangor is visiting friends
Belfast for a few days.
Elmer A. Sherman and wife went

every

whom she came in contact_The next
Union Grange meeting will be held at Freedom Oct. 19th, Prof. Stetson, the State
Lecturer, is expected to be present. The
xueeting will be public in the afternoon.
The young folks will have a box sociable in
the evening.

Monday

ton

for

few

a

t

Bos-

■

days.

Mrs. Francis Whitmore is visiting
blehead and Lynn, Mass.

Mar-

u

Mrs. F. S. Brick went to Bangor Saturday
for

visit of

a

a

week

or more.

Capt. T. G. Bartlett and family spent Sunday with friends in Winterport.

Appleton. Maurice Gray of Cape Rozier
is teaching the Grammar school, and Miss
Annie Stevens the Primary in the
village
district. Mrs. Maurice Gray has the school
at North Appleton-Mrs. Albert Davis of

Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Mathews went to
Boston Saturday for a few days.
Amos Clement went to Boston by steamer
Penobscot Monday night on business.

Dorchester, Mass.,

Frank Stover of West Appleton visited
relatives in Belfast the past week.

is visiting her parents,
and Mrs. Jason Peabody_Mr. and
Mrs.
Geo. N. Wyllie of Warren were
Mr.

Elbridge S. Pitcher
Monday night

guests Saturday and Sunday of G. H. Page
and wife-Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Newbert of Rockland are spending a few weeks
here-J. A. Johnson and wife,evangelists,
held a meeting in Union church
Sunday afternoon. They led the services in the
Baptist church in the evening_Miss Lottie
Young has gone to Boston to buy her fal 1 anil
winter stock of millinery goods... .Mrs. H.
C. Small of Camden inspected Almond
Gusliee Belief Corps Saturday.Supper
will be served in Grand Army Hall
Friday
evening for the benefit of Rev. I. X. Allen.
-Rev. C. E. Harden preached in the
Baptist church, Sunday morning_Rev. 1. X.
Allen has held service in the Baptist church
in Palermo the past three
Sundays_Ambrose Fish has hung out a new and very
on
the
showy sign
hotel, with the name
“Valley House” in big gold letters inscribed thereon-Mrs. Mary Ulmer returned
Sunday from a two weeks’ visit among
friends in Liberty... .F. L. Davidson and
Miss Eva Pratt visited friends in Belfast

steamer

Boston by
business.

went to
on

Miss Mary McCrillis left Saturday for
visit to friends in Boston and Providence.

a

C. B. Hall returned Saturday from a busitrip to various points in Massachusetts.

ness

Mr. and Mrs. Austin C. Phi.brick of Rockspent Sunday with friends in Belfast.

land

Henry Davidson left by steamer Monday
afternoon to visit Bvron Pitcher of New
York.

Thomas Young went to Bangor Sather husband, who is at work

Mrs.

urday

to visit

there.
Dr. W. M. Hodsdon left Monday for Worcester, Mass., after spending the summer
in Belfast.

Ralph C. Johnson and family, who spent
summer here, left Tuesday fur Washing-

the

ton, D. C.
Charles A. Godfrey is at home from Aua few days on account of the illness
of his mother.
burn for

Sunday.

and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike and daughLuella of Rockland are visiting relatives in Belfast.
Mr.

Camden.
There are only two western
mails a day now that the night Pullman has
been taken off-Capt. John Wiley,brother
of the late Henry Wiley, who was
keeper of
Negro Island Light, has been appointed to
the same position-Tuesday afternoon

ter

ami Mrs. Arnold Harris and Mr.
Harris left Monday tor New York

Mr.
Louis
to

spend the

winter.

Miss Julia Nickerson of Bar Hurl.* : visit-ed Mrs. CL 0. Winslow last week ami r
turned home Friday.

evening, Oct. Uth, Geo. S. Cobb ReCorps entertained Edwin Libby Relief Corps of Rockland.
A fine supper was
followed by a pleasant entertainment_
and
lief

Mrs. Mary Alice (lodfrey and dri.
Belfast
T
New York were i
Tiie electrics between here and Rockland
and Friday on luisiness.
have begun to run on one hour time, instead
of tiie half hour... .The dredger is
Walter D. Staples who 1
rapid!v
v. is
pushing forward the work of digging out to the house three weeks by smki:
the harbor fiats-The Kuskin Club con- able to walk out Friday.
sisting of twelve of Camden’s most talented
Misses Kate Johnson and M try M- I.-m
young lathes, under the leadership of Miss returned to Belfast last week from
:
E. M. Hosiuer, have begun their winter's
relatives in »'ape Breton.
course
of literary work....At the Knox
*r<-«t
Mayor Hanson has ivc
County Teacher’s Convention held at Roekm-ss
cent illness and was able to malm
iaml last Friday, F. II. Wilbur,
principal of !
last Thur-day,
the l pper Grammar school, had ;t paper on I trip to Augusta
iMiss Fannie ClilV P>.-rr> a F
“Reading in the Public Schools," and Miss j
rg-s*
Leua Cleveland, teacher of
cep ted a position us organic! .is
an

thawing,

Providence,

church in

able article on “Drawing.".J R. Prescott. of Newtonville. Mass., whose gift .>f s
last winter as a memorial of his little sou

Mr, Charles

B.

IL 1

Fla/.eltim

mP

M

W\
trip
peeling to be absent about a mouth

morning for

a

luisiness

:li.

i.

the corner stone of the public library
fund, has presented a line engraving *.f 1 County Attorney Bowden of W: nr.-rp-u :
Lord Camden, for whom our town was j came to Belfast
Tm-sduy t" ittemi h hite
named, to be hung in the reading room...
Mi-. B-> v-j.-u.
court. Hew tsa
unpaii.ed
An Old Folks’ eoneert was given last week
ut to
Mr. ami Mrs. C. -ug- C. Tn;-si
in
the Methodist church, and
enjoyed Boston Moiulay -ui a comlum-d T: .•
bv a large audience. The thirty members
Mr. T. w: h h
ness and pleasure.
of the “Rig Quire" were attired in quaint
goods for W. O. 1’oor A S n
costumes of the olden time, and powdered
:s>- u
Ben 1>. Field was cm lined to t:
hair and white wigs were eonspicuous
All
ili.u..
ng
portion of last Week by se\
the selections wereas old-fashioned as could

was

■

be, and

tlireatened with

rendered in excellent time and

were

The net result was
to go towards the debt on the pipe organ. By request the entertainment is to he soon repeated... .Rev. F. M. Preble and wife, Mrs.
I
S. Gould, Misses Etta Jones and Frances
Norwood attended the Baptist State Con-

her work of

teaching

of Boston left

Win. A. W*■ bb

re

u-

'■
■

am
-..

0. F. Best of Clinton, has
to Dr. Emeison, former.

Dr.

practice

Damariscotta last week ...Miss
Teresa F. Arau is visiting friends in Portland-Hon. Reuel Robinson lias returned
from a three weeks’ trip to Texas_Miss
Clara Glover has gone to Concord, North
to

whs m

Saturday on bis return home fr
ing trip to Nortliern Maine. He
buck, shot at demon

vention at

Carolina,

fever, but

a

again Monday morning.

tune.

<

-•

:

where lie was very well like ! !>.
Dr. Best is soon t" move to H-mi
field Advertiser.

o

i.us
{ i«;'\,
r.

me.

Pitts-

Edward O. Thorndike anmu-d

Thursday

and left

Monday

j-

.is*

f-u

m

-•

in

Harriiuan, Tenn. His moth'-r Mm H
colored school_Capt. and Mrs. II. M. ! nali Thorndike, accompanied him.
Bean have returned from a trip to the
M
Judge Thomas H. Haskei; of
White Mountains-Miss Priscilla M. AlCourt, and Mrs. llask-i .verSupreme
den has gone to Boston to attend school_
Belfast last Thursday.
They wMrs. Frederick C. Pendleton of Belfast has
ing by carriage from Bangor to A g sta
been
in
resume

a

*■

visiting

town.

Rev. Theodore Gerrish and fam: y, wh
Tin
cu
have been living in Portland for
past, have left therefor Boston to niak-- taeir
-*
u w
future home. Rev. Mr. Gerrish
attend the Boston Latin School.
-*
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Miss Charlotte Thorndike Sibley lectured
in Saco

Tuesday evening.

Dr and Mrs. K. H. I,yf->rd
f Yu;
iiavt-u
d
c
left Thursday for a visit at the .1
hoflie at South Atkinson,
.v-k he,
ilnv
wk!
joined hy his hrotlier and together

H. H. Rose, wife and child of Derry, N.
H., were at the Revere House Monday.
Mrs. Mary Clair
Bucksport, visited

and

Miss

Mrs. M.

■■

Lena Clair of
Welch last

enjoy

W.

a

pleasant

and iiun ,;ig
land St r

rerun,u

ami outing.

sion

[Lock

ir-

>\

week.

....

A.

Hon. Fred Atwood of Winter port was in
the city the first of the week on Probate
business.

11*Mrs. E. A. D.

Tuesday

Burrington

to attend

Woman's

went

the Maine

to

Portland

Federation of

J

the

Clubs.

Chas.

Small visited
last

Saturday

Shaw

and

Arthur

and

Lulu

reports

Frank II. Colley, Esq., left yesterday for
Old Orchard, after a short visit t,o friends in
Belfast. He expects to open a law oflice in
Portland.

Capt. Isaac Burgess and wife were in Belfast Tuesday, on their way home to Islesboro from Boston, where Capt. B.’s vessel,
sch. F. C. Pendleton, arrived Oct. 8th.
Shaw returned to Rockland
Monday to work in the family of F. W.
Wight after a two weeks’ visit to her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Peltiah Shaw, in this city.
Miss

Minnie

L. Milliken left by train yesterday, in response to a call from the National
Republican committee, to stump for Me Kinley and Hobart. He speaks first in New
Haven, Ct., then in Brooklyn and other
New York cities, and later in the West.
Hon. S.

Sv.-.rdiy

urn

1

intr,•

trip

is

!

er, of

i*af.

.n-j

f<-r

tie-

-f

r-

got*d.

Mary

A.

Parker

:

Pa;._

ti

S

last wo-k.

••

•»

Mr-..

Park-

Barre, Ytwle-m- lrisl-an-1

v

September.

in

Wm
for

lost

ernment

Thomas and wife left
York. Mr. Tin anas >

H.

New

who

in

-ft

.•■

n-•••••

visit
her **.-'•
turning home from
.1. \V. Mahoney, f--niue
M ;ss 1‘.

Sunday.

H. M. Bean of Camden has been in town
the past few days looking after the repairs
on sch. Anna L. Henderson.

a

relatives in it. ilast

relatives in Newburgh Centre
and

horn,-

arrive.I

and that tin- out!-'--k

Mrs.
Mr.

Knight

A.

from Prince Edward's Island, wl
the fishing schooner L,//:e

leg in the
supplies him
a

M

onlay
idler

s.-rviee ai.d ri.-

g

with

-nee

a new one

three years, and pays his fare
factory to have it titled.

t

v-

and from

the

Oct. Oth was the 71th birthday of Chief
Justice Peters and a number of n s friends
sent him a beautiful basket of ri .wers with
this inscription ; “To John A. Peters, Chief
Justice of the State of Maine. Besoeeted,

and loved, and honored hy all." The Chief
Justice received many 'ongratulat ions during the day. [Bangor Whig »S: Courier.
The Hadlock divorm case was heard in
Boston Monday. Mrs. Hadlock asks for a
divorce from her husband, H. 1). Hadlock,
Escj., alimony of $250 or S'>00 a month, and
custody of their minor child. The libellee
did not contest the libel. The court reserved its decision.

NEWS

OF

THE

Jackson Town

WEEK.

J'.niKK. The International Loan and
tiled a deed
«... ot Kansas City has
nii.v
if tr-'.'-t in the recorder's office for
A >in.i’.ar deed was filed in Wyandotte !
I lie deed sets forth that
cell! :v. Kansas.
ihe I.' -u. and Tiust Co. is indebted among
m
the Seal sport, Me.. National j
Dei last National Dank. Del- I
1 ’ai. h.
las’. Mo.. >g.('0l>; Mo1 chants' National.
h <;. Me.. 8 188: Mechanics’
i.auk of New Bedford, Mass.,
Nati
the Franklin National Dank
of New Iiampsliire, >7.00)_The governi.
na ni
eij'ts foi September aggregate
on.i o*
S:;,(M(0,000 less than in SepIso.*,. The expend!.tiles are 8-0,Cc'ii:
*
OoO.O.
nearly 82,OOO,0UU more than the
Scptemi ei 1 <{X>.Dr. George D. Cox,
the vote!an journalist. i«>mancer, translate; and literaturer, died Sept. 80th of
consumption of the throat at his home in
Philadelphia. He was born in Burlington. N. J., in 1843.The New York
Dramatic News has suspended publication_The Vienna correspondent of the
London Daily Mail telegraphs that the
Toweis have agreed upon a pacific settlement of the Eastern question which is
He adds that
honorable to all parties.
tlie agreement amply guarantees the
future security of the Armenians.
Advices from British Guiana are to the
effect that the yield of gold in that country is steadily increasing and mining
The greater
pnipeitv is rising in value.
pnitmn "f the gold producing territory is
will'd: the domain claimed by Venezuela.
..'.<< rge. a brother of the late P. T.
Dunum, was murdered near Harrison,
Michigan. sept. 3»)th. He lived tlie life of
a
leiiust. and the motive was evidently
hbciv.The members of the Venezia..
mmission will resume their disthis
cuss,.
f the boundary question
;! cii lieadquarters in Washiug\u-t i:
a
t- n. v. ia :
the evidence collected and
s*.i>
Icja-ndently by them during; the
11.>nihs will be compared and ar; -is
i;.i _•
;
inn rj-oration in tin-final de>• iof the true divisional line.
<
A
us.
Ohio, special says: The
stemthe iatc Allen G. Thurman,
,i
wh;
a 1 at 8 loo. 000, is nearly all
is
:ii
heavily encumbered.
m a t cage
lor 813.000, and
;
m
a -ga .ooo i'ii the property, and
A petition,
ti o
:i.sec';red debts.
: ed. asking iea’-c to sell some
j
; *a;y to pay debts. ...At the
k of tlie D. P. i
t: m. iug si

The Jackson town fair attracted about
the usual number of people who seemed

n

to

enjoy

themselves

thoroughly.

The ill-

of Mr. F. H. Brown, the president of
tlie association, was much to be legretted,
hut as all seemed willing to do a share of

ness

the work

everything passed

off

smoothly.

everyone was satistiecl with the
exhibit.
If not, the management will
cheerfully refund their admission fee.
We

j

...
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Fair.

P v.;
k-"p your thickens Ftror.g and healthy. It
■!•! g i-i:- Ivy
wi.i ’i,..k
Worth it? weight
an?
I’':’’ ii" ding b*u.s. and prevents ail diseases. It
v coii.-t ntrated.
a!..?'
-i'J
is
In quantity
fly pore. i‘
co: is only a tenth of u cent aday
No other kind like it.

ingot'

hope

Following
Citron.
ney, 2nd.

is the list of premiums:
M. C. Kimball, 1st; X. C. Var-

Butman—C. Y. Kimball, 1st;
Boston Marrow—S.
S. S. Roberts, 2nd.
Turban—S. S. Roberts,
S. Roberts, 1st.
1st. Crown—Harold Hubbs, 1st.
Pumpkin. L. Rich, 1st; 11. Hubbs, 2nd;
C. Y. Kimball, 3rd.
T. W. Bartlett, 1st; W.
Cranberries.
E. Warren, 2nd; Mrs. Rowe, 3rd.
Popcorn. Will Ham, 1st; A. E. Davis,
2nd. Sweet Corn—A. E. Davis, 1st. Field
Corn—A. E. Davis, 1st; Will Ham, 2nd.
Beets.
Fred Pollard, 1st; Levi Rich,
2nd; A. E. Davis, 3rd. Cattle—Mrs. Rowe,
1st; Fred Pollard, 2nd.
Carrots. L. Rich, 1st; A. E. Davis, 2nd.
Turnips. S. S. Roberts, 1st; Mrs. Iiowe,

Squash.

no mentor t,-*,.,* k'nd of food you use, mix
Therefore,
with it
Sheridan'* Powder. Otherwise, vour protit
this falldaily
and winter will be lost when the
for eggs

price
very high. It assures perfect assimilation of the food
elements needed to product* health and form eggs. It is
by druggists, grocers, feed dealers or by mail,
Bingle pack. 25 eta. Five si. Tjirge two-lb can SI.20. Six
cans. ?5. !'xn.
paid. Sample Pfst Port.TRT Paper free
I. Ji. JOH>SoN & CO.. 22 Custom House St.. Boston, Mass.
Is

Bold

A.

Leflar.

Result of

a

Neglected Cold.

Bells.

Pulsifer-Libby.
Oue of the most notable social events that have occurred in
Waterville for years was that of the marri- :
age, Wednesday evening, Oct. 7th, of Miss
Helen Green Libby, daughter of Hon. I. C. !
Libby, to Dr. William Moor Pulsifer, one of
Waterville's first physicians and represents- I
five of oue of the oldest families in that
city. The event had been anxiously awaited
by the younger social circle of the city ami
was a very brilliant affair.
The ceremony occurred at the tine residence of Hon. I. 0. Lihbv on College avenue in the presence of the immediate members of the two families and a few invited
guests. The house, beside being brilliantly
lighted with electric lamps, was fairly ablaze
with Chinese lanterns on the front side. On
entering the hall a most beautiful scene was
presented. The vestibule and hall were
heavily banked with potted plants, cut dowers, roses and pinks of all varieties, palms,
evergreens and suiilax. The front parlor
where the ceremony occurred was also
handsomely decorated with potted plants,
palms, pinks, smilax and Madeira vine. The
second parlor was likewise beautiful in decorations.
Dinsmore s orchestra, stationed behind a
lace screen in the rear of the hall on the second

landing, provided

AN ELEGANT BUTTON FREE
with each

package of

SWEET CAPORA!
CIGARETTES

music for the occasion.

of
matter.
Mr. Bryan
always
Promptly at 7.43 o’clock the wedding march
a Populist
than Democrat.A careful
began. Miss Libby and her father starting
from the second landing proceeded down to
canvass made by the New York Herald
the lower hall, accompanied by Miss Eva
in all the States has yielded an inWhich Doctors Failed to Help,
Goodenough as maid of honor. Dr. Pulsifer
teresting result.
Upon these figures
was accompanied by his brother. Dr. Ralph
it may safely be said that if the elec- | 2nd.
H. Pulsifer of Skowliegan. Proceeding to
BY TAKINC
tion were to be held to-morrow, 237
Potatoes.
White— L. Rich, 1st. Colorthe front parlor the bridal couple took a povotes in the electoral college would be
ed—A. J. Mudgett, 1st.
sition in front of the south window, under a
marriage bell of evergreen facing inward
designated for Major McKinley. This is
Cabbage. 6. S. Roberts, 1st; J. W.
and toward the Rev. Thomas Jefferson Yolare
a
choice.
13 more than
necessary for
Jewett, 2nd.
A PENNY >
Pectoral.
entine,
pastor of the Main street Unitarian
In this estimate McKinley is given New
Benj. Ames, J. R. Kelley, committee on
church. The ceremony of the ring was used
FOR
YOUR
Delaand
all
the
Middle
farm
States,
I
England
products.
and Hon. I. C. Libby gave the bride away.
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cratic ticket for Vice President in case officials, showing that they hold Bryan’s
LINK
OF
FINE
Ideal
The
Panacea.
Actual business by mail and common carrier at
will endeavor to prolong its reign
both Sewall and Watson retire_A New unpaid note for $1,000.
The note has country
James L. Francis, Alderman, Chicago,
the prejudices of the
The assignees of the Nonantum Worsted
York morning paper of Oct. 3d says: been in the bank for years.
In addition by working upon
“I
Dr.
New
regard
King’s
says:
Discovery
until all wealth is aggregated in a
Company will sell direct from the mill
as an Ideal Panacea for Coughs, Colds and
“Candidate Arthur Sewall brought his to Mr. Bryan’s name the note has the in- people,
a lot of dress patterns and remnants of
few hands and the republic is destroyed.
check book into use yesterday and con- dorsement of his partner, A. II. Talbot.
Lung Complaints, having used it in my famand fancy dress goods, in quantity
plain
I feel at this moment more auxiety for the
ALSO SFCCKSSOK TO
to suit the purchaser.
ily for the last live years, to the exclusion of
Portland and Augusta, Ale.
tributed s:>0,000 to the campaign fund. Mr. Bryan’s loan has been $1,000 ever
of my country than ever before,
These goods have many beautiful and
physician's prescriptions or other preparaThe cheek was given to Treasurer St. since he began doing business at the bank safety
the
latest
of
etfeets
pattern,
tions.”
novelty
even in the midst of war.
God grant that
F. L. SHAW, Principal,
Pl^TLANl
John and while it does not represent all and Mr. C’. T. Boggs, who was president
style, and color, in Worsted, Mohair,
Kev. John Burgus, Keokuk, Iowa, writes:
3m33
and Silk Mixtures, equal to the best
that Mr. Sewall has given during the cam- of the failed bank, informed the Sun re- my suspicions may prove groundless.
been a Minister of the Methodist
“I
have
Mr. Nicolay continues:
to
be
and
are
closed out
foreign makes,
paign it is one of the biggest single sums porter that Mr. Bryan’s deposit never exHarness repairing In all its bran
Episcopal Church for 50 years or more, and
in dress lengths regardless of cost.
“This alleged quotation from Mr. Linhave never found anything so beneficial or
contributed to the free silver cause so ceeded $400. It therefore appears that inThe high standard so long maintained
Carriage Trimming done p
coln is a bald, unblushing forgery.
The
that gave me such speedy relief as Dr.
far.".Mr. Bryan formally accepts the stead of the bank owing Mr. Bryan he
by this celebrated company is sufficient
to order at the most rc.igreat President never said it or wrote it,
guarantee of the quality.
King’s New Discovery.” Try this Ideal
Populist nomination, saying that he is owes the bank $027. The road to the and never said or wrote
on
rates.
request.
Samples will be mailed
anything that by
Cough Remedy now. Trial Bottles Free at
able to do so without departing from the White House is not along the pathway of
forwarded C. O. D.
offices
in
for*
l
Bel
The
Goods
Block,
fast,
Kay
occupied
All
persons having unsettled am.,
the utmost license could be distorted to
Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.
l)r. H. H. Johnson, are offered for rent.
Chicago platform. Apparently lie con- deception selected by the Popocrat candi- resemble it.”
Pos1»y
tirm
are
late
requested t<> call and
Assignees of
siders the two platforms similar in all imdate.
He is destined to ascertain this fact
session {riven immediately. This location is very
undersigned at the old stand.
OASTOHIA.
in
this he is
in a few weeks.
portant particulars, and
central and the offices in every wav desirable. Ap
Thefae_/?
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
C. K. STKV1>"
The truth is the Chicago
about light.
EMILY E. PEI IKK.
ply to
Headache.
was stolen from the Populists,
The
Laconia
ear
is
in
Indigestion,
financial
Biliousness,
Or C. W. FREDERICK, Atty
platform
company
No. 59 Main Street, 15**11.»and so was tlie Chicago nominee for that trouble.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
Im40*
NEWTON, MASS.
Belfast, July 22, 1896.— 30tf
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Scotch Physician.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMP A

Quick Relief

NO-TO-BAC^FCUREt
■
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Headache!
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HARMLESS and CERTAIN.

CATARRH
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I

PRICE 15c.

POOR

SON,

Stevens & Er<

CREAM BALM

j

ARNESSES,
ROBES,

COLD"'. HEAD

MATS,

ASSIGNEES’ SALE.
DRESS GOODS

ETC.,
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college
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the end of

to

we came

meat, everybody goes about
of business

i;s

pleasure,

or

work, the women to
visiting, until noon or
! on the business of the day
bed and almucrz", (break*
be family.
A late writer

aeir

is above all other

remedy

native's home as “a
the

family

large

all the

rests

the arduous exertion of
.<11 the

morning.”

•n

concerned, but

are

nbs

cafe and
active

an

this

sickly,wasted

the
chil-

50c. and

One
wo*

that in the great niaAmerican families the

fact

The friends of G. Foster Howell of the
American Shipbuilder will be pleased to
learn that he has weathered a serious illuess
of over four weeks duration and is now on
deck again, much to the gratification of liis
associate, David L. Bradley, who has had a
long trick at the wheel all by himself. Newspapers as well as vessels are seriously crippled when deprived of the services of their
officers through illness or any other cause.
[The Marine Journal, New York.

$z at all druggists.

rior, the other a priest. The theatre oc- the patio and plays very softly, after the
cupies the large inner courtyard of the fashion of the stage when something paold -time Temple of Learning. Its floor is thetic is about to take place.
The bridal
of earth, its ceiling of canvas, and from party emerges from private rooms and

attractive than a home
and fragrant with beautiful
fiowers all through the long winter? And
when they can be had without price, who
would he without them? A collection Of
What

depends aglass chandelier which
meat with their lords
accommodates four tallow dips, the rest
a the men and hoys
being
of the theatre being dimly illuminated train, orange blossoms, prayer book and
lie t he w I m
and sisters
with kerosene lamps.
Above the level of rosary, the groom in the regulation clawor drop in later one by
the orchestra is a row of boxes.
In the hammer coat, white tic, gloves, etc. The
ants .*f the repast.
\Yliy
center of the
with a crim- civil ceremony, required by the amended
covered
gallery,
st*. i cannot say, except
son
canopy, is a box reserved for the constitution of the Republic to legalize
:timbre," probably handPresident.
The flags of Honduras orna- the marriage contract, is then carefully
dieir reinot*.- ancestors, tlie
ment the sides of the stage
above, and gone through with. This done, the cure
uiy it is not from any lack
the bare-footed military band, led by our takes Ins place and performs a small part
the part of the “lords”
German friend, furnishes music. Sunday of the church service.
After this the
im
fi'i' there are no belis the gala night of the week and opera- cure goes away, leaving the job but half
ie
world than those
boui'fe or Spanish comedietta the favorite completed; supper is partaken of and the
America.
1 am
inclined
ball begins.
attraction.
All night long the feasting
is
:nut
with the ladies
Now and then the young President gives and the dancing continues.
At four iu
is
entirely due to lazi- a ball in his
“palacio”—each a grand so- the morning the cathedral hell peals forth
t:
seldom dressed for a
cial event, attended not only by the elite its summons.
Instantly the merriment
': 1 j■- shod and frowsy about
The bride aud groom set out on
of the capital, but by favored ones who ceases.
the evening hour, when
have received a “bid” from distant towns foot, or on horse-back, if the distance is
expected. Of course there and remote
haciendas, many of the guests long, followed by a procession of relav«
1'tions. In die family of
The priest meets them
several days’ journey on horse- tives and friends.
coming
i'letiv and intelligent mis-

T
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and
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to
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brought
Northern

consists

of

of meat, with
-.1.ashes and other vegecourses

di

Then

potatoes.

•m

red
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come

beans of the

which

Spanish-

no

complete, and which
rim

to

Boston baked

better than persimans and beans; but

1

'irpdcs cooked in

enough

:

to melt the

rejole course i> alilces,’' .a sweet••ikes, with guava
ot
oranges, jiiue-i' t lie country stew
:

the cakes

-s

me-made

I

<

r.

candy,

or

those interminable mountains
a few
hours pleasure.

over

Then the youthful Cabinet and the boy
army officers are out in full feather of

evening dress and gorgeous uniforms and
the ladies are robed in imported “creations” of latest

designs; bright eyes Hash
glitter, and the scene is as
gay and brilliant as a diplomatic fete in
Paris or Berlin.
Though the. cultured
and diamonds

and

rich

in Honduras they
on occasions.
One of the funny customs that prevails at
private balls is that of the cascarone.
make

a

are

so

lew

surprising display

1

smash them

repeating the customary
phrase equivalent to the English, “with
all my worldly goods I thee endow.” The
bride responds in the usual words, and
then the company, led by the cure, passes
slowly towards the main altar, where all
kneel while the nuptial mass is celebrated.

This concludes the ceremony.
Inof departing on a wedding tour

a shower of rice and old
slippers,
tiie bride and groom go at once to their
new home, where a
wedding breakfast

amid

Supply.

towns which are putting in, or
proposing
to put in, water works.
The reduction of
insurance rates is only one point in favor
o! a water supply.
The sanitary benefits
must also be considered, and the conveni-

the heads of the ladies liealthfuincss of the
country. lie tells
whom they wish to honor with their at- me that diseases are
really very few.
tentions, and the ladies return the deli Fevers are extremely rare, except along
rate compliment in the same manner— the coast
where the calentura

and doubled

■'

ipon friends.

•‘pidr en
aneiseo,
ii

coins,

over

her down with a club.
Nearly all the
iik•• a miniature Ye.-uholies and some of the gentlemen also
-ie melts away on die i
•
with
■;ir:y atomizers Idled
perfumand ta nt a Sizing' man
When one tiuds an atomizer aimery.
I’1
•'i
of
pialtei
ripe ed at hi-', fact, the
correct,
though
; ni;s in their natural
sometimes rather unpleasant tiling, is to
•gether with colfee •stand firm and receive the
spray without
iteiy after break- wincing, and then
join in the laugh that
im u> his hammock is
sure to ensue.
The effect of the egg
w hick
they dwadle shells and atomizers is to at once break
i saia, the men rcadthe ice of formality and make everybody
women with their
feel jolly and well acquainted.
A good
crochet deal
■••h-ry and
of money may be squandered by “the
lock dinner.
The
gilded youth” on silver-mounted atomiznost .t repetition of
ers and imported
perfumery, which is
little more elaborate,
very expensive here on account of exorbior two and
usually tant duties, foi it lias become a fashionAfter it is over there is able
tad, along with golden stirrups and
hese long days for relike the

>

the cathedral door.
There all pause,
while the bride extends her small right
hand and the groom places therein thir-

stead

Water

the efforts and the enterprise
of some of the leading citizens of
Rutland,
Vt., that town has been provided with a
fine system of water works, put in at an
A public trial
expense of about $25,000.
and official inspection of the system was
had recently, at which were present, officially, Capt. II. B. Williamson of the
Worcester lire patrol, and members of the
Worcester board of lire underwriters.
The exhibition consisted of the throwing of two streams over the cupola of the
Muschapogue House, the highest point
hut one on the main street, through 150
feet of hose, with 72 pounds pressure at
the hydrants. The cupola is 72 feet
high.
The exhibition was made by the Rutland
volunteer fire brigade, with Henry Converse, tlie village post master, as captain.
Another test was made opposite the entrance of Rural cemetery on the farm
building of O. K. Fairbanks, which was
also successful.
It is expected that rates
of insurance on farm and village risks in
Rutland will be lowered, as about $100,000 worth of property is covered
by the 12
hydrants now in operation.
This is a matter of interest to Maine

Through

Upon entering the salon each guest is
presented with some handsomely painted has been spread for all concerned, in so
egg shells, which are carried about on many elaborate courses that the
day is far
trays by the servants. These- shells are spent before its conclusion.
tilled with gold and silver tinsel, cut into
1 have been making enquires of the
infinitesimal
The
pieces.
gentlemen Yankee doctor at Tegucigalpa about the

up
■

Rutland’s

at

teen

more
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masse
to

roundiug

At

cigarette-holders,

sun-

to the

promenade
the bronze

did snuft boxes of

diamond-stud-

our

great-great-grand-

mothers.

Von may be sure that few egg
shells are wasted in Central America.
In
every family which makes any pretentions

resembles in its effects the mode of attack of the worst type of fever and ague
known in the United States—characterized by cold shudderiugs, varied by

quick

flushes of

heat, sickness at the stomach,
an intolerable
headache, dizziness, weakness of the limbs and
aching of the joints
and a general desire to die and be done
with it.
Iiut nobody dies of calentura,
pure and simple, any more than of sea-

sickness

fever and ague.
Yellow fever
and cholera, which have more than once
or

decimated other cities of Central America, have never yet visited Tegucigalpa,
and but few

part of Honduras;

have occurred in any
for the northeast trade-

winds

as a

tant

seem

ence

as

well.

often

I
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attack the

here
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to

social
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City.
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iook at

of Goods.

are

Ship

Willie

On the steamer

Carib

Crew

of

wife,

and

a

cabin

boy

01
z
o
>

of the American

X

ship Willie Kosenfeld, which foundered

D

five hundred miles off the coast of Brazil.
Mate Gillespie said the Kosenfeld, which
was owned by Arthur Sewall of Bath, left
New York April 2S, with a general cargo
valued at *100,000 consigned to the head of
the firm in San Francisco after whom the
ship was named. She ran down in splendid time.
When she tried to round the
Horn she encountered an awful gale
which blew steadily for days.
Finally
the hull sprung aleak and increased so
that
it
was
decided
to
turn
tail
rapidly
and make for Kio de Janerio. When .100
miles off that port, August 13, the vessel
went down.
All hands took to open
boats.
Chief Mate Gillespie, Captain
Ilunphy and two others were in one boat,
seven men in the second boat and six in
the third.
The mate’s boat passed through a severe gale, which lasted :;0
hours, and came
near
being swamped. The party landed
at Ibettai, Brazil, August 20.
An Knglisliman cared for the party there, and afterwards all were forwarded to Santos.
One of the other boats from the shipwrecked vessel reached land.
Mate Gillispie does not know which one.
Free
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must
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Bird

knee and swell the feet to such a degree
that it is impossible to wear boots or

Hunting

T obacco
S33E&»

The only safe, sure and
reliable Female PILL
ever offered to Ladies,
especially recommends ed to married Ladies.
tILLS and take no other
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Bay.
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Win
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several salons de

1

•"d

then some Spanish opera
along to the unbounded joy
l lie Teatro Nacional is
bicated in the University—
tn<* gloomy pile
the

|

f.

j_

like

an

with Japanese lanterns here and there
among the orange and pomgranate trees,
the air heavy with the odor of flowers
and the moon shedding its soft radiance
all—is

thronged as well as the house,
palace, on one
particularly by the young and sentimenwhich contains the marble tal. The gay music, which the musicians
'banas and Hayes, two
shining have been rendering for an hour or two,
d on durians
history, one a war- now ceases; or else the band repairs to
1

L>.

chattering
agitated flock of blackbirds, and the
men smoking endless
cigars until the atbillares; mosphere is fairly blue. The patio—hung
women

opposite
side of a pretty

over

Hervey

Much in Little
Is

especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no mediever contained so great curative power in
small space. They are a whole medicine

cine
so

Hood’s

chest, always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory; prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Jewelry
C. H.

J10NR0E,
Manager.
Belfast, July 2, ,/s96.^26tf
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Watches,
Clocks,
Sterling Silver,

••

Mlti'i {>«m

irwill
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i.n- ein.i, with 1.. ,y li.^.
every week
Co., as lollt.vvs:
Leave \\ .-t Rrooksville at 7
\. m.; ( ,ine*.
•*
7.4'.; Hughes Point, SRO; R\
C..ve
Lime Kiin, 0.‘30; arriving at Iielfast,
1 ••1

‘Hriloksville, .Mondays, \\'••dnesdav

and *C :nr

>

Silver Plated

Returning, leave Iielfast at 2.on t m„ Cr ',«■
above named landings.
Passengers going Hast take steamer <a>tine

Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen.

from Iielfast at 2.00 p m., every Mom ay. \\
nesdn and Kinlay. Take steamer next day bo ,-li
landings from Castine to liar Harbor.
Passengers going to Millbridgv, .Jonespoit and
Maeliias take steamer Castine from lidfasr at
2.00 i*. >i.. stop over at Castine, take stmr. Frank
Jones next morning for all landings ltom Castine
to Maeliias.
ACFVl’S: li. A. (ireer, Iielfast: .1 K. Ryder,
Ryder's Cove; Win. Pendleton, Hughes Point; .1.
M. Vogel 1, Casti*iie; R. A. Lodge, Rrooksville.

pp

Silver Gold Belts,
Shirt Waist Sets,
■

W. SW ALLIDGE, Manager.

Maine Central R. R.
TIME-TABLK.

\M> CLOCK PLPAIkIVPROnPTL\ DOM;.
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On and after Oct. 4, 1896, trams connecting at
Burnham ami Waterville with through trains tor
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston

will

run as

follows:

H. J. Locke &, Son,
Belfast National Bank

Building. l>. ()

Square.
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A M
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tG 18
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Commencing Monday. Sept. 2-s. isoo.
leave Belfast
For 1 n>ion,
i.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at §5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale t>v F. K. < u<*wi.i:v.
PAYSON Tl'CKKH,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, and (ien'l Manager.
F. F. Bnnrnnv, Cen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 189G.
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A. M.

From Bangor, touching ai way- Hiding-.
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(’. F. JOHNSON. Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AFSTIN, (ien’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, (ieu ! Manage:. Boston.

House for Sale.

A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
making his quotations from the great
men of the past, Mr. Bryan is careful to tine view of Belfast
bay; ten room?, all finished,
skip Grant, who said in his first message as line cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good
cultivation,
“Let
it
be
apple,
understood that no re- j
pear, plum, shade trees,
President,
etc. Nice neighborhood.
Inquire of
pudiator of one farthing of public debt will j
M. C. DILWORTH.
be trusted in public place, and it will go far Or C. B.
HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44tf
to strengthen our public credit, which ought
to he the best in the world.”
[Rockland
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BY
DOING
Tribune.
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Mexico,
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the relatives and friends of both families

Maine.

Prince, which
reached New York Oct. Oth from Brazil,
there came as passengers First Mate
Gillespie and wife, Steward Burnham and

below the

man

Street,

Belfast,

Rosenfeld.

exceedingly oppressive.”

called

12 Main

STAPLES & COTTRELL,

cancelled 2-cent stamp before its
exposure is permitted. Every tradesman,
besides license and other taxes of that
kind, must keep record of sales, and
whenever they foot up s-jO a b-cent stamp
must be placed on the page.
This runs
through everything, and the taxation is

a

iatncutable drought of public
11 these
parts. There is a
!ere baccarat is the favor-

Fall lines of

TROUSERS.

n

ties.

our

Of Extra Sizes in all lines

■
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our

^SPECIALTY**-

chatting with acquainting the passers-by and

'1

personally invite

dear readers to call and

WE AAAKE A-*"

The trip made during September to the
Don t waste time.
Gain vital, valuable
standing, tlie contents of all the shoes. It is cured by baths of salt water.
islands in Penobscot bay and vicinity by
knowledge at once—knowledge worth thoueggs used iu tlie culinary department are Elephantiasis,
though not common, is oc- sands of dollars, which comes to you abso- Ora W. Knight, editor of the Ornithologcarefully let out through a tiny hole at casionally found in the upland regions. lutely free. usMany very common ailments ical department of the Maine Sportsmen,
come upon
with very alarming symptoms. I
Military band. The latter one end, and the shells turned over to tlie One
leg only is stricken with the loath- People have really died of fright. It isn’t a 1 II. S. Webb, John A. Lord and W. A.
es, under the direction ladies, who occupy many of their idle
to leave all physiological
desirable
thing
Danforth of Bangor, and Prof. F. L.
some disease, and that
unlucky member and medical knowledge to the doctors.
This I
! *lerman, and altliongh
hours decorating them.
Hiding one day gradually increases to double and treble was Dr. Pierce’s idea when he wrote his l Harvey and three sons from Orono, was a
most successful one. They hunted among
mere boys, barefooted
iu the suburbs of Tegucigalpa, we looked the size of the
great book. “The People’s Common Sense j
other, the swelling often Medical
Adviser.” He has described hun- I the islands of Eggemoggin reach, their
their music is really iu on a ball
“los
the
among
pobres,”
reaching above the thigh. The common- dreds of common ailments and prescribed best luck being on Saddleback ledge,
admirable custom of
dancing going on in the middle of the af- ly accepted explanation of this incurable for them. He has devoted a few, terse, where they found excellent plover shooti.
and one which the ternoon.
plain, chaste chapters to the reproductive ing, also securing turnstones, knots and
Half a dozen boys, squatted cm and fatal
malady is that it comes from physiology of both men and women.
beach birds, Mr. Knight securing personiaic to
advantage, is that tlie earth lloor in a corner, furnished an drinking impure water. Goitre is uot
The book is finely illustrated and contains I
tn the plaza.
In these pages there is i ally 00 plover skins iu line condition for
From the odd and
#ver 1000
eyrie sort of music, iu which tlie confined to any particular locality, but is condensed pages.
scientific purposes. They fished off Gott’s
much of the best of all a busy
a. no town is so
poor that piping of reed instruments predominated,
island and brought home 50 pounds apiece
orain has gathered in thirty years devoted
most prevalent in the mountainous disto the study and practice of medicine. Any
of cod iu salt, and on Pond and
band, and always a good lint it was very
Hog
beautiful, and much like tricts, where, as in Switzerland, the poor- one may
possess this great book by sending
islands they found plover even thicker
"pie would tolerate no tlie music of Hungarian gypsies in mak- er classes are
21
one-cent
to
cost
of
stamps,
pay
mailing than at Saddleback. Mr. Danforth got
subject to it. We met with
blanketed Indians being
Dispensary Medical Asso- I the
ing little trills chase each other up aud many women disfigured by a large swel- only, to World’s N.
prize of the trip, capturing alive a
Y.
ciation, Buffalo,
Anyone who wants j
ns.
At nine o’clock the down one’s nervous
The cos- ling, or wen,
book
in fine French cloth may } heron gull which had no feathers but was
the
bound
system.
from the fore
protruding
covered with down.
secure it by sending io cents extra (31 cents
;nding up with a grand tumes of tlie rural ladies are certainly
part of the neck, directly under the chin.
in all). Do it to-day. The offer is open for I
soul-stirring Hyinno models of simplicity, if not of elegance. It is not goitre, hut
a limited time.
Bananas in Typhoid Fever.
or
only
“guegueeho,”
"'iliin half an hour the Tlie entire outfit from
CONSTIPATION CURED.
top to toe consists swelling of the glands of the neck—a
William C. Ussery, M. I)., of St. Louis
There has been no of
most disgusting thing which lias never
cp.
Nothing will kill all the energy and ambition
only two pieces, a white cotton camisa been
In either
more effectively than
says that the best food for those suffering
no
satisfactorily accounted for.
loud and a
wrangling,
The bowels are clogged with poishort, scant skirt of liauuel or
constipation.
from
Fannie Buioiian Wakd.
typhoid fever is the banana. In this
sonous matter that should be cast out. The blood
■:>torous singing, such as
calico, precariously upheld by a baud
disease, he explains, the lining membrane
is soon loaded with impurities. The organs and
expected in Northern around the waist.
in
turn
these
of
tissues
the
small intestines becomes intensely
accept
The
reluctantly
impurities
Women’s Influence.
So extremely loose
in place of the healthful nourishment they need.
inflamed and engorged.
polloi is out in force; but and low in the neck is tlie camisa that
Eventually it
The whole system is poisoned.
It shows its
the
The women are taking an exceptional
distaste for the condition of affairs very plainly.
begins sloughing away in spots, leaving
been gravely courteous,
narrow
The head aches. The skin becomes sallow and
well defined ulcers.
shoulder-strips are constantly interest in the campaign for honest
At these places the
the vision blurred. The mouth tastes bad and
Miiugly friendly. True, slipping down towards tlie elbows and and they are to be credited with money
intestinal walls become dangerously thin.
being the breath becomes foul. The stomach is sour
ai this moment be brewA solid food, if taken into the stomach,
and the
tlie place where the collar would be, if generally on the right side wherever they
appetite poor. Constipation, the sole
cause of all this trouble, is promptly and perrua*
is likely to produce perforation of the
have taken organized action. We have witvery bench listening to there was a collar,
drops far, very far nessed a women’s sound money rally here aently cured by Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets.
intestines and dire results will follow.
and
the handshak- down towards tlie other
•5ion,
half of the cos- in Faneuil Hall, and similar demonstraTherefore, solid foods, or foods containday be doing their best tume. Iloni suit que null
tions have been had in other great cities,
ing a large amount of innutritious suby pense. The
Lovell
in the .States of Wyoming, Colorado and
'iher to-morrow.
stances, as compared with nutrious subBut wearers appear to be
every bit as modest
stances, are dangerous and are to be
politeness be mostly on and graceful as their richer sisters iu the Utah they have equal suffrage with men,
and it is highly creditable to the women Diamond
avoided.
The banana, although it may
eever the less
charming. President’s ball room, or as tlie belles of of those States that the repudiationists
be classed as a solid food, containing, as
and
it does, 95 per cent, nutrition, does not
beggar
peon wishes any other country, and many of them are regard them as a hostile element.
It is a
Cycles.
! possess sufficient waste to irritate these
’•i! bu ■nos
noclies, or buenos extremely pretty, iu the dark aud brilliant significant fact that thousands of women
in
sore spots. Nearly the whole amount taken
Colorado
who
are friendly to the white
ue street
gamin haul off style.
metal have announced their determination
We have on hand a tine stock of both la into the stomach is absorbed, and gives
bats to the
A wedding in Honduras is an event of to vote for
stranger with
dies and gents’ is% pattern of the Lovell the patient more strength than can be obMcKinley, and it is said that a
of the woman vote of the
''\v, iu marked contrast much ceremony, especially
Diamond Bicycles. This lot will be offered tained from other food.
[Chicago Interamong the large majority
Ocean.
State will go that way.
to customers at 850
•'’d' awkwardness and down[Boston Herald.
each. Warranted for
it begins in the bride’s
aristocracy.
one year.
These wheels may he seen at the
"l low-class urchins of home at
precisely eight o’clock p. m. All
He Skipped Grant.
ie

see

*«♦♦♦♦♦♦

everything.

painful cutaneous

eruption resembling boils,

If so,

TO ORDER.

bear

constant disenfec-

epidemics.

New?

CUSTOM

Mr. AY. E. Curtis has recently returned
between ten and eleven millions, with
total deposits aggregating over five bil- l’rom a tour of Mexico, whose industrial
lions of dollars.
and economic conditions he spent several
months in studying.
Secretary Herbert has settled the con“The most distressing feature of the
over
the
troversy
torpedo boat contracts free silver standard which Mexico is sufby awarding two torpedo boats of the : fering from,” Mr. «'in tis said to a press
thirty knot class to the Bath iron Works reporter, “is its iniluence upon taxation.
of Maine, and one thirty-knot
torpedo ; Mexico lias a large public debt, the inboat of the larger class to the Union Iron terest on which is
payable in gold, and
1\ in ks of San Francisco.
the treasury iinds great difficulty in raising sufficient money to meet it by taxation.
Their great study is to find something of value upon which more tax can
he raised or a new tax levied.
This is
seen in the tax
stamps placed on almost

cases

to act

from all

Something

_

(coast- |
Comptroller of the Currency Eckels has
something as the Fiji Islander proposes fever) prevails, during the hottest months. issued a statement which
shows the total
with a lump of
to
his
sweetheart
marriage
by knocking “Calentura,” or every-other-day fever, j number of depositors in national banks as
When baked the

wafei.

!.d>

are

back

SON.

<

>,

for the sake of

he

fifty cfi,iiee winter-dowering bulbs, in ten
varieties, including the celebrated Easter
lily, hyacinths, tulips, etc., alone worth
>1.50, is tiered as a premium to American
Gardening (established 1840—price $100 per
year), a popular weekly journal for dower
growers, by Messrs. Win. Elliott & Sons,
seedsmen, 54 Dey St., N. Y., (established
1845), a firm whom we know to be perfectly
reliable. Send them a postal card and receive full particulars by return mail. This
offer will not he repeated.

s

liei husband and his guests
was a New Kugland man

can

made cheerful

takes its stand at the head of tile sala—
the bride always in white, with veil and

the latter

>u .it

k lambs for

G. J. SHAW &

Four-fifths of the great newspapers of the
country are on the side of honest rntaney.
There is but one great free-silver daily in
the East, and that is the New York Journal,
whose proprietor, ypung Hearst, holds some
six miliiou dollars’ worth of shares in silver
mines.

our

breakfast

nature.

of advanced

era

things,

till the time

to

see in

wc. n

i

This is

the luxurious habits

as

for

,<

Kate Griswold, and the publication attests
her good taste and sound judgment.

dren. It nourishes and builds
them up when
ordinary foods
absolutely fail.

erica describes the sala of

,i

SALE.

October 5, 1896—2 w41

The September issue of Profitable Adver- KbWIIIIBIHIIIII—HMIIBMIHIMIIIMIIHIIIIMIIMMBMII^MIUMIIMIMIIM—IIIHIIUMIWIIHWIIHIIIIIIIIIIIUMIMMIMI—II1HIHW1IIMIIIIIMII—II111IIIIIIBIIIHIIMIMIIHIIIIIIMWIIWIIIIWIIIW—IIMIIIIMIBI
tising appears in a handsome cover page in
colors and with a most excellent table of
contents. The editor and publisher is Miss

Emulsion

ved before sunrise in the

:

FOR

Seven thoroughbred Shropshire b
s.i'e at S ;ars’ Island, Searsport, Me.

highly.

die matter of space, before
:i
the drs<iij!-no of bread

|

SHROPSHIRE BUCK LAMBS

absence of Editor Rob- j

recent

inson Miss Marian Kelley, the local reporter
of the Camdt n Herald, was in charge of all
the departments of the paper, and the Rockland Tribune compliments her work very

Scott’s

Journal.]

iloMu kas, Sept. 27th.
attempted account of “a

a.

l

and Periodicals.

Presl-

Arnica Salve.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

BOY’S BS BOLLEB
SHORTHAND & TYPEWRITING SCHOOL
OFFICE PRACTICE FROM THE START.

Ory Theory Discarded.

PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Fitting Glasses, and Diseases of
tiie Eye and Ear.
Office

in

Belfast

National

Bank

Building.

SUBSCRIBE FOR

Send for Free Catalogue.

L. A. GRAY &. SON. Portland. Me.
3in36

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

BELFAST. THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1806.
Fl BLlsHia* EVERY Till RSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Go.

republican

RFPl BLICAN

{ Bt sfxESsMASAOER

NOMINATIONS.

WILLIAM McKINLEY of Ohio.
FOR VICE

PRESIDENT,

GARRET A. HOBART of New Jersey
JOHN F. HILL of

Augusta.

First District.EDWIN PAYSON.
...A. R. NICKERSON.

Second District.

Third District.FRED ATWOOD.
Fourth District.ALBERT H. SAW! ER.

the Wm.

J.

Bryan

of

magazines.

the newspaper men
time.
Later Mr. Young became executive clerk of the Senate, a position he fill-

ed with much credit for several years, and
which he subsequently resigned.
lie has

always

retained

a

newspaper connection.

He has been the

Journal subscriber in Illinois writes

\

that the State “is

us

known to many of
in Washington at that

good for 100,000 for

McKinley.”

Washington corresponPhiladelphia Star, and is one
of the proprietors .of that paper.
Mr.
Young is well qualified both by ability
and experience to till a seat in Congress.
dent of the

Senator David B. Hill—“I would see
the Democratic party in hell before I

hi .-ii) port some of the provisions of
the ( liieago platform.”

Yachts

and

Boats.

wo;

Tl- advance in wheat has knocked

one

tho

Bryan arguments in the head.
Busiuos generally is improving as the
-fin
;ivan wanes and only the size of
Mt KM

>’s majority remains in doubt.

].•

•- yoi’i revolver at liometo-rnorrow.
ksouvihe Metropolis, the day before
election.

!•'■

good

iM.ua'.'iV
; a

Tii

ticket.

tie vote in Florida shows
IT ot 1A pei cent., and in Georgia
c« nt.. li om Is'aj. The
gold Demo-

<;

the stay-at-home vote is
wiii la- heard from in Xovcm-

:l;at

:
|:

an u
«

Freeman O. Roberts’ schooner boat Hattie
sank at her mooring above the railroad
wharf last. week. She was lifted by two
other boats am! brought into shore at high
tide for repairs.
Sam Holt has hauled out the Katherine
and Onward; and the Marjorie and Alice B.
are in winter quarters.
The Glide will soon
be hauled out; but the Jennette, Edna and
Clara are still afloat and will be moored for
the winter.
The Hon. Frank. Jones’ steam yacht Navis, which lees been undergoing extensive,
repairs at Lockwood’s is again in commission.
It is understood that her owner ami
a party <•! friends will make an extended
cruise i? southern waters in the Navis dur-

ing the coming winter.

[Boston Herald.

Jacob Loring of Rockland is building a
I'.oja'a, in view of these returns, fishing sloop for (’apt. James Rawley *'
Tt naut's Harbor. She is to be ;j feet long,
:-.n from the Democratic c<> 1
1- feet beam and a 1-U feet deep. She is after
:
pho-ed in he d mbtful list, and ;
a model of his own
designing and will be a
-rgia may be regarded as uueer- j
safe, staunch and speedy craft.
mi

•-

'•

*•

advice would have been:

Pop.

'ci noc r a

a

ci

the

\oie

!.

Webster’s sloop, the Louise, returned Suna gunning trip down the Reach.

day from

t

down,

W. A.

Hood’s

Everybody was pleased to see Mr. Calvin
S. Elwell on his return from sea after an
absence of little more than a year. He is
the same pleasant, genial fellow, a typical
representation of a true Yankee sailor, who
by his keen practical ideas and studious obThe One True Blood Purifier.
servation of the requirements of the profes$1; six for $5.
Prepared only by ('. I. Hood & Co., J,owel?. Mass.
! sion he entered upon when only a lad, has
by his fidelity and strict attention to every
are the only pills t<> t-ike
Hood’s Pills with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
I duty steadily risen to the proud position as
first officer of the largest steel ship afloat, a
position that many an older man would feel
The Churches.
greatly elated to occupy. Mr. Elwell’s visit
home will be but of a week’s duration, as he
Rev. V. P. Wardwell will preach at the
has been engaged to go another trip to San Methodist church next Sunday forenoon
Francisco, and will begin to load the ship and evening.
shortly. His many friends are very pleased to
The Rockland Ministerial Association and
know that he has been retained on the same
the Epworth League of Knox county meet
ship, as it at once establishes the fact that in Rock port, Oct. 19, 20, 21.
ability will always find its reward. So long,
At the Unitarian church next Sunday
old boy, and may this voyage be prosperous,
Rev. J. M. Leighton will take for his subwith a quick return to the old deacon scat
ject,“Light oil Hidden Ways,” from the text
at the corner grocery.
found in Job 3-23.
Rev. J. F. Tilton of Belfast preached at
At the business meeting of the North
the Baptist church last Sunday afternoon, church
last Thursday evening it was voted
and previous to the meeting he baptized
to invite the Maine Conference of CongregaMrs. Mabel Price at the cove. Quite a good tion. ilist
churches to hold its uext meeting
sized audience was present when the meet- in this
city. The committee to arrange for
ing opened, Mr. Tiltou’s discourse was a celebrating the church's centennial was enplain, practical one and was most intently larged, ami is at work.
listened to by all. The historical account
The services at the Baptist church Sin 1 ty
of St. Paul’s captivity was very
eutertaiuly morning will include
preaching morning
told, and his disappointment in being held
and evening by the pastor. The morning
as a prisoner when lie so
longed to be free sermon will be the second in the “Galatian
to preach the word from place to place,
gives series” and will be entitled “Tin*.
Principles
us to understand that
this obstacle that
at Stake.” The evening subject will be
was placed, in his way as he went foifch to
“The Secret of Preferment,” Dan. 6:3.
preach, after all proved more of a help to There will be music
by the choir and chorus
St. Paul in spreading the gospel than if he
as usual.
had be; u at liberty to travel from place to
The Maine Universalist Sunday school
place as lie first intended. Thus be impresconvention in session at Biddeford, Oct. 8th,
sed
upon his hearers that hindrances,
elected the following officers: Leander H.
obstacles and
are

Sarsaparilla

|

impediments

very,

very

Blossom, Turner, president; Cummings,
Norway, vice president; Rev. \V. H.
Gould, Dexter, secretary; Miss Georgie A.
Bradley, Portland, treasurer; Mrs. Dana
Corbett, Dexter, Mrs. J. F. Rhodes, Fairfield, and Rev. George E. Leighton, Ski-whe-

often the means that God places in our way
to make us more progressive in our
striving
for the right and the truth. It was a beautiful

schu' iiier yacht Frolic of Boston, ownfree from sectarian views that so
hy Mr. Herbert White, which has been discourse,
often spoil the charms of many an otherwise
cruising in Penobscot Bay on a gunning
Mc.m
discourse. Thus iu was that his
expedition, went ashore "ii Burnt Island splendid
gan, trustees. The next convention will be
sermon proved so effective to his hearers.
Oct. 5th, hut was pulled olf next tide
Ledges
<
at Skowhegau the first week in October,
*.-•
Wolcott, Senator Lodge and
At the close of the service twelve
persons
by the Stella Piekert. The yacht was not
received the right hand of fellowship by Mr. 1897.
"Altogether it was one of the damaged.
Ail who are to attend the comity C. E.
in a few well chosen remarks adgic..: 't jiolitieal meetings ever held in
Tilton,
The schooner yachts Marie, Capt. John I).
M s:
dressed to each one. It was quite an event Convention at Searsport Tuesday, Oct. 20th,
Hall.'*
Mr. Feed had a grand reBatchelder,and Pastime, Fred Whiting: and
in the history of this society, for
'-pi i: and made a most eloquent speech. the sloop
possibly are reminded to carry their lunch baskets
Monomoy, were among the many never had
there been so many at one time as picnic dinner and supper are to be served.
craft which broke adrift in Boston waters
admitted to membership of the church. We Messrs. Willis Fletcher and II. M. Preni»W. Pen diet on writes from Belfast
during Monday’s storm, blit escaped with
believe the honor of this large addition to tiss are the committee on transportion.
to the Maine Populist that the result of minor damage.
These yachts are well
the church is due to the Rev. G. A. An- Please inform either of them of your intenthe lui-ut State election “proves positive known here. A large number of yachts were
drews, who has been laboring here for some tion of going, before Monday evening, Oct.
that
majority of the people of this State totally wrecked in this storm.
time, and probably the church would have 19th. The fare will be only 35 cents for the
ic v... 11 y untit fur self
Charles U. Flint is having a new steam
government,” and
round trip. The buckboards will start from
remained dormant now il by his activity he
adit
built
for
him
at
which
:f
City Island,
t is only a question of time when a
tha*
Folhad not infused new life into it by his earn- the Baptist church promptly at 8 30
she comes up to expectations will lie the
m n iU'liy will be a -ceptable to the
people fastest vessel in the world, as she is rated to est work by day and by night. It seems as lowing is the program:
'"ver :>:» knots an hour.
She will be 122feet
FORENOON’.
o! Maine."
Wo atlier suspect George
the society would do well to retain
long. 1J 1-2 fe< t beam, and will draw 4 feet. though
10:00. Devotional Service.
Los an
\e to the throne
or
She
will
have
himself;
perquadruple expansion engines him during the coming winter, at least, as 10.20, Greeting,
2,000 horse-power driving twin screws. we believe he is well liked by the society.
Mrs. W liittier, Searsport.
haps in- would be content with the posi- of
She will
10:30. “The C. E.
The

Herald says of the Bepub:o ideal ion meeting in Music Hall
ck. addicssed by Hon. Thomas B.

M

i

'sti>n

ed

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
OCT. 16th and 17th. Come in and look at

Tired, Weak, Nervous,
Than because of the work itself. Every
physician, says so, and that the only remedy is in building up by taking a good
nerve tonic, blood purifier and vitalizer
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla. For the troubles
Peculiar to Women at change of season,
climate or life, or resulting from hard
work, nervousness, and impure blood,
thousands have found ^relief and cure in

Capt. Isaac Crockett has disposed of his
farm to Mr. Charles Kenney of East Belfast.
Mr. Crockett will move to Everett, Mass.,
soon with his family.

time in luxurious confinement in the

never

are run

Whitney closed his cottage
last Wednesday and his family returned to
Boston by the way of Camden.

his assistant, II. J. Ramsdell, wdio has
since joined the silent majority, was kept

however,

E. Pat-

ing winter.

under consideration by the Senate in
executive session and Mr. Young, with

a

done, and it is especially wearing
wearisome to those whose blood is
impure and unfit properly to tone, sustain, and renew the wasting of nerve,
muscle and tissue.
It is more because of
this condition of the blood that women

Mrs. John Smith has gone to Rockland to
reside with her son Fred during the com-

Mr.

Wsyr’8

and

terson.

was

secret was,

JOEL WILBUR of Avon.

The Arena is

spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. W.

managing editor. The Tribune published the San Domingo treaty while it

for

Is

Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Currier of Camden

act.

the late '60’s and

Senate wing of the Capital. They were
finally released, the Senate failing to ascertain how they obtained the treaty. The

Presidential electors.
For electors at large:

for

Susie Blake of Belfast was the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Elwell the first of this
week.
Miss

theD

PRESIDENT,

FOR

were

early '70’s Mr.
Young was the Washington correspondent of the New York Tribune, of which
his brother, John Russell Young, was
In

NEWS.

Mr. and Mrs. William Price of Belfast
in town Sunday calling on friends.

William D. Kelly's old district; and will
be chosen by 12 or 15 thousand plurality.
Mr. Young is a gentleman of rare culture
and literary and intellectual ability; is versed in public affairs; and has a record and
reputation untarnished by the slightest

derogatory

CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

NORTMPORT

James Rankin Young is nominated for
representative to congress from Philadelphia to succeed Mr. Reyburn in Judge

Hcptibltcan Journal.

interest you, and il

Shawls.

our

they

Mrs. J. 3. GATES.

Come in and

MISS CUSHMAN, Hilliner.
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITKD

have

I

will

They

suit you buv

one.

Ladies’ Wi

see our

what will suit your
book.
*
a

tiyur

pocket

A. P.

LOST.
A mink boa between Belfast and Morrill Sunday, please return to MISS THJRZA BLOOD of

Morrill,

or

Journal office.

2w42*

MANSFIELD,
Masonic Tern j>ir.

j

411 ANNUAL LIP DPIII ID Si
more than ever before we have made T
A lyfP.Cg a special!
market earlier than usual we were able to see the entire line, and if you v
in our OPENING DAYS, OCT. 16 and 17, Friday and Saturday, you \\i
doubt agree with us that we bought all we should. We have reallv the larg,
line of LAiTPS, SILK SHADES and GLOBES ever in Belfast

This year

■

A Few Points of

Banquet Lamps,
Piano Lamps,
Hanging Lamps,
Table Lamps,
Stand Lamps,
Hall Lamps,

Superior

Miller and Juno L
Screw Wick Lift. Chimney Li
icick.
Xo Dirt Pocket
\<>

Lamp

is

l'.'

warranted

and w- are hereby
absolutely every M1LLHK
we sell.
As to juice yv.to us.

IN GOLD, SILYER AND NICKLE PLATE.

OPEN EVENINGS.

When you are buying Lamps II
YOl NOITII.Vi to look at mu

purchasing.

CARLE &

..

1

tion

:

p*

i•

t

laureate,

with

a

fat

have steel frames and a double
skin of wood. She will he so constructed
that she can in case of war be converted into
a torpedo boat in a few
days. She can also
carry 4 rapid firing guns in her conning

salary.

uing journey from where we write
Is
ia:t
tul pastor, a year ago rolling in
lux iy on a salaiy of seven hundred dol- lowers. She will he lighted hy electricity,and
her coal bunkers will b<- large enough to
ls
car, who now,
.wing to the stop- drive her across the Atlantic at moderate
work n the mills, is
ping
receiving speed. [Marine Journal.
L.
lie two parishes to which he miuisThe Defender is still the property of W.
a
salaiy of live hundred and fifty K.
Vanderbilt, who was responsible for havMW <is will; which to
support his family
ot I'Uii. the trail wife
needing more help ing her built. Several yachtsmen have lookin tic- household than the small salary ed at her v. itb a view to buying, and to one
can i'm;risk.
Gospel B. liner.
of them Mr. Vanderbilt named £50,000 as the
this is one ol the “luxurious class of price. When lie learned that the
yachtsloafeis n. t in sympathy with the distrfss- man s idea was to turn the cup defender
cs ci the masses,"
recently denounced on into a schooner, Mr. Vauder »i 11 rep.lied very
the stump by candidate Bryan.
'*mphatiealiy that under no circumstances
would lie sell her for £50,000 or anything
V

H
i:

a

!

1 b•

>/1 ;.s

Ueed is

adding largea;s lame
i>y bis public speeches in
'('!!!
ainpaign, and is compelling
i,

1

■•iiatiou

even of those who had
his bitterest opponents.
He
i- i.uger referred to as “Czar
Ueed,”
anis
greeted everywhere by large and

*

'''"nu

enthusiastic audiences.

Of

his recent

else for such

he wished her
kept under her single-stick rig in case there
was a challenge for the cup, so that she could
he used as a cup defender or a trial horse as
the occasion demanded. Mr.
Vanderbilt.it
is said, stated that it was possible that in
case there was no challenge that he or one
of his friends might race her on the other
side next season.
•

speech in Boston the Herald of that city

The

a

purpose,

as

Belfast

Schools.
says.
Mi. Ueed stands now among the first
There will be three flag days in the public
minds of our country, without cavil on schools the coming
week, as follows: Oct. 17
any hand, and he is doing full justice to (1777) the surrender of
Burgoyne; Oct. 18,
his remarkable n ental gifts.
His per(1781) the surrender of Cornwallis; and Oct.
sonal piesence is imposing and his
oratory
i> of the most effective character. The 21, (141*2) the discovery of America. The
1: itself should be circulated and first two fall on Saturday and Sunday, and
sp<
studied by those who wish to have the is- ! the exercises pertaining to them will be
sue of the day in its best form of
presenta- held Friday.
tion.
A teachers’ institute will be held in this
city about, Nov. 13th, to be addressed by
Boston’s Ancient and Honorable Artil- some of the
leading educators of the State.
lery < mnpany was royally entertained in A list of speakers and their subjects will be
Baltimore last week.
This was to be ex- given soon.
<

There are no more hospitable
The first regular meeting of the Belfast
pected
people anywhere than the Baltimoriaus, branch of the Maine Teachers’ Reading Cirand their city is located in a region of cle was held at the Superintendent’s office
l'l<-i:g\ that affords the choicest products Monday evening, and a course of reading
There are twenty members enrolled
of bind and sea.
Baltimore is as distinc- begun.
in the local circle. Meetings will be held
tive v southern a city as Boston is repreweekly Monday evenings.
sentative of New Kugland sentiment, hut
Superintendent Brick visited the schools
then- lias long been a close business relain the outlying districts Monday, and made
tionship between the two cities and not a the changes of text books according to the
few inici -marriages, and the visit of the vote of the School Committee at the last
“Am a-nts" has no doubt created addi- meeting.
A special meeting of the School Commit< nal t i 's of
friendship.
tee was held Tuesday evening to act on a
V ilie- admires newspapei illustrations; proposition of Superintendent Brick to esit
haul to believe that anyone buys a tablish a special school for
pupils who have
newspaper because of its illustrations; by reason of sickness or other causes fallen
are
they
simply tolerated, with a shrug, behind their
classes, and who do not like to
.'some newspapers contain worse pictures
than others; but we do not think there attend school with scholars much younger
than themselves. The plan is to establish
are in the United 8tab s of America
any
an undergrade school in which individual
worse ones tlr
can be seen in Boston.

[Boston Transcript.
While there are fairly good illustrations

rather than class work will be done. Such
a school would accommodate
many scholars

in at least

who

one

of the Boston dailies

we

are

beyond

the

compulsory

Boston dailies.

the

We do not believe that

public appreciate badly
unmeaning illustrations, or typographical
eccentricities, especially when they oc-

executed and

cupy space that should be tilled with
news.
The breaking over of matter
from one page to another is also a great
The New York
annoyance to readers.
Herald occasionally makes a fanciful use
of

display type,

but does not offend other-

wise, and take it all in all is
newspaper.

a

model

school,

Miss

Lilia

Rivers, and the Union

school, Miss Edith L. Burgess.

Messrs. Chaffin and
Hutchinson, “the hunters,” of Boston, arrived in town last Thursday and are the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mitchell_
Mr. and Mrs. George U. White went to
North

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will lie pleased
t.o learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able
cure in
all its stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall’s
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
to the medit ai fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is

Belfast.

Brockton, Mass., last Friday on a short business trip-Harry Furbish
arrived home
from Olamon last Friday-The North Belfast Debating Club was organized last week
with Frank Flanders, president; Fletcher
Russ, secretary ; Willie Mitchell, treasurer.
_Rev. Geo. S. Mills gave a very able sermon at the church last Sunday.
He will
preach again next Sunday at 2.30 p. m.

11:00.
11:30.

have

so

much faith in its curative powers,

that thej offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure.
Send for testimonials.

Local

Industries.

James C. Durham is making the packing
boxes for the evaporated apple business of
D. M. McFarland of Centre Montville.

meins,”
Pearson, Morrill.

j

j

Prayer and Song Service.
Business.
Reports from Societies,
E. < '(invention.
Report of Maine
Mr. F. L. Robertson. Belfast.
“The Christian Endeavorer as a Citizen,”
Mr. W. G. Hatch, North Belfast.
Discussion.
Sermon,
Rev. J. F.

Tilton, Belfast.

from itching and burning eczema* and other
skin and scalp tortures. None but
parents realize how these little ones suffer. To know
that
a warm bath with Cuticura
Soap, and a single
of
application
Cuticura (ointment), the great
skin cure, will in the
majority of cases afford
instant relief, permit rest and sleep, and
point
to a speedy cure, and not to use them without
a
moment’s delay is to fail in our duty.
Sold throughout the world. Price,
Citticuha. 50c
Soap, 25c.; Resolvent, 50c. and *1. Pottbb Dbuo
ajii> Ciibm. Coup., Sole
Props Boston.
How to Cure Skin
Tortured Babies,’’moiled free.

A Cottage House with 7 rooms, situated on
the corner of Cedar ami Franklin Sts. City water,
sink and water closet connected with sewer.
THOMAS GANNON.
Belfast, Maine.
tf42
Or enquire at C. H. Sargent’s store.

in

60 Hail

Hard ware.

STATEMENT OF rhE CONDITION OF I HI

Praise Service.
Rev. L. D. Evans, Camden.
('onsecration Service.

The Maine Baptist Convention at Damariscotta last week accomplished a great deal of
work and was most successful in all its
features. The credential committee reported 347 present. The treasurer’s report show
receipts of $18,400 11. There is a deb t of

$1,000.

Transfers in Real

Estate.

following

real estate

transfers in

were

recorded in Waldo County Registry "f
Deeds for the week ending Oct. 14, 18%:
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, to Belfast
Machine & Foundry Co., do.: laud in Belfast. Wilbert N. (Hidden, Palermo, to Mary
J. Glidden, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. Fred L. Gilkey et ala., Camden, to
Pyam L. Gilkey, Rochester, N ,H.; land and
buildings in Searsport. Geo. M. Rowe,
Palermo, to John S. A. Rowe, do.; laud and
buildings in Palermo. Alfred E. Nickerson,
Swanville, to Chas. E. Riley, Monroe; laud
in Monroe. Lewis A. Knowlton, Belfast, to
Rose E. Cunningham, Stockton Springs;
John
land and buildings in Searsport.
Trask estate, Jefferson, to Fred L. Young
et g.1., Burnham; laud in Burnham. Clarissa
C. Hook, Searsmout, to Amanda M. Hook,
do.; land in Searsmout (2 deeds.) Leroy A.
Batchelder, Swanville, to Hermon O. Batchelder, do.; land and buildings in Swanville.
Mary C. Richardson, Palermo, to Rodney E.
Nelson, do.; land in Palermo. Martha Doak,
Belfast, to Elizabeth D. Marthou, Washington, D. C.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Arbella N. Towle, Belfast, to Frank B.
Strout, do.; land in Belfast. Li Bias L.
Nichols, Searsport, to James G. Merryman,
West Boylston, Mass.; land and buildings iu
Searsport. Margaret A. Frost, Belfast, to
Henry L. Lord,do.; land in Belfast. Hannah
T. Hall, Freedom, to Alice S. Bartlett, do.;
land and buildings in Freedom. Manly S.
Genn, Prospect, to Geo. O. Grindle, Brooksville; laud in Prospect. Mary S. Peirce,
Belfast, to Barney S. Bunker, do.; land and
buildings in Belfast.

IIKPORT OK TIIK Hi'

consumption

Belfast Loan & Building Asso.,

reaps

K EL FAST, OCT* >: KK 9, le*r.
John <;. bn->« ks. President.
C. \\
Wksi'<»i";, Seen-1an and !

HALE’S

Address,

The

BABIES WITH SKINS ON FIRE

Everything

J. HJ.&W.JONES,

his richest

E\KNINO.

7:00.

The trustees’ report shows that
sixty churches have been aided during the
year. Three new churches have been added, Brewer, Oakfield and Rumford Falls.
The committee on the state of religion
shows the churches to be in a very nourishMathews Bros.’ report that mahogany is ing condition with an increasing membership.
South Berwick was decided on as the place
again becoming popular in interior work iu of the next convention. Rev. J. H. Parshnice houses, and that they have several or- ley of Rockland was chosen preacher, and
T. J. Ramsdell of South Paris alternate.
ders into which that wood enters.
The following officers were elected: Presi&
White are rebuilding the shed dent, G. B. Ilsley of Bangor, vice president,
Mayo
south of their bottling works, and making W. A. Newcombe of Tboinaston : recording
the front uniform with the larger part and secretary, H. C. Barrage of Portland; corresponding secretary, A. T. Dunn of Waterwith the Arlington stable.
By the change ville; treasurer, H. M. Maliug of Portland.
The Wednesday morning session was openthey get a large increase of lioor space.
e d by a business meeting of tile Young PecThe certificate of incorporation of the
ple’s Union. The following officers were
Legro & Spalding Shoe Company was re- elected: President, F. W. Johnson, Watercorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds ville; vice president, E. W. Porter, Rocklaud ; recording secretary, Maud E. MatTuesday. The outline of the corporation, thews. Belfast: corresponding secretary,
its purposes, officers, etc., were published in Rev. F. B. Shu in way, Springvale; treasurer,
Rev. J. E. Cochrane, Hallowell. The afterThe Journal last week.
noon was devoted t«» the Maine Baptist EduWood
*&
Co.
are
Harrison,
finishing a cation Society. The reports of officers and
ha .ulsome sarcophagus for the Heath fami- comndttees showed the society to he in a
splendid condition and the Baptist schools
ly ~>f Bucksport, ami have an order for a of the State were reported nourishing. The
nice tablet for Mrs. Mary J. Ellis, to be set \ following officers were elected:
President,
Rev. J. II. Barrows; vice president, Rev. F.
(in the E. C. Bassick lot in Waldo.
They M.
Preble of Camden: secretary, Rev. C. E.
have lately finished a handsome ball monuOwen of Houlton; treasurer, Rev. W. It.
ment for Howard F. Mason, to be erected on
Spencer of Waterville ; auditor, Prof. E. W.
Hall of Waterville.
his parents’ lot in North Searsport.

The work of setting up the machinery iu
the new shoe factory is progressing favorably, and it is expected the cutters will begin work Oct. 26.

;-

AFTERNOON.

2 :00.
2:15.

Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. j 7:30.
&#“Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Concerning

“Aniusi

Dr. T. N.
Discussion.

taken internally, acting directly
upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, ! 3.15.
thereby destroying the foundation of thedis- j
ease, and giving the
patient strength by i 3:35.
building up the constitution and assisting j
nature n doiug its work. The proprietors !
4:05.

age of 15

Transcript’ssomewhat sweeping years, as well as others who cannot attend
school
It was voted to try such
assertion will stand.
It might well have a schoolregularly.
one term if it can be supported
by
continued its criticism by applying equal subscription.
Two schools are closed this week on accensure to the typography of many of the
count of illness of the teachers, the Pitcher
think the

Pledge, Its Requirements and
Their Fulfilment,”
Rev. H. W. Abbott, Liberty.
Discussion.
“Tlie Consecration Meeting.”
Miss Mabel Ii. Mathews, Belfast.
Discussion.

It will pay you to look over our lme ot Guns it vou are thinking oi buving.
\
a good safe Double Gun, warranted to shoot, for $11.88.
Don't' think
price is so low it is no good. Call and look at it and you will be surprised tbait for so little money. A full line of guns and ammunition.
you
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Number of
Number of
Number of
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shareholders.
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borrowers.
shares outstanding.
shares pledged for loans.1 ;7
loans.
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minute.
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If you have ever tried Hale’s Honey of
Horehound and Tar you know what a
safeguard it is against throat and lung
troubles. Sold by druggists.

Pike’s Toothache Drops

\1
a
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Loans
Loans
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Accumulated capital.
Guaranty fin d
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from China.
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A. A. HOWES & CO.

til PO IT 01

S
My Mamma gives mo
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds, Colic, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Threat, Diphtheria, etc.
I THINK !T IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.
prepared by Nobv/ay Mediciwe Co.,

E.

M. l\

of Glasses and Diseases tf
the Eye acd Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

m.

MAINE

SEARSPORT,
iatf

Auction Mice,
Burr stones and other machinery for a contp’e1-')
^rist mill, will he sold at public auction at the
Lewis wharf, on Monday, the 20tlr day of October,
inst., at 1 o’clock v. m.
N. F. HOUSTON. ) ronnnittPe
A. A. HOWES,
I
Belfast, Oct. 14, 18 .—lw*2

SUBSCRIBE FOR

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

a.
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port

Nfarsport,
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(he Mu'

Belfast,

Maine.
Loans and
< lv.

Open

■

(><

business

Norway, Me

H~ DDRGIN,
Office hours until 9 a.
From 12.30 to 3 p. m.
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from 9 to 12 A. M.

From
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L. S !;■ nni- :i• >«■'
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"I oilier Nat.
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•'
Fi ur: ional paper
1

1 to 4 P. M.
DEPOSITS

SOLICITED.

cents
I.ii irjHI

14tf

Ouv<l oi TIiuiiUn
We thank our kind friends and neighbors and
also our Brother and Sister (irangers for their
kindness shown us in our late beravement of
Husband and Father.
lw*
Mrs. R<iskM.Guk»:n.
S R. (iltKE.V.

Card ol

TlianUa.

1 wish to express my gratitude to the kind
i'rieuds and neighbors who worked s<> hard to
save my property from the fire, Oct
7th, which
destroyed my house and I am. Without their
aid my loss would have been much more severe.
Tlio.v \S l.F. >\AKI).
Morrill, Me., Oct. 13, 1H‘.W.
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1. t HAS. F. (lull I
named bank, do
statement is true lot !n
t HAbelel.
SH list; ri bed and -wo
day of October, 1 s1."-
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FREEDOM NOTICE.
Thismav certify that 1 have this dav released to
my son, IJEKNAIU) A. ROBERTS, his time during the remainder of his minority and that 1 shall
not in the future pay any of his hills or claim any
JOSEPH ROBERTS.
of his wages.
Witness, Marc’ellus J. Dow, Esq.
Brooks, Me., Oct. 5, 18«H>.—8w41

Correct.
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BELFAST.

OF

The official ballots for use at the Presidential election have been received from the
Secretary of State.

Friday evening
ndeiiuitely postponed
.1 for

a

i

of

The

Mrs. Zibiah I'.
church

l nitarian

Post, G. A. R.,
ber 5 th.

are

for tlieir annual sale
which will take place
Further parj' ■■•■tuber.
rii later.
I iirchase a sacque,
she keeps traeque,
r.1 the place
• he a good space
i■ y have for her
bacque.

Mr. L.

He
a

milliner, Miss Cushseveral seasons and
tastes of customers.

Her

has

valuable col-

a

run

Would announce that Oct. 20th she
open her

Just

a

Announces to the Ladies of
Belfast and

will

is

at

now

his home in Amherst.

asylum but a short time, and
report that he had disappeared after his

USE

Isle

au

ITaut

now

Lever

Over the store of A. I). CHASE & SON,
where she will exhibit a very CHOICE YARIETY of

Winter
N.

SOULE,

and Boas

show them the very best leading styles in MILLINERY.

Has in her usual

Millinery,

Selected by herself in Boston and New York,
which the public are cordially invited to

Y.

inspect.

stock

GEORGE W. BDRRETT’S.

of

FALL & WINTER GOODS.

GLOVES,
FLANNELS,
HOSIERY,
STAMPED GOODS

A small dock of wild geese alighted on
the mussel bed between the two bridges

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Original, Edward L. Fletcher, Togus ; Frank
D. Robinson, South China; EugeneF. Jones,
Union.

|

This

Opening
Tuesday

at

MISS FRENCH

Fall and

Sunlight

Bros., Ltd., Hudson & Harrison Sts.,

J. C.

has just returned from New
and she is prepared to

Cleanses clothes and most
everything else—with
less labor and greater
comfort.

has roads and buck-

boards, and last year many enjoyed the
picturesque drives. The Messrs. Turner are
evidently preparing for the increased patronage they are certain to have next season.

Capes,
Fur Capes,Collarettes

that her

York,

to tell you that if you want to
do your washing easily, in the ''up
to date" way, the Sunlight way,
without rubbing your clothes all to
pieces (and your hands too) you must

in the

was

vicinity

Ladies’Jackets and

milliner,

MISS

of Pattern Bonnets and flats,

great. Sunday, and although several gunners saw
had an immense run in them, no one tired for some time, thinking
he "ther large cities, will they were tame geese owned in the vicinity.
and
The Belfast Industrial Real Estate Co.
e
pretty ami bright sou- Carl Grotton was the tirst to discover the want the
services] of some one in making list
lveunedy, supported by mistake and secured one bird, hut the dock of voters of Belfast and
doing other similar
Oct. Twentieth
ng company and scenic got away before the other hunters could get
work. Apply to C. W. Wescott, clerk.
full of comedy, songs, within distance.
Chief Engineer F. H. Welch is overhauland Twenty=First.
»f the day, and you canThe Belfast Debating Club last Friday
ing the hand tire engines and getting them
"Wat-ch for its coming. evening discussed the question:
“Resolved,
Old 2 is in good
ready for winter use.
Belfast, Oct. 15,1896.—2w42
Morrill left at this office That the old district system is better than
order, and new 2 is having her
working
m
tine exhibit of apples the present school system.” F. S. Brick and
A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, will
cylinders repaired.
the Grange fair in East C. E. White spoke for the present system,
Charles E. Stevens has sold one-lialf inter- be officially inspected next Monday evening.
and Arthur Ritchie and Normal Wardwell
were pinned the blue
The Journal received a letter Saturday
a
the Baldwin, Xortli- for the old system. The vote of the club est in his harness shop to his brother, Mason
I. Stevens, and the business is to he confrom a shoe firm in Massachusetts that
:tit
King, Late Straw- was unanimous in favor of the present systinued under the name of Stevens Brothers. has decided to move, enquiring as to the situild not name.
They tem. To-nmrrow evening they will discuss,
t«* «:it, and their looks
“Resolved, That ministers of the Gospel They will also add a line of boots and shoes. uation here. The letter was handed to the
President of the Belfast Board of Trade for
should not discuss political issues in the
There is a dog in Belfast that is getting an
unenviable reputation as a cat killer. Ilis the consideration of that body.
pulpit.”
ah
.iinmissioners. .1. B.
uhtkr."

mu

MISS SOUTH WORTH

his

C. D. and A. J. H. Turner of Isle au Haut
a handsome pair of grey horses last
week of Williston Griunell. [Camden Herald.

enthusiastic stamp
ig them is Mr. Louis
i*
told us of an attempt
in
stamps, which was
M stamp, but failed as
stamps, so that those

Harris

it up for

bought

of

for less than

fitting

release proves to have been unfounded.

•■r

bought

and is

He will continue to

Herbert C. Penney, whose commitment to
the insane asylum at Augusta was recently

10th and 17th,
vervthing in that line

>e

MRS. R. P. CHASE
aline

millinery opening reported,

VALUES

a»0:

....IX....

cart.

may. Oct.

<er

are

office,

as an

market.

meat

Mrs. J. C. Cates

her

Millinery
SPLENDID
Millinery Opening Fancy Goods

Marshall
suspended until NovemH.

Bradford P. Gardner has leased of Daniel
Lane the building for many years used by

urett's fall opening toNiN'i.

Thomas

of

The Supreme Judicial Court for Waldo
County opens in this city next Tuesday.
Judge Foster will preside. The indications
point to a comparatively short term, as few
important cases are on the docket.

s

•,

meetings

NEW'

For Christmas
REMEMBER

Work,

We shall open this day and place on exhibition our
full stock of Ladies’ Garments, comprising.

Etc.

OUR OPENING TO-DAY.i

MISS SOUTHWOUTH.
MISS FRENCH.
Relfast. Oct. lfl, 1896.—41

Wednesday,

To the Farmers of Waldo Co:

•"

Chase’s Opening. Mrs R. P. Chase
open her millinery parlor over the store
«•' A. I>. Chase & Son Oct.
20th, and on that
day and the succeeding one will have on
exhibition pattern bonnets and hats of the
latest styles in fall and winter millinery.
From the preparations now making, and the
well known taste aud skill of Mrs. Chase,
the public may he assured of a most artistic
display amid artistic surroundings. Remember the dates—Oct. 20th and 21st.
Mrs.

and Frederic Dau-

:n

monthly meeting

_i..ai

will

at

Tiie

orn*

petition of the
Waldo for a bighVntra was disiniss-

i.ers

having

h.

"f

\\ 11

th:.-*

Lin.!
seie«-?

■;

lion.

jurisdicMr. Evans,
men, appeared
no

Seth M. Carter of

md company.

rt’i-

A

i*r-(iazette,
T. I
•rv

its notes

in

Leonard W. Fuibush, aged 59

invention

years,

and cmappreciation

Mathews Bro.'s have leased the lower part
of the building on Dyer’s wharf for
storing
lumber, and O. K. Webster lias taken the
upper part for bis boat business. It is a

unclaimed letters remaining in the
post oilice for the week ending Oct.
10, l.syo: L nlies—Miss Mamie Simpson, Miss
Gentlemen—F.
M.
Georgie Thompson.
(’artcr, Mr. Piree Eldiidge, Mr. Fred Small,
Mr. C. V. Woodside. Packages—Mr. Charles

capital place for storing rowboats and those
who would like their boats cared for during
the winter should call on Mr. Webster.

List of

Belfast

Fish Facts.

Smelts

were taken in goodweek, and retailed in the
markets for 15 cents per pound_Fish Commissioner Henry O. Stanley of Dixfield
The County Commissioners are holding came to Belfast last week and brought a
the adjourned August term at the Court supply of young salmon and brown trout
House this week. One petition has been re- which he placed in Pitcher’s Pond, North-

a

paaiter in the Maine Central repair shops at
Waterville, committed suicide Oct. 9th

arm-st

favorite prey appears to be valuable pet
coon cats, of which he has killed several the
past week. Some of the owners of the slain
cats arc going gunning for that dog.

ly numbers

last

The time is near at hand when the new
of hay will be ready for market, and it
is essentially necessary that the same should
be pressed iu such manner as to command
the highest market price. This can best be
accomplished by using a Dedrick Columbian Press, three of which are now ready to
start in the vicinity of Belfast. Hay put up
by these presses is sought for and acknowledged by all dealers to bring higher prices
crop

than the
presses.
Dedrick

quality of hay put up by other
From twelve to thirteen tons of
pressed hay can be loaded in a

same

box

hospitality

of
wei-

>

a

In Black, Green and Tan Shades,
Extraordinary Values.

at

a.saving iu freight of 35
per cent, to the shippers and 20 per cent,
more hay can be pressed in a given time
than with the old style presses.
These presses are being introduced and
placed within the reach of the farmers at
considerable expense by the owners and we
ask the farmers of Belfast and vicinity to
co-operate with us in this matter and make
the standard of Waldo county hay equal in
preparation to that of any section of the
country from which hay is shipped.
The Dedrick presses will be managed by
Freeman Ellis & Sons, South Brooks; Herbert, Hauiliu, South Brooks, and Charles
common

car

at

by hanging, owing to ill health. He leaves ceived from the Selectmen of Searsmout for port.
wife and a daughter, Miss Gertrude Fur- an alteration in a highway laid out in that
Miss Fekgtson’s Opening. J. W.
Fergu- Barnes of
; 11»•
v ere all made
Waldo, Communications to any
A hearing has been
24 years old. Mr. Furbush was a sober, town in June last.
son & Co. will have a fall and winter
:' t';11y
entertained, and bush,
openof the above parties will receive prompt atordered
for
10.
Nov.
industrious
aud
lived
of
of
and
with
omlortabie
his
man,
ing
memory
millinery
happily
fancy goods Friday and
tention.
■urteous people and a
family. There seems to have been no cause
Lillian Kennedy in “The Deacons Saturday, Oct. lOtli and 17th, to which all
■:ve city.
I.ei'ast rilled
F. G. WHITE,
for the suicide unless it was
The latest styles and novelties
Daughter.”
The pretty ami favorite s.-li- are invited.
despondency
m
is
no
surwhich
well,
L. T. SHALES & CO.
caused by ill health.
The family came to bretto Miss Lillian Kennedy, supported by will be shown, and no pains spared to please
are at all acquainted
Belfast, Sept. 24, 139b.—9\v39.
-j itahie, open-handed,
Waterville from Searsport about three years an exceptionally strong
customers. Miss Jessie Sargent will be
supporting company,
last.
ago.
found in the millinery department.
will be seen as Ruth, in Annie Rixley’s
A number of invited guests were present
T.
at its regular
Post Offu k Bniir.KKY. For some time greatest success, “The Deacon’s Daughter,”
The Girls’Home has received during the at the Belfast Band rehearsal last Thursday
y passed a vote of thanks past the people of Poor's Mills ami vicinity a sentimental farce, full of pathos, sensation- 1
past week a load of wood from Alonzo evening and enjoyed some line music. The
tud Baptist churches for have been troubled by petty stealings from al climaxes; also the latest songs, medleys
Holmes of Swauville; some vegetables from band is rehearsing new music for the comsesof worship during the gardens, tool houses, etc., and a short time and dances of the day.
j Levi Seekins of Swauville; thread from J. ing season.
to the Odd Fellows and
ago the thief got so hold as to take a hive of
Railroad Sparks. The locomotive of the
A. Gammans of Chicago; three bags of vegeCol. If. E. McDonald and party returned
the use of dishes, etc, to bees, worth with the honey $20 or more,
freight train, No. .89, was* returned from the tables and package of macaroni from the from their hunting trip to Eberne Lake last
.rding-house keepers and from the farm of Win. A. Monroe. Wednes- repair shops last week with a new tender Juvenile Templars, Northport; 4 pairs of Friday. They left Bangor
Sept. 2(ith, and
ve
reduced rates or free day night, Get. 7th,(he post uhiee was broken
and with general repairs....A crew arrived mittens from Mrs. C. W. Merrill, Belfast.
drove through to Eberne Lake Camp, where
delegates, to all who cou- into. Herbert Jackson is postmaster and last week to put in a new iron bridge at
The State Board of Agriculture has issued they stopped one night. From there they
to the pres-* for
eonrt.esies keeps the post office in his store. The
Burnham in place of the old covered bridge. Bulletin No. 7 for
this season, containing started for the G niutlet Camp, between the
■I.
tltion. al'-l 'O a ! W i;o con- thieves gained entrance by
cutting out a There will be no detention of trains while the final report on the grain crop and re- two Wilkins mountains, hut on account of
O.v way t' W a.d tile success of
of
pane
glass from a back window. They the work is in progress-The pay car was I
ports on growing crops. Following is the the rough traveling were obliged to stop 5
took about $10 worth of tobacco, $12 in here
miles from Eberne camp. Here they hunted
Saturday-The reduction of working summary for Waldo county:
and some small miscellaneous arti- time of the Maine
Central shops in Water•There are many re- money,
Acreage of corn, yellow, 110 per cent.; a day and a half and secured five deer, four
cles.
They evidently came in a team, as ville from 10 to 9 nine hours a day, went in- sweet, OS per cent.; yield of oats,58 bushels; of which they brought home. The
i.
the road this season,
party
wheel and horse tracks were seen near the to effect
50
gram, 32 bushels ; consisted of H. E. McDonald and B. H.
Monday. Over 200 men are affected barley, ofbushels; mixed
»
popularity enjoyed by
acreage
beans, 04 per cent.; yield, 20
buildings in the morning. A box from by the cut down.
rk success, Annie Pixieyhs
bushels; varieties, yellow eyes, white won- Conant of Belfast, John Twombly, Bert
which the tobacco had been taken was found
Misses Southworth and French.
farce, “The Deacon’s a
Yes- ders and pea beaus; potato prospects, 01 per Littlefield, William Curtis and Ben Mudgett
short distance away. It is not known that
cent.; yield of ensilage, 10 tons; consider- of Monroe.
amt public accord it an
terday was the first day of the display of able rot reported; all varieties
any mail was taken, although everything in
affected;
fall and winter goods by these ladies, and amount of stock fodder, 78
r
The scenic the
Eloped from Pittsfield. Deputy Sherpresented.
per cent.
post-office was overhauled. Consider!
i!ui

■

ALSO-

■

v

No Trouble to Show the Goods,
COM K IN AND SKI! l'HOM.

We shall offer the trade for

one

week

onh,

50 EIDER DOWN HOUSE JACKETS
In Blue, Pink, Chinchilla
*
and Red at
*
*

j

f%£\
-UU Each
,

*

15 JACKETS, WORTH FROM $10 TG $15,

v

Sleeves

a

style.

Shall sell the lot at.n*

trifle smaller than the present

£ j

*

A

"dv Each:

[

"■

■

GEO. W. BURKETT, Odd Fellows Block.
RANGES AND STOVE

CLARION

NOT ONE

r.

ike

story, an intense and
rlie many unreason-

plays

able money was in the lower part of the
money drawer, but evidently was not seen
by the thieves. Suspicions on the smaller
larcenies hail pointed to a certain party living in Belmont, and after consultation with
officers it was decided to make arrests.

which the
of hearty
nd cat.ehy music,
the
ciax'-s.
The company
!.

jt

:-g»-st

u

with

is

full

the road,

Monday policeman

Jipsou took the warthe house of Llewellyn
Moore near the Lower Bridge in this city,
and soon after his arrival Moore arrived
with a load of the stolen goods and was at
once arrested.
He gave up a large
quantity
of the property which he had stowed in the
house. Mr. Jipsou then went to the house
of
Moore’s /atlier-in-law, Fred Davis of
Belmont, where he found more of the goods,
and arrested Davis. The two prisoners
were arraigned in the Police Court
Tuesday
afternoon. Davis pleaded guilty, and Moore

Charlie Herrick,
we
a
three-horse team
assengers from Belfast to
c
rsilay.... Dr. Elmer Small
•undation and rebuilding a
earned

■b>

at

C. A.

his

residence

Kenney of

on

blast

rants

Mil-

Knox

Journal about the, big
& Field’s and at once
1- pounds heavier-Last
'sP‘*rt Eagle had a picture of
k

s

store-Strange how many
are reported in the newsters are reported scarce at
A

L.fl.

and went, to

not

guilty.

son

testified to the main

Herbert F. and

Alfred S. Jackfacts of the robbery,
and William Bobbins testified to going to
Belmont with Moore to bring in the goods.
Moore told Bobjiins, the latter said, that the
tobacco and other goods were left over
from his peddling business at the fairs, but
Bobbins, wondered why he had nutmegs and*
cream of tartar in such a business.
Moore
and Davis both took the stand in their own

suniiower 14 inches in diexhibition at Swift & Paul’s

i* was grown by Joseph F.
p 'ft avenue-D. C. Greenlaw

ioad of cows to Bangor Friday
oad to Brighton Saturday,
of Thorndike also shipped 5

Saturday-Welch & Stevtiered fojE Nichols, Monroe & defense and
while their stories differed in
which has served as a sign some
respects, each trying to lay the greater
"f Calvin Hervey for
many part of the blame on the other, they practi•k
Banks of this city raised
cally confessed all that was charged, giving
tbbagetliis year. .Three Fann- detailed accounts of the affair, and the divi-■

"

*

ill be

held in this county in

hong distance telephones
!*'• "dices of the shoe

spoils. Davis asked for counsel
and is orman Ward well, Esq., appeared for
him, but his pleading guilty did away with

sion of the

will

factories

& Co. and the Legro &
Co., and in the office of the
unship Co.

sd.!ey

any

use

for

a

lawyer.

The

respondents

itcii
kitchen is kept cleaner than the

premises

m
devoted to the

Mince Meat.

nufacture of NOME SUCH

:tc can be more fastidious in the matter of

No house-

preparing

food

preparation of the materials of
Inch it is made. The cleaning of the currants (for one thing)
more thoroughly done by means of perfected appliances,
than it would be possible to do it by hand.
Its cleanliness, purity, wholesomeness and deliciousness
c
good reasons for using NONE SUCH Mince Meat,
i he best reason is its saving—of time, of hard v7ork, of
A ten cent package affords you two large pies, withmoney.
Makes
out trouhle to you beyond Ike making of t: : crust.
just as good fruit cake and fruit pudding ns it does mince,
pie. Sold everywhere. Be sure and get the genuine.
an

t-h

n

we are

in the selection

: your name

“.Mrs.

1

a

and address.ami month

u

were

ordered to recognize in $500 each for appearance at S. J. Court, but were unable to
procure bail and were committed to jail.

ih

Popkins’Thanksgiving”—by oueut'tlie

paper, and we will maiPvou freeabook—
most lamcue numerous authors of the day.

s

MERRELL-SOUI-E CO., SYRACUSE. N

Y.

very many novelties were shown.
Miss
French’s window was very prettily trimmed
with yellow and white goods, and Miss
South worth's presented a fall scene. The
ground-work of white silk, representing
snow, was trimmed with pine and evergreen, with dashes of the new shade of purple and the words “Fall, ’9i>” in purple
roses.
The new shades, gray, purple and

Mrs. Wells’ Opening. Tuesday and Wednesday were opening days in fall and winter millinery and the store was crowded ami
sales unusually large, which speaks well for
Miss Florence Wells' first season as milliner.
The shapes and shades were new, service-

iff Frank L. Smith and Mr. W. A. Hamilton of Pittsfield arrived in this city by Mon-

day evening's train looking for an eloping
couple from that town. The young people
are George M.
Foster, aged 24, and Mr.
Hamilton's daughter Attie, aged l(i. They
had been keeping company for some time,
able, stylish and unusually pretty. Mrs. hut the match was not
approved by Mr.
and Miss Wells received many well deservHamilton.
Saturday they left home and
ed compliments.
The window was filled came to
cerese were conspicuous, and the
Belfast, where they registered at
extremely with new
goods, and two large hats with the the Revere House as G. M. Foster and
high crowns, velvet braid and an abundance
wife,
of birds and feathers were most artistically high crowns and long tips were much ad- Pittsfield. They settled their bill Monday
mired.
combined by Miss Soule, whose taste and
noon and left, saying they were going to
Boston & Bangor Castiue. Tuesday forenoon the father learnskill are so much admired. Visit them toj Steamer Notes. The
Steamship Company will make a large re- ed that they were still in Castiue and, in
day.
Shipping Items. The bark Josephine duction in the fares between Bangor and all company with the officer went over on the
liver landings and Boston, beginning about steamer in the afternoon. The
sailed from Rio Janeiro,
young peoaipl the Doris from
and continuing until the close ple were held at Castine by the officers there
Santos the same day, Oct. 5, for Baltimore. October 19th
at which time steamers will on a
Santos is about one degree south of Rio.... of navigation,
telegram sent from Belfast, until the
Some fears for the safety of the sch.
John C. Smith, Capt. Kueeland, were
entertained last week. She cleared from
New York Sept, lltli for Havana and
was not heard from until
Thursday, when
her arrival at Havana, Oct. 1st, was reported. .Sell. Eliza J. Pendleton, after
..

be withdrawn from the route until the departure of the ice next spring, when the regular rates will be resumed. The fare from
Bangor to Boston,or vice versa,will be $2.50,
instead of $3.50, the present rate of fare, and
from other landings in the same proportion.
Prices for staterooms will be reduced to $1
Should the experiment result
and $1 50.

undergoing repairs here, sailed Oct. 7tli for
and greatly increase the travel
New York, light-Sch. Silas McLoon dis- satisfactorily
at this season of the year, it will probably
corn
last
week for Swan & Sibley
charged
Co-Sch. Miantonomali arrived from Portland Oct. lltli with corn and dour for A. A.
Howes & Co-Sch. Oregon, arrived Sun-

day

for L. T. Shales & Co... .Sch.
Hard Chance arrived Sunday from Boston
with hard pine for Mathews Bros, and
pig
iron for Bangor-Sch. Mary J. Elliott arrived Oct. lltli with corn for Ginn & Field.
....Soli. Fannie Earl loaded produce from
points up the railroad at Lane’s wharf Monday for Cranberry Isles. She was painted
above the water liu e while
waiting for her
cargo to arrive.. A large fleet of tramp.steamers, some of which have been laid up oil the
other side for a long time, have been turned
loose to come after the early cotton. The
list of vessels cleared from Great Britain for
southern ports is much larger at the present
time than at any other corresponding period
for several years... .Sell.
Gazelle, Paysou
with

Bangor

corn

be continued in the future-A severe
northeast gale raged along the New England coast the first of the week and the
steamer City of Bangor which should have
left Boston Monday afternoon did not leave
She is due
until Wednesday afternoon.
here this morning and will leave for Boston
this afternoon. The Penobscot, which left
here Monday for Boston, remained at Rockland until Wednesday morning, and will
leave Boston at 5 p.

0PENIN6

Palmer, Dyer, arrived at Portland last Saf
urday from Louisbug, C. B. She had hard
weather but made a quick trip. The seas
swept the

Palmer

so

that the

man

was

washed from the wheel three times_Sch.
Laura of Islesboro, Capt.
Lamson, has arrived at Velasco, Texas, after a
passage of 52
from
New
York-Sell. Fannie and
days

Edith sailed yesterday for Bangor to load
lumber-The owners and agent of the
bark Thos. J, Stewart have given the vessel
up for lost. The Stewart was commanded
by Capt. 1.. C. Blake of Brewer, and her
lirst mate was Joseph Conners of North Castine. The cook was Charles \V.
Gray of
Orlaml.
There was also ou hoard the
vessel Philip B. Boynton, a
young man belonging in Bangor, who was learning navi-

gation.

OF

IILLINERY
FANCY GOODS
-

ON

FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
OCT. 16 and 17.

sonic

Temple,

is

offering bargains this

CORDIALLY INVITED.

MISS JESSIE SARGENT
er.

T
E

ESTABLISHED 1830.
INCORPORATED 1C94..

them

write

to

the

manufacturers.

9
w-

WOOD & BISHOP CO,, Bangor, Maine, Y

IF YOU WANT A

STEEL

RANGE

Come and look
there is

price

PENINSULAR,

Range made, and the
Come and see, it’s a beauty.

better steel

no

is

at the

right.

in

is

time to

buy

toshes

and rubber

H. L. Mitchell’s,
SAMUEL.

winter

clothing.
Store, Main
Charles
street,
O’Connell, proprietor, a full
stock of the latest styles in mens, boys»
youths and children’s s nils, as well as overcoats, ulsters,reefers,him ting coats, mackinyour

115

High Street,
Belfast, Me.

.iAH> WAIVES,

White

coats_Starrett’s fall

opening of jackets ami capes to-morrow,
Friday.... Mrs. Bose M. Green and S. B.
Green publish a card of thanks for kindness shown in their late
bereavement of
husband and father_See statements of the
Belfast and Searsport National Banks and
of the Belfast Boau 6c Building Association.
-Thom as* Leonard of Morrill publishes a
card of thanks to the friends and neighbors
who aided in saving his property from the
tire, Oct. 7tli, which destroyed his house and
barn-Carle & Jones, Main street, announce their 4th annual lamp opening and

They are making lamps more of a
specialty this season and have them in
great variety, all kinds and prices. A very
handsome lamp may be bail for very little
Call and see them on the opening
money.
days, Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 16th and
1

Jewel ei- to 11 le l3ec > ] >le.

an
ee the
Peninsular steel
range at R.
.chell’s, 115High streetSe notice of auction sale of machinery for a
mill at Lewis’ wharf at 1 p. m. Oct.
gn.
20th...
hoinas Gannon offers for rent the
h.mse corner of Cedar and Franklin
It has seven rooms, city water,
sink and water closet connected with sewer.

streets.

-See notice of mink boa lost Sunday between Belfast and Morrill-See notice of
tax collectors of Northport and Prospect regarding non-resident taxes.

NEW GOODS.

MEW STORE,

Walcte Clocks, Jswoiry, Silfatware, Spsalaslas,
Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

75

a

Specialty.

Lowest Rrices.

Eleven Years Experience.

MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.
Store formerly occupied by W. C. Marshall.

COLLECTOR’S NOTICE OF SALE.-Non-Residents.

sale.

cottage

J. W. FERGUSON & CO

have

TPS GOLD CLARION.

week

shawls and ladies’ wrappers and is prepared to suit the figures and pocket books
of customers-See notice of tax collector
Bowen of Monroe, of non-resident taxes_
The shortening days and cool nights admonish us that winter is drawing near, and

Stove

Y
WARRANTED,
E
R
Think of the thousands
in uro and ask your dealer Y
about them. If he does not B

New Advertisements.
It looks
like
business p> see Burkett’s bargains again in
the paper; and he means business when he
makes announcements, as the shopping public know.
He is now offering splendid
values in ladies’jackets and capes, fur capes,
collarettes and boas, and invites the public
to call and see them-A. P. Mansfield, Ma-

17th-Call

ALL

Range

or

s

is sold that is net

charge being brought.

now

Fall and Winter

ashore Oct. 7th

Belfast with her underdeck cargo ami part of
the deck load and she was hauled into Dyer's
dock and a survey held_Soli. Wm. B.

to-day.

The four returned to
by steamer yesterday forenoon and
took the 1.25 train for home. The matter
will doubtless be settled without a criminal
Belfast

You will find at the

for

Belfast, lumber laden, went
ou Verona, off Fort Knox,
and tilled. After removing part of her deckload she was pulled off Thursday
by the
steamer Agues and towed to Bucksport, and
Friday afternoon the Agnes brought her to

m.

arrival of the father.

u

CLARION

—

s

non-resident proprietors of the following; tracts of land in the town of Monroe, in the County
of Waldo, are notified that the same are taxed in the list committed to me June If*. 18V*."*,the subscriber, the collector of taxes for the said town of Monroe for the year 18'.*."
>■>. or
Amount
.\o. (.1
.Nil. Ol
Value.
of Tax.
Lot.
Acres.
Name.
Ranjje.
Description.
> 1.70
20
C
*17. 43
.$ ho.no
Bartlett, E. D.Webber Bartlett lot.
(. 114
* 8 I
4
r,
;..oo
.33
>.3,
Gore
estate..
Wood
lot.
|
Brown, Joseph,
11
10.1 .no
C
3.55
73. 78
Colson, L. E.Land and buildings and land.
153
47
27.“>.i to
0.05
10,000
Curtis, Benson, estate..Land and buildings.

THE

>

Cunningham, Freil.
50.00
(’
84 >
1-2
1.10
5" on
43. 4<>
15
1.10
C
Dearborn, John.Land.
21
45.00
.5)0
1.0,000
52. 58
Hanson, Edgar F-... Land.
1 25
2 1-2
15.no
33
10,0< >0
Marden, Charles.Land.
28
22 & l»
05.no
2.00
c
Staples, Charles...Land, ‘2 lots.
of
And if no person shall appear to discharge said taxes and costs on or before the <th day
December
next, I shall proceed to sell at the Town House in said town, by public auction, so much of said respective tracts of land as shall he sufficient to discharge said taxes and all necessary intervening
JERE. BOWEN, Collector of Taxes of Monroe.
charges.
Monroe, Oct. 9, 1896.—3w42

Money

the

in

Land.

Do

Says \iCve (»ot About $4i3,124,*49. This
What is held by Bunking institutions.

Eckels

Think?

Dogs

Some

A
The

Cat

and

Can.

a

Singular Fate That Befell

a Pet Tubby.
eight years ago
strange dog
is
came to my place and took up its abode
A singular story comes to us from CumCoinptielki oi the Curiency Eckels has with
There is a lady residing in
me; disregarding all my neglected berland Mills.
issued a statement givii g the amounts oi
all kiudb oi money heki hy the- banking hospitality, it persisted in being my com- that section of Westbrook, who, like many
institutions oi the country on July 1st.
One of her sex, is very fond of cats and has
panion, following me constantly.
The number oi banking houses and evening 1 was called some distance in the several of her own.
Attached to the
titist companies inquired of weie 12/302 country to see a patient; this evening 1
house is the barn, a commodious structure.
anil oi 77 clearing houses, covering all compelled the dog to remain behind.
On It has been
at
customary
night to leave
oi such institutions in every State and my leturn home late, 1 was met near my the barn door
slightly ajar, and held in
Territoiy and the District oi Columbia. barn by the dug. After unhitching my place by a large block of wood, so that it
Implies weie received iiom 5,723 banks horse 1 undertook to run the buggy into would neither blow open farther, or close
aim
trust
At every attempt the dog
companies and 00 clearing The shed.
the opening thus ofentirely.
house associations.
threw himself before my feet, catching fered the Through
cats had free access to,
and
The inloimation, although incomplete, me, preventing me from advancing. After means of exit from
the barn.
is, the Comptroller says, ot such a char- several attempts 1 pushed the dog aside
The other night the lady and her aunt,

when lie rushed to the open shed door
and began barking and growling vigorously. I then discovered a man secreted
behind the door, who, when discovered,
beat a hasty retreat.
Last May, on leaving my office for a
moment, 1 found a large, black, strange
dog lying in the hall by my office door.
Not taking any special notice of it, I passed on, after making slight but unsuccessful efforts to have him follow me.
On
my return, the dog still remained by the
door, upon opening w hich he boldly walked in, following me from room to room
until he attracted my closer attention,
when 1 saw his foot was lacerated,
lie
held it up to me and let me examine it;
he was evidently suffeiing considerable
pain, as his rapid breathing and uneasiness would indicate.
Jit* laid down and let
me dress the foot.
L then administered
some quitting medicine,
which he cautiously took, and laid down by my feet.
Several times ho looked up with an anxious, inquiring, wary look, as if to read
my thoughts, w hether hostile or sympathetic.
Af ter a time I saw he was not entirely relieved and administered more
medicine, which he took readily and
seemed contented.
After remaining an
hour lie departed, to return on three consecutive days in a much improved condition.
What explanation can be given of this
intelligence and reasoning in dogs?
The action of this first dog was surely
the result of reasoning, as it adopted different methods of warming me of danger.
[A. S. Kinnaman, M. I?., in Popular Sci-

enable a Ian and correct result
from all to be approximated.
Of the 0,720 reports received, 3.408
weie ot national
banks, 1494 State banks,
407 savings banks, 230 piivate banks and
84 oi loan and tiust companies.
'I he total amount oi cash di the 5723 institutions represents about 8410,124,849.
it is divided ::s loliows: Gold coin, 8154,177.COO: gold certilicates, 855.481,338: siivei noilais.
88.254,013: lractioiial silver,
87."liver certilicates, 859,003,in
Hiy notes, (isoO), >13,120,018:
•;••
i l'Otd S'.a’cs notes. 8119,409,575; curleney eertilicates, 820,858,000; national
tank notes. >25,795,854.
Oi this total
:,>i
the 54..s national hanks reporting
hi nl >555,174,‘do, and the :G05 Mate,
acter

as to

>77,950,255.

etc..

i he : -l::. amount of gold coin and
gold
ceitilicates held by these national banks
was >1 '5.o7:..• .o-}. and
by the State, etc.,
s-.4. *s 1. 757.
in this connection it may he
stated mat the total number of national
banks. \ i>.. : 5089, held on July 14. the
daK ot the last Ificial call, -8501,058.485
cash. «>; which amount ihere was in gold
coin ai d gold certilicates, 8101,853.500.
lh. total cash and the part thereof of
geo ami go’ll! ceitilicates held by reporting bunks in each geographical division is
as to.lows:
New England Mates, total
ji.de '55.omi,272; amount of
gold and
giad certilicates,
81e,405,708; Eastern
Mato-, total cash,* 8252,129,509; amount
oi gold and gold
certilicates, 888,580,153;
sou thel'U states, total
cash, 8*29,080,001;
amount of gold and gold
certilicates, 89,5".
Western States, total cash, 8109,amount ot gold and
gold certitiattv 850.410,427: Pacific States and Teri'0'’..es, total cash, >25,054.702; amount
id and gold certilicates, 819,005,830.
leta. rash. 8415,124,849; total amount of
iO’id and gold certilicates, -8189,558,341.
A comparison of tlie
money holdings of
these geographical districts shows that
tile 829 reporting banks in the New
England states held but
80.002,071 more total
ash and
85,845,585 more of gold and gold
cert dicutes than the 070
reporting banks
n the Southern states, the
1275 banks in
:lf Eastern States,
-8103,544,924 more
totai cash and 832,109,700 more of
gold
aiui gold certificates than the
2434 banks
■n the Western
States; the 070 banks in
the Southern States
>3.451,841 more total
iand 810,047,047 less
gold and gold
certificates than the 509 banks in the Pai':ic states and Ten dories; the 829 banks
in the New
England States -810,054,510
oish and -84,202,002 less
gold and
2' "' ceitilicates than the 509 banks in the
Pai d), states and Territories.
hiom the re]nuts received and other intormation available the Gomptroller linds
.ha
’.he total gold anil gold certificate
holdings ot the hanks of the country on
Juh i was 8302.793.507.
lm itiding tin lice
gold in the Treasury
at that time
l.e linds that the available
and
g"
gold certilicates in the banks
ami the nee goid in the Treasury on or
■

5-

ence.

Bloated Bondholders,
So great lias been the outcry raised
against the holders of bonds and mortgages, and so persistent are the attempts
of Mr.

Bryan

and his followers to awaken

hatred against

creditors and

to

(

1

was

depict

them as merciless and grasping plutocrats,
that it is interesting to see of whom these
classes are chieliy composed.
To begin with, of the whole number of
mortgages recorded in 1800, $087,000,000
w ere held in trust
by savings banks for 4,353,217 depositors. The building and
loan associations held $450,000,000 in trust
for 1,800,000 shareholders. The life insurance companies doing business in New
York alone held $272,000,000 for 4,582,281
policy holders. The holdings of life insurance companies in other States were
estimated at $300,000,000. Altogether,
about one-fourth of the entire mortgage
debt of the country was held by these
classes, including, without allowing for
duplications, about twelve million persons.
This takes no account of the huudreds of thousands of single small investments, held in trust for widows and or-

phans.
These twelve million persons, more

or

>404.441,470.

she said, smiling sweetly.
“Lots of cowboys out there,” he said,
like a man who kuew.
“Yes,” she said, doubtfully.
“You’ve seen some, of course?”
“Hli, yes,” this in a tone of conviction.
“In what part of the State?” lie went

investments are concerned.
When we. are told that it is a righteous
thing for debtors to repudiate a part of
their obligations by paying them in debased currency,
because the creditor
classo are usurious Mivlocks, let us give
a
little con.-ideration to these savings
bank depositors, members of building aim
loan associations, and holders of the life
insurance policies, whose piuperty it is
pioposcd to take away. It. is not the
(»on Ids and As to is and Vanderbilts and a
handful of nunti-millionaires who would
suffer must from a depreciated currency,
bin the classes whom we have enumerated
and others like them.
On the whole, does it seem just to steal
the savings of die* poor to enrich the
Ilearsts, 8harous, Fails, Maekays, and
the rest of the silver barons? [Boston
Journal.
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he

hat

from the 0 of the 7^ Clearassociations of the
country sin w
July 1 the total clearings amoiint-

let urns

1 '•1
1

t'i-

on

i04. The balances of these
settled i i: « ..sii or cash ex>1
>54, or hut !it.t.ie
3,,‘
>
r ceil!
>( the w hole.
b‘«i '• < s scitIt d >1,525,015 w cie
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clearing house
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McKinley’s Telling
4|u«»l«'s fads ami figures

Refuted.

‘‘gaiion ot j.'cjiublicans from East
:n the Meim.cratic
county of Clari■!i. I'cnnsylvar-ia. came to Cantor, in the
on to call on
Major McKinley, Oct. «»tli.
I l>e spokesman. V E. Graliam, said there
■

Ibad
■

Visiting Ihlfga-

,<>

Hon that lannot !>e
A

Points.

s

In eefurnaces in the county under
but not one of them

were

’lie

1

>

ocean.

‘Now, my fellow citizens, four years
the people of this
ag<
country determined to change that
policy and they did
change it. We have since created a national debt, principal and
interest, of about
SbOU, (Jt)<_), 000. We have had for the greater part of that time a
deficiency in the
treasury, the government not collecting
sufficient revenues to meet its current expenses and labor lias been ill-employed.
Journal and

I lie

Tiibune.

Last year The Republican Journal Publishing Company had a six months’ contract
with the publishers of the New York Weekly Tribune, by which the two papers were
furnish* d tu new subscribers at £2, and to

old subscribers paying in advance for £2.25.
Am ther contract lias been made on even
luorliberal terms, as set forth in our advertising columns. New ami old subscribers
are now

placed

on

an

equal footing

and all

Journal one year in adhave The New York Weekly
Tribune without extra charge. In remitting it should be stated that the Tribune is
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the reThe New York Weekly
quest is made.
Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
rival as the leading Kejmblican paper of the
day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
all the news of the world, w hile its different
"ho pay for The
vance

can

Paper Takes

Loxoox,

in

The

“Oh, i didn’t

a

bloom}

j

zette

Oct. 7.

devotes

a

Not Wind
Patrick

saw

was

Enough

for Two.

tlie

day

bis schooner was loaded, ready to
for New York.
But Patrick never
gave tlie word to tlie crew to cast off the
haw sers and get under way.
Instead, lie
sat lazily sw inging his leg over the spokes
of the wheel, smoking his pipe.
The owner of the brick-yard, who was
also the owner of the schooner, seeing
that the vessel had not started, and wishing to have the load landed in New York
as soon as possible, rushed down to the
dock and irately demanded of Patrick
why lie did not get under way.
■‘Share, ycr honor, there’s no wind.”
“No wind! Why, what’s the matter
witli you?
There’s Lawson’s schooner
under sail, going down the liver now.”
“Yis, I’ve been er watching her, but
it’s useless my gettin’ underway. Site’s
got the wind now, and, faith, there’s not
enough of it fer two.” [Harper’s Bound
Table.
start

View of the

article to the dis-

cussion of the Venezuelan

situation, in
which the paper insists that no progress
whatever has been made towards a settlement of England’s dispute with Venezuela.
The paper recites the Venezuelan
affronts and outrages perpetrated upon
English officials, and concludes by saying:
“If such insults and outrages had been
addressed to the meanest sister republic
in South America there would have been
war
long ago. Any other European
power would not have stood it a week,
we
sit with folded hands and permit
yet
one slap in the face to succeed another.
We hope most sincerely that the negotiations with the United States will result
peacefully, but nothing is to be gained
by shutting our eyes and crying ‘Peace,
when there is no peace.’
The Gazette adds that Venezuela’s attitude in regard to the construction of a
railway to the Barima as a violation of
Venezuelan territory is an insult.

cowboys in Texwere on Hroadwiiv,

any

captain of a luickschooner that plied between New York
and Haverstraw on tlie Hudson.
One

The St. James Ga-

leading

see

The ones J
New York.”

as.

Veiiezutiun Slluadon.

McKinley law,

blast at present.
Maj*u .N .-Kinley
in his addics.s said:
Me can hardly realize that from l>7d to
i"
v. < rc'ma-d the
]• u 1 »1 i. debt from sj.-i
o in 1 ><;•;, to
*770,000,000. v/e
u m- those JO
i,;od
years, sl.iij.;,"1
the public debt, and we were
ic
a
pi otective and sound money sysj
•m
wli.-n we were making these
large
v Oi- ms.
Two-thirds of that great debt
“‘■s
ppcared. and while we were payo1
we were building in this coun’he
most splendid industrial entery
mm
giving constant and steady eraJ’4*1 > Hieut t" American labor at fair wages,
giving t lie la liners of the
country a just
reward for their toil and labor.
Muring that period, for the greater part
"t the
time, we were selling more goods
abroad than we were
buying abroad.
1 lie balance of trade was
therefore in
•ui lavor and that balance of
trade, settled as it was in
gold, gave us the good
yeil-w money on the other side of the
was

on.

Rather Warlike.
A London

A CRY OF

WARNING.

Forgotten Flowers.

worst

I

j
!

0. Fred.

“I hud terrible

pains

in my abdoand back;
could hardly

^
HOi

delivery system which it is contemplated to inaugurate in this country.
The last Congress appropriated £400,000
to be expended in such an investigation
to determine its practicability, and the
of the inspectors is the first step
dej'Hitments, political news, editorial, etc., meeting
taken in regard to it.
The scheme promake a most valuable paper to all. The
posed is to establish a route in the rural
Tribune is very cheajt at £1.00 per year, districts of the
county so that a messenger
which is its price. The Republican Journal can cover it, by delivering and
collecting
w ill be maintained at its present standard,
The
distance
to cover will be large,
mail.
with special attention to local and State and the delivery will have a tendency to
abolish some of the small post ofiices.
new s. Subscriptions may begin at any time.
The residences in these rural districts will
The spectacle of horny-handed Arthur be benefited for the reason that their mail
Sew all pleading the cause of the “toiling can be collected at their houses.
How it
masses” is one of the most exquisite pieces works and how the people like it, will be
No innovation will
of humor the American people have enjoy- equally considered.
ed since the days of Arteraas Ward and be forced on the country folks against
their
will.
his “wax-figgers.” [Kennebec Journal.

Whence

drag myself

Did

came

you? and why

art

alone?

bird in its flight from tropical isles
Transport thee from bowers of bli-»s ?
No kindred or comrade with answering smile
To brighten a region like this?

around; had
the ‘blues’
all the time,
was cross

SEP.

surprise,

men

to

some

THAT TIIF

Or was it the flattering, whispering breeze,
When softly thy tresses it fanned,
That lured thee away from thy home o’er

every one ;
but Lydia E.

Pinkham’s

Whereabouts of

FAC-SIMILE

the seas
To this lone and desolate land?

Bucksport Captains.

Bu< ksport, Oct. 2.
Bucksport sea captains still sail serene on the mighty deep,
and it has been a long time since any have
gone down tu tilt1 sea m ver to return. Capt.
James Craig in the brig Harry Smith arrived at New York, Thursday from Port Spain,
and the day before, JJucksport’s ('rack tureo
master, the Arthur Y. S. Woodruff, Capt. S.
S. Heagan, arrived at Phiiadelplda from
Mayagnez and Aguadilla. (Apt. Peter MeCauider is on the other side of the world mi
the bark Penobscot and sailed Sept, lbtli
from Newcastle, N. S. \Y., for Hong Kong.
Capt.. II. A. Gilley sailed for Barbadoes in
the bark Grace Lynwood
from
Buenos
Ayres. Sept. 21st. Capt. Millard How will
probably lie there to swap news with his
townsman, as he left lho Aug. 2oth for the
same d* stination in the hark Rebecca Crowell.
(lie arrived at Barbadoes Sept. 21>th )
Capt. F. A. Behind sailed from Norfolk, Ya,,
for Berhiee and Demerara Sept. 2Jd, in the
schooner Albert L. Butler.
Capt. John
Devereaux, in the schooner .Jessie Lena, is
loading on the Tuxpan coast for New
York.
The Carrie A. Buckuam, Capt.
Keyes, is purposed to be on her way from
Port an Prince to New York. Capt. A. A.
Lowell in the schooner Herald sailed from
Boston Sept. 2tith for Fernandina and Port
Spain. The bark Henry A. Litchfield, Capt.
Iiurlbert, is on the coast, being due at Perth
Amboy. The schooner Mary Jenness, Capt.
Jos. Cla* sailed from Baltimore the 24th
for St. Johns, Porto Rico. The schooner
Chas. Morford, Capt. D. R. Haggerthy, is in
the Louisburg, C. B. coal fleet and arrived
in Boston last Tuesday. The schooner Hattie H. Barbour, Capt. G. A. Frskiue, is at
Bangor, as is also the schooner Maud Snare,
Capt. S. C. Lowell. Capt. Abel Stubbs is
gathering his apples at Hinck’s Landing
while the Henry Crosby is loading at Brunswick, Ga., for Surinam. Capt. Cyrus Crocker in the ship Standard was last reported at
Cebu bound for New York. The schooner

on

Delivery System.

rural free

skies,
I found, amid stubble and stone,
A sweet unknown blossom—and asked in

forms.

Hear the chestnut bell’s loud peals, as, Jennie A.' Stubbs, Capt. I)orr, left New
Sept. 10th for Ponce, P. R. The Buckslightning-beating wheels, round and Yorkschooners
Hattie C. Luce, Capt. Heal;
round Fred Williams reels.
Which his port
Kit Carson, Kendall; Lunet, Simpson;
head or which his heels, little matter so
Vicksburg, Nye, and Webster Barnard,
he feels adequate to utter squeals. Which
Marshall, are in port at New York, bound
his heels or which head canlt he told; east. [Bangor Daily News.
enough that Fred, full of language fierce
and red, on wild wheels is shot and sped.
Mount Desert Correspondence.
In the Tutelar Codfish’s eye, all under
S. W. Harbor, Oct. 5, 18‘K>. Steam tug
the Gilded Dome, is a look of pain; he
would like to fly away to his salty home. Ice King of Bath harbored here last ThursIt’s away, away he fain would be, or day night, bound to St. Johns with four mud
pickled painfully dead, away from the scows in tow.
They are not Wanted.
Crime of ’73, as told by the mouth of
Capt. Robert Spurting and W. W. A. Heath
We notice that some of the kind-heart- Fred.
O, well for the Gloucester fishing
have been drawn to serve on the traverse
smack
that
standeth
out
to
if
sea,
ed and well disposed ladies of the W. 0.
never,
never it cometh back to the Crime of ’73.
jury, and Capt. Win. II. Iveeue has been
T. U. are encouraging the transportation
O, well for New Bedford’s whalers bold drawn to serve on the Grand Jury for the
to this country and State of Armenian whose voyages are done!
They won't October term of court at Ellsworth, Oct. loth.
The fall term of school in Oist. No. 3 is
refugees, a very undesirable acquisition have to hear Fred blasting gold and
to
our
population, worse than the preaching 16 to 1. [New York Sun.
taught by Miss Frances King of this place.
“heathen Chinee,” or even the unwashed
Miss Josie Billings of the Centre is teachKusfsian Jew.
If they are to be sent anyTragedy of the Wheel.
ing in the Sea Wall district.
where England is the logical place. Why,
The fishing fleet of this place are hauling
in the name of conscience, should the
Rockland—“That’s a great surprise
ladies of this temperance society organize about the Johnsons.
1 understand she’s up.
a scheme for dumping on our shores this
begun suit for divorce. What was the
They have a small appropriation for the
liff-ralf of degraded humanity? It would trouble?”
breakwater at Bar Harbor and several sloops
seem as though they had not exhausted
he
accused
her
of
Stoniugton—“Oh,
are engaged taking stone from Somes Sound ;
the field of their original and legitimate j ‘doctoring’ her cyclometer, and she told
which employment will last about a month.
work when the annual harvest of the him that lie hired a hoy to spin ids wheel
American saloon is live hundred murders, around during office hours; and one word
Miss Clara Driscoll of Gotts Island, who
five thousand suicides, seventy-five thoubrought on another, until he got so mad has been clerking for Henry Clark, has
sand deaths, one hundred thousand crimi- that he cut a hole in her tire. That ended closed her labors and has secured a
position
nals, and two hundred thousand paupers. it, and she’s gone back to her mother’s. I as nurse in a Massachusetts hospital.
Farmer.
it
can’t
be
[Maine
guess
patched up, either.”
The Odd Fellows are about ready to build
[Chicago Leader.
their hall near the Masonic Hall. It is to
The Rural Free

Congressman lieed w ill select a county
in Maine for the experimental trial of the

One day in my rambles ’neath summer’s fair

I suffered for years and years with
womb and kidney trouble in their

who lives with her, were aroused from
Vegetable
their slumbers by an awful racket in the
Compound
barn.
What it could be they could not
has entirely
And the sweet flower modestly shook her
imagine. There would be a series of cured me of all
my pains.
fair beat!,
thumps, and a rushing about, followed by
I cannot praise it enough, and cry
a rattling as of some one in chains. Every
And answered thro’ glistening tears,
aloud to all women that their suffernow
and then would be heard a sort of
“My kindred are all with the slumbering
smothered yell, or wail, like a diseming is unnecessary; go to your drugdead,
bodied spirit in distress.
What the disgist and get a bottle that you may try
But back, thro’ the dim, vanished years,
turbance meant they had no idea.
Their
it anyway.
You owe this chance of
very blood froze in their veins and they
“Upon this lone landscape now dreary and
recovery to yourself.’’—Mrs. J. Stendid not dare to leave their beds.
After
wild,
ARP, 2218 Amber St., Keusingstoa,
the noise had continued at intervals for
In fragrance and beauty they bloomed ;
Phila., Pa.
quite a while, it was heard only rarely
Then ’neatli the same sod, where a garden
and then ceased altogether.
One of Prospect’s Old Trees.
once smiled,
The next morning the ladies proceeded
to the barn with trembling steps fearing a
By cruel neglect were entombed.
Our Prospect correspondent writes: C. H.
horrible sight.
In the centre of the barn
iloor was lying the body of a large black Partridge is rebuilding the bridge that the “Vet call it not death, tho’ while ages rolled
Manx tailless cat, the property of a neigh- old elm on our intervale carried away m the
by,
bor.
Sweet summer had beckoned in vain,
Puss had always been a great late flood. Perhaps a little sketch of the
favorite with the ladies and visited them largest tree in town MO years ago might he of And tali weeds and brambles beneath her
often.
It seems ‘.lie animal had gone into interest. This old monarch of the forest
warm sky
the barn, and while prowling about as must
have towered above all other trees
Grew strong in her sunshine and rain.
cats will, ran across a great tomato can
around it when the first white man settled
that had been emptied of its contents.
A
“For the tempest at last plowed deeply the
little mouse had taken refuge in the can here, and how long the tires and embers of
earth,
the
red
men
were
scattered under its
and the noise it made had evidently atAnd rolled from my prison the stone;
tracted the cat.
In the endeavors of puss branches before that will never be known*
So to brighten the land that welcomed my
to get at her prey she had been caught But the old elm,spared by the woodman's axe
birth
around the neck by the sharp and jagged in
consequence of being poor lumber, stood
I linger—contented—alone.”
edges of the can when she poked her head some 20 feet from the stream, flourishing
into it, and in the endeavors to free her
head had cut her throat with the tin and and thrifty and a resting place for crows, Deep down in the heart of the family mould
died.
May slumber for ages unknow n,
Strange to relate the mouse hawks and birds of all kinds thirty years
couldn't get out of the can and was found ago. Old age began to show in the years The germs of rare genius, their bloom to unthere alive when the can was removed that followed. One big branch died and a
fold,
from the cat’s neck.
[Portland Press.
When sorrow hath riven the stone.
portion broke off and the stubby limb left
became rotten, and the yellow-hammers put
S. J. Stevens.
in their almost continual peck, peck, in the
Texas humor.
Nothin’
to Say.
spring for several years, making holes for
Every one knows that Phil Sheridan nesting places. The chickadee was there
I decline to be interviewed.”—
(“Just
say
said of Texas:
“If I owned Texas and also, and it seemed as if all the birds that
W. J. Bryan after the Maine election.)
hell, I'd rent Texas and live in hell.” came along stopped a few minutes, Nothin’ to say, Bill Bryan! Nothin’ at all tu
Possibly out of respect for so great a man and the squirrel was there, too. Then an- Folks say!
that have heard you talk, Bill, wonder
the Texan’s answer was suppressed, but other branch showed signs of decay and the
you act this way ;
it was good, just the same.
He said, strong winds broke off a piece, and then an- But with
Maine 50,000 agin you, along with
with great promptness:
“Well, gin’ll, other limb and another piece. In the meanold Sewall’s crowd,
know
a
cuss
allers
will
take
Of course, you can’t be expected to feel stuck
yer
up for the time the roots
began to lose tlieir bold and
place he cum frum.”
up or proud.
The Texan has a strong sense of humor, to decay, and 12 years ago a tornado or squall
Yer
words
have been silver words, Bill, but
and it manifests itself in other ways than laid the old monarch of the forest down
when it is stated cold,
repartee. The legislator who proposed square across the stream, blocking the chan- Yer silence is much more fetchin’, fer, Bill,
that all trains running into Texas should nel up and stopping all the drift stuff in the
it is more like gold :
he detained for 10 minutes at the State freshets for 10 years. A new channel broke An’ in fact it is more becomin,’ an’ somehow
we hail this day,
line and required to whistle three times iu around it and all of this
debris became seathink you air “coinin’ to,” Bill—
acknowledgment of the sovereignty of the soned, and the high freshet early last spring Fer we
when you hain't got nothin’ to say!
State, didn’t expect to be taken seriously.
He wasn’t, but his colleagues thought'it swung around the old elm and the ice and When you come to town in July, Bill, with
would be such a good joke on the rail- swift water carried all the jam away, but
yer cross an’ yer thorny crown,
roads that they made the suggestion law, left the old tree. In the late freshet the old I guess you didn’t expect, Bill, we ever
would turn you down ;
aud for a time religiously enforced it.
elm got a start down stream and ran the
In fact, with yer York state effort an’
yer
The Texas women have their share of
in
the
narrow
gauntlet
place and by the big
speeches live times a day,
humor, and they can be sarcastic, too, boulders and into
the lake oyer the shoal Of course—well, Bill, we’ll forgive you—you
says the New York Evening Sun, as the
hain’t got nothin’ to say !
and struck the bridge, carrying away
following conversation between the daugh- place
You don’t rickollect the war, Bill .’ No; you
one abutment, stringers and planking, and
ter of a Texas congressman aud a New
was a baby then!
Y.u-ker at a Washington ball testifies:
j it is now aground some ways below the An’ them were no days for babies, but
days
“You are from Texas?" the New York- bridge. This old elm once measured 17 1-2
for real lighting men!
er said, in
much
the
An’
same
that
was
Bill
tone
when
that
and
the
feet
in
tree
next
to
it
went
into
very
circumference
McKinley
tin* fearful fray—
lie would have used had he asked if she in size was on the stream on the Littleile knew his duty an’ done it, an- Mac, he
was from Hawaii or some other remote
field place below this.
had nothin’ to say !

less, and others who elude this hasty
To-day
<*ii!ptioiler aods it is larger, as free enumeration, constitute the major part of place.
the creditor classes of the country, so lar
in the
“Yes,”
Treasury stands at >124,755,July

it

do

a

Impossible!
said to have taken
a §2 bribe from the Republicans, 81 from
Democrats, and then voted the Populist
ticket, at the recent election. [Ex.
The only improbability about that item
is the statement that the Democrats paid
him anything, for they never do such
things. Allowing that the item is true,
the man was probably following Mr. Hanson’s advice, to take all lie could get and
then vote as lie pleased.
[Gardiner ReA

Lineolnville

man

cost

$10,000.
The

is

the greatest
governments on
earth.” [From William McKinley s letter of acceptance.
imong
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Deep

of

Water

YTessels.

Beware

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, J P Butuain,at Hiogo Aug
31 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco July 21 from New York.
A J Fuller, T 1* Colcord, sailed from Halifax, N S, Oct 2 for Philadelphia.
Belle of Bath, 0 Curtis, arrived at Hong

Kong Sept 2 from Singapore.
Centennial, B F Colcord, arrived

at

Of the Knife.
Mr. Lincoln Nelson, of M ir
writes:
“For six wars ] 1.
sufferer from a scrofulous
the glands of my neck, a a
of physicians in Wash'd.
Springfield, 111., and St. !.■•
reduce the
enlargement,
months’ constant treat-

Sau

Francisco Oct 2 from New York via Montevideo.

physician urged
gland.

j

deep

laying
against

|

entirely

1

only

|

deep-seati

>

remedy,

j

Lucky

A Real Blood F

1

nunedy
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^

by

%

j

|

I

••

j

BUKER’S
KIDNEY
PILLS
•.

•gj

defend,

something
accepting

presidential
demagogic

belongs

ously

as anybody.
He ought to leave this
of talk to his Populist rival. Thomas
Watson of Georgia.
It is something that
Watson can fairly claim a sort of a patent
on, and it doesn’t sound quite so absurd
coming from him. [Boston Herald.

sort

Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett makes a
income than any other woman writer in the world..

larger

<

Penobscot, E G Parker,
Hong Kong.

at

b lor

Newcastle Sept

Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Barbadoes Sept 2b from Rio Janeiro.
Rose I unis, Melvin Coleord, arrived at
Carteret, N J, Sept 21 from Port Tampa.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June b for Garontolo.
St Lucie, Suieeil, cleared from New York
Sept 21 for Port Natal.
Thomas A Goddard, \V S Griffin, cleared
from Parrs boro, N S, July 2 for Buenos

Ayres.

Indian Pile Ointment :s prej
and Itching of the private par:
Every box is guaranteed, s.

by mail. §1.00 per box
w

id.i a

Sold

at

.ms

Jin; (

]

MOOl>\ S, Belfast.

Advertising Is

Willard Mmlgett, A G Coleord, sailed
Buenos Avres Sept 1 for Algoa Bav,

from

Cramps,

Croup, 1

Colic,

Tooth=

i

CGH.

8CHOONKK8.

Coughs,'

Colds,

Georgia Gilkey, \Y R Gilkey, sailed from
Buenos A.vres Sept s for Boston.
Hattie McG Buck, 11 F Sprowl, sailed

Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,
and mi
gowej Complaints.

It is the trusted friend of the

Mechanic, Farmer, Planter,
Sailor, and in fact all classes.

The .state Agricultural College of Massachusetts has purchased one thousand
half barrel apple cases, and is packing
the apples in the same way as oranges,
wrapping every one. This means more
labor, but it also means a more attractive
article, and is in line with the critical
demand springing up on every hand.

25c. and 50c. bottles.

Found.

A Ladles' Jacket

—picked up on the

street—which the
owner can have by

proving proper*v and paying charges.

Apply

at

Thomas, the man who swinGeorge
dled so many Maine merchants and traders by means of forged checks, has been
arrested in Boston.
M.

nail

fol low

t
<

Sqnare!
to

All

a<

tv

muster f
others th

internally or externally.

Beware of imitations. Take
14
none but the
genuine Perry
Davis.” Sold everywhere.

this office.

rhe first
a

adelphia Oct f> from Portland
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Havana Oct 1 from New York.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from New
York Oct. 7 for Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at. New
York Sept 12 from Bridgeport.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, sailed from Jacksonville Oct 7 for New York.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Bluefields Sept 28 from Norfolk.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, sailed from New
York Sept 10 for Brunswick.
Sallie 1’On, W H West, sailed from Searsport Sept 8 for Annapolis, N S.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York
Sept 24 for Demerara.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Boston Aug do from Port Johnson.

A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for
these troubles is

Used

Like Driving l

from A mbo\ (>et7 lor Bangor.
Henry Glausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed l'i.-m
Galveston Oct 0 for Apalachicola.
Horace < 1 Morse, Harriman.arrived at Phil-

ache,

import-]

good order, and its
•ontinued ascendancy

r

-OF-

Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, cleared from
New York June 27 for Zanzibar.
El Capitan, A k Carver, at Shanghae
Aug
12 for Nagasaki, Hong Koug and Baltimore.
Emily F Whitney, A S Peinlleton, sailed
from New York June 20 for
Shanghae.
me to
Emily Reed, I) C Nichols, at New York.
Gov Ruble, Nichols, sailed from Hong
moval of the
At *h
Kong June 21 for New York; passed St i ment a friend recoinnn
Helena prior to Aug 2
and
aside a
Great Admiral, Rowell, at Hobart Town,
dice
all patent i:t
VDL, Aug 30 for Marseilles.
I
its use. before I ha
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sail- gall
ed from New York June 27 lor San Francisco. | tie the enlargement
g.e
Josephus, P K Gilkey, at Hong Kong Sept ; and now it is
2 for New Y'ork.
not through w ith im
L
J
N
Mary
used y»
r
Cushing,
Pendleton, s.uicd ; Had I
from New York Sept 17 for Sydiie\. N s W. I I would have esc.-.i>e 1
Now, Bill, we’re a-votin’ agin you, an’ yer
.Mas Flint, FDPNicho s.sai ed from New
and
over
saved
wind won’t do no good.
51■
York July 21 for Sau Fraiicisc •; spoken
Sept
This experience : I•'k
So, Billy, jest close yer face up an’ act as S, lat 22
S, Ion 41 W.
Americans should;
with
suffer
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at Hiogo
But, of course, if you won t, Bill Bryan- Aug 7 from
The doctors can do i:
Pinladelpiii t.
well, wait till election day,
their resorts to the k
O 1 Y oung, sea led rout New Y ork
Reaper,
M e’ll ti x you then, by thunder, so
you can’t July 2 for Anjer; spoken Juiv 2h, kit 2
b
N.
fruitless or fatal.
have nothin’ to say !
Ion 37 W.
d w
real blood
[Charles Sumner Bike.
K i; Thomas, C(i Nielnds, sailed ft on New
i the disease and b o
York June 22 for lloug Kong.
Sachem, 11 l Lancaster, at II mg Iv ng uently.
A
Chance for the Sick.
Sept 2 from Samara; g.
S I> Carletou, Amshury, at Hong Kong
Every ailing ami suffering person who is
Sept 2 for Shanghai.
wise will instantly a.- vpt this generous offer.
St N icholas,
b
leared from
is a blo.-d
fo
Coming from the very highest authority, as Philadelphia Jul\ hU tor sail f rauds o.
State ot Maine. 11 <; Curtis, sailed from
it cures tl’.e ino-t
it does, gives it the greatest weight, ami
peo- New York Sept 4 h r
Shanghai
Scrofula. t, ema. C
ple know when they see. a good tiling like
Tiliie E Slarhuek. Ehen Curtis, sailed etc., which other -w ak,
this. Everybody knows of Dr. Greene, the from Honolulu J ul\ 21 lor NY v\ Y ork.
dies fail to touch.. S.S
most successful specialist in curing nervous
Wm II Maty, Amshury, at New York for
root of tin- dis, ase and i,
and chronic diseases, of .'>4 Temple Place, San Francisco.
j
Valuable
maueut !y.
Wm H Conner, Frank l IVinlh to
>a.Y-d !
Boston, Mass, ifis successful system of
sent
free
treating patients through letter correspond- J from Shanghae Aug 2Y for New York via he
cnee is attracting great attention.
to any address
Ail you
Hong Kong.
W J Botch, Sewall C Lancaster. -t.C!
have got to do is this. Write him a letter 1
the Swift
about your complaint, tell him low you feel, [ from Y'okohama Aug 2‘J for Hong Hong.
Spec i tic Co., At
and he will answer it, giving a thorough e\BARKS.
lauta, Ga.
planation of your case ami telling the surest
Adam W Spies, (' .\ Meyers, sailed from
way to get well.
He gives most careful and explicit at ten- Sourabaya (Y t
tor New York.
tion to every letter, and explains your case j
Alice Keed, Alanson Kuril, arrived at
m
m
'U.t-e rv;
_•
so comprehensively, that you
understand Rosario Sept b from Buenos Ayres.
fH
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, cleared from
immediately exactly what ails you, and just
.• v*'iii!o;r: firf
what to do for yourself.
And for all this he
Charleston, >
(Y*t i! for New York.
9
vv.irnir.;s nat:i-.makes no charge.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Liu .JaHe is the discoverer <»f
that remarkable medicine, Dr. Greene’s neiro Sept a from Montevideo
mem- y. acMila i:.-,
Nervura blood anti nerve remedy. This
Edward May, sailed from Boston Ju.y .*>
stom.i ii.
splendid offer is being taken advantage of for Honolulu.
u or.t de-:
Erie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed Irom Bosby thousands, and they are getting well by
his wonderfully successful treatment. The ton Aug 4 for Montevideo.
neei! \\at
very best thing you can do, reader, is to
Harvard, Coleord. sailed from Astoria
TI,. ,,.
write the Doctor immediately; it will cost Sept 7 for Santa K< sum.
Bright’s I' .ise. I >
and
it.
will
Herbert Black. W J1 Blanchard, sailed
he
the means
you nothing,
surely
I'
of making you well and strong.
..-t
give ;uH!
Don't de- from New York March 4 for San Jose Guat ;
lay until it is too late, but write now.
spoken April IS, lat 20 S, Ion Js W.
If
A
sailed
from
BrunsHenry
Litchfield,
Huli'-r • *. 11
wick, Ga, Sept lb for Perth Amboy.
BiiiiL-.ir. >!«■
,*®r
Mr. Sewall’s Letter.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New York June 2b for Brunswick, Ga.
Mr. Sewall has a bad cause to
lolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
but the public certainly hail a right to Aug 20 for New York.
PILES!
PSL.ES!
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
better from him in his
expect
letter
the vice
nomi- Hong lvong June 2 for New York passed St
Helena prior to Sept .">().
Dr. Williams' Indian I'iU
nation than a repetition of the
Mabel I Meyers, Win Meyers, sailed from
Blind Bleeding, rioerated ami
talk about “the favored classes11 in this Boston
Sept 4 for Montevideo.
absorbs the tumors, allays t lit
country. If there are any such classes
Matanzas, sailed from Havana Sept 27 for
as a poultice, gives instant re
Mr. Sewall
to them as conspicuNew York.

Parallel.

“One of tlie
“Governmentby law
aut duties of govern- must first be assured.
ment is the putting of The spirit of lawlessrings in the noses of ness must be extinhogs.” [From the La- guished by the fires of
bor Day speech of Wil- an unselfish and lofty
liam J. Bryan, Chica- patriotism * * * * to
preserve inviolate our
go, September 7.
country's name and
honor, its peace and

porter-Journal.
Mrs. Albert Sidney Johnston, whose
death in California is reported, went to
the Pacific coast in 1800 with her husband,
who had been made military commander
at San Francisco.
When the war of the
rebellion began, General Johnston came
entered
the
Confederate
East,
service, and
was killed at Shiloh.
Mrs. Johnston remained in California.
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HASTINGS.

“You have doubtless already learned
that both you and Mr. Bryan have been
deceived regarding the letter of Prince Bismarck to you, and that the most important part of it, as first published, is a
forgery, the dishonest translation foisted
upon your excellency and Mr. Bryan containing a long paragraph favoring the immediate and independent action of the
United States in favor of bimetallism
which does not exist in the original.
“Of course I acquit you both of intentional deceit, believing you both too highminded to profit knowingly by this forged

sources.

lady

who lived in

my

family

has

He. “What do you think of young Jones ?“
She: “I think if he had lived in Biblical days,
Balaam's ass would never have attained such
prominence.” [Harlem Life.

Nearly all women have good hair, though
Hall's Hair
many are gray few are haul.
Be newer restores the natural color, and
thickens the growth of the hair.
Modern—“And shall I then look daggers?”
asked the ingenue. The stage manager tore
his hair. “No.” lie shrieked. “This is a
modern

Tribune.

play.

Look

hat-pins.”

[Detroit

“I feel fearfully stale this morning.” I
should think you would if you have
coughed
all night.
Begin on Adamson’s Botanic-

Cough Balsam to-day ami to-night you will
sleep like a tired baby.
Not altogether Hopeless—“I shall never
marry,” declared Elderly in a tone meant to
be firm. “Don't say that,” answered her
best friend, Florence. “Women older than
you have bad proposals.”
[Detroit Free
Press.

Hive

It

a

Trial.

On receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps, a
generous sample will be mailed of the most
popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure (Ely’s
Cream Balm) sufficient to demonstrate its
great merit. Full size 50c.
ELY BROTHERS,
50 Warren St., New York City.
My son was afflicted with catarrh, I induced him to try Ely’s Cream Balm and the
disagreeable catarrh smell all left him. He
appears as well as any one—J. C. Olmstead,

Areola, 111.
A lady who was looking about in a bric-abrac shop with a view to purchasing something old noticed a quaint figure, the head
an*l shoulders of which appeared above the
counter.
What; is that Japanese idol over
there worth‘.’’’she inquired. The salesman
replied in a subdued tone: “Worth about
tlO.(HX), madam it's the proprietor.” [TidFor Over Fifty I
An Old

“Of course, shrewd German statesmen
and financiers from that day to this have
been
{coking around to see whom
often spoken of the wonderful good they could find, weak enough, or foolish
which Dr. Greene’s Xervura blood and enough, to take this bullion off their
nerve remedy has done her
mother, who hands. A little of it—say 82,000,000—
was cured of nervous prostration
by its Germany managed to work off upon poor
use.
One of my near neighbors who used
Egypt under the Khedive Tewiik, and as
the Xervura and derived benefit from its Bismarck is really a patriotic, far-sighted
use, advised me to use it in my own statesman, lie would naturally be glad to
family. They are enthusiastic in its praise find a similar dupe on this side of the \tand 1 join in the same.
You are at liber- lantie, and to unload the remainder upon
ty to publish this letter for others’ good.” the United {States at say twice its market
You can depend upon Judge Hast- value.
“As a simple matter of fact of which
ings' word. You can depend upon Dr.
Greene’s Xervura blood and nerve remedy ! was directly and officially cognizant,
Prince Bismarck utterly declined to take
to cure you.
Take it, you who feel weak, nervous, part in any general scheme of bi-metallism
without
the co-operation of Great Britain,
tired, without your old-time snap, energy |
and vim; it will give you strong nerves,
though tlie United States anil France,
and
pure blood, sound, natural and refresh- jointly
officially united in urging it
ing sleep, from which you will rise strong upon his government.
“Prince Bismarck is, first of all, as
ami vigorous instead of languid, tired
and exhausted. If your stomach troubles many of his victims besides your excelyou, if you have gas, indigestion, dizzi- lency and Mr. Bryan have had occasion to
ness, distress after meals, bloating, faint know, a great German patriot, devoted
feeling at pit of stomach, constipation, above all things to German interests as he
kidney or liver complaints, Dr. Greene’s understands them.
“Hence it was that he demonetized silXervura will give you perfect digestion
and regular and natural action of all the ver and brought Germany on a gold basis;
organs. It will cure headache, neuralgia, anil for the same patriotic reasons which
rheumatism, and is the best remedy in are now leading the great Russian ministhe world for female weakness and nervous ter of finance, Mr. De AVitto, to do the

VICE-PKESIDKXT NATIONAL BANK OF

V"U are sick and out of order and
want to get well.
I o get well you desire to iake the remedy which will surely cure you -the one
which is si rough >.•(-commended by some
one in whom you have perfect belief and
confidence.
Dr. Greene's Xervura blood and nerve
remedy is the medicine which will surely
cure you.
And here is the strongest possible recommendation to use it bv one of the
most eminent and distinguished Judges
in this country. Hon. J. ii. Hastings, of
Waitstiehl, Vt.. and Associate Judge,
Senator in the Vermont Legislature, VicePresident and Director of the Waterbury
National Dank, and Treasurer and Trustee of his town.
Such is the exalted standing of the
famous Judge and able Financier who is
enthusiastic in praise of the wonderful
curative* powers of I)r. Greene’s Xervura,
who has used it. wi;h most remarkable
benefit in his own family and who tells
you that he has known so many cases
cured by this grand medicine, that lie
advises you to use it by all means, if you
wish to get well.
Judge Hastings says,
•‘I have heard Dr. Greene's Xervura
blood and nerve remedy most highly
recommended by my friends and neighbors who have used it, and know of
several decided cures where people have
been in a very feeble state of health and
had failed to get relief from the usual

i.

1

II.

Bits.

Lake.

the

cars.

Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used for
over lift.y years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect,
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure ami
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr4b
and

“My husband is the most considerate man
in the world.”
“Ju what way ?”
“When he gave me my new writing desk
he had two keys made so that if I lost mine
he would have one. Few men would be so
thoughtful as that.” [Detroit Free Press.
You make no mistake when you buy Dalton’s SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC and

same

tiling.

“Hence it was, too, that l’rinee Bisof our most successful physician in cur- I marck did ids best to exclude from Gering nervous and chronic diseases, Dr. many our American agricultural products,
Greene, of :>4 Temple Place, Boston, 1 and hence, doubtless, it is that he shows
Mass., this greatest of medical discoveries his German patriotism by obligingly sugis perfectly adapted to cure
just these gesting to you, and through you, to tlie
complaints. The Doctor can be consult- American people, a policy which would
ed free of charge, personally or by letter profit Germany to tlie amount of about
$50,000,000, to say nothing of the comThe impurities in tlm blood which cause fortable profits to the German bullion
scrofulous eruptions are thoroughly eradi- brokers.
cated by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Try it.
“But where does your request for the
advice of Prince Bismarck, in a matter so
He was whistling and she didn’t like it.
vital to the United States, leave you per“I wish,” she said, “when you are
walking
and the candidate of your party,
with me you wouldn’t whistle,
ft is ex- sonally,
tremely rude.” ‘‘I am whistling for the who, with you, has been thus deluded?
want of thought,” he replied, with evident Since the spider’s famous invitation to
intent to be very crushing.
“If that’s what tlie fly there has been nothing of this sort
it’s for,” she remarked, “I think I
may say, so pathetic; blit there is a touching differwithout fear of successful contradiction by
ence, the fly on that momentous occasion
any one who knows you, that you don’t knew too
much to go to the spider for adhave to.” Then he stopped. [Texas Sifter.
vice. It was the spider that volunteered it.
Relief In Six Hours.
“If you think that tlie ex-chancellor
writes you in an affectionate spirit toward
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “New Great democracy, or toward the United States
South American Kidney Cure.” This new in general, and Texas in particular, perremedy is a great surprise on account of its mit me to suggest that you ask your reexceeding promptness in relieving pain in spected Texan fellow citizen, Mr. Lasker,
the bladder, kidneys, back and
every part of for his opinion on this subject.
the uriuary passages in male or female. It
“He will, perhaps, give information of
relieves retention of water and pain in passing it almost immediately. If you want which your excellency appears to be
quick relief and cure this is your remedy. strangely ignorant, respecting the treatSold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Bel- ment of the resolutions of the United
States congress regarding Mr. Lasker’s
fast, Me.
Iy27
eminent brother—resolutions which emaA Doubt—“The Amazons,” exclaimed the
nated from a Texan member of that body
courier, hurriedly, “are anxious to advance
and throw themselves into the breach.” The and which were spurned and returned to
the
L'nited Slates contemptuously by the
King of Dahomey knit his brows. “Do you
know how it is about women throwing.” great German statesman.
[Detroit Tribune.
“How a governor of Texas could, in a
crisis like this, ask the advice of a foreign
statesman who had thus grossly insulted
his State and country, utterly passes my
comprehension; and how a candidate for
the presidency of the United States could
quote with approval such a letter from a
For Infants and Children.
man who has thus treated his
country is

CASTORIA

The facsimile
denature
of

Causes

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,

FAMILY pills.

Everybody

THE

BATTLE

...fl fiealtb fable...

IS TO BE

will,

When sick you grasp the first
new floating straw in view, and
forget the reliability of the
L. F.” Atwood’s bitters.

as

ously

always,

be found in the thickest of the

for SOUND

fight, bittling vigorBUSINESS PRINCIPLES, which will bring

PROSPERITY TO THE NATION.
*

THE NEYY

People's bodies are still constructed
as they were forty years ago, and the
L.F.” cures more casesof indigestion
and constipation than ever.

YORK YYEEKLY

is OQ

every

wrapper.

American fishermen have been forbidden Canadian waters outside the three
mile limit.

TRIBUNE is not only the leading
PRE-EMINENTLY' A

Republican

paper of the country, but is
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER.
Its

bottle.

can

Avoid Imitations.

campaign

and discussions will

news

interest every Ameri-

citizen.

All the news of the

day, Foreign 1 n-respon leuee, Agricultural
Reports, Short Stories complete in each
number, Comic Pictures, Fashion Plates with elaborate descriptions, and a variety of items of household interest, mikes op YN
Department,

Market

IDEAL FAMILY PAPER.
We furnish “The
Tribune”

Republican
(both ’papers).

Journal”

m

l “New Y ork Weekly

ONE YEAR FOR ONLY
AS l IN

Address all orders

\:>\ A\

$2.00,

K

t<>

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO,
YVrite

you*
Tribune

Lowest
Best equipped roons,Bank,etc.
from Sept.to July. Por catalogue and

Open

A Renrrkabis fcra! Water.
Readers of this paper will find the advertisement

ad Iress

on

a

pj.ul cm!, sand ;t to d j. y. 8a»t
a sample
copy of TrU MEW Y TRK WEtKl Y

calling

attention to

Ypsilanti Spe-

Closing Out Sale "Furniture.
STORE

cific, a natural mineral water.
The powers and virtues claimed for this
water are remarkable, but the Ypsilanti
Specific Co., of 1(M Bkoad St., Boston, is
prepared to furnish evidence at any time to
anyone of the truth of every claim made.
Dealers throughout New England have this
water for sale in oue-half

gallon bottles,

return

of the

making the

net

and empty bottles,
Sd.00 per case.

case

pine,

TO

J. C. THOMPSON & SON
Have special cats in prices to close out their star/:.
Have still It ft a tine assortment
of

Oak&Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS.
CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A

J- O,

...THE...

Thompson

LINE ASSORTMENT.

s& S

SWAN & SIBLEY CO.,

n,

38 Main St,

COLUMBIA
HARTFORD

JOBBKHS OK

GRAUtl,

bicycles

FEED,

I am agent lor these well known
wheels,
and have all colors in enamel.
Hi-ycle
sundries and brazing frames and vulcanizing tires done in all their branches. 1 keep
a supply of GAIIDKV Ho>K.
I he 18i)<> Hartford liicycle has been reduced to the following prices:

SEEDS and
GROCERIES.
Importers
Dealers in the finest

of Suit.

Patterns Nos.

Blacksmith

Patterns Nos. 5 and 6, from $50 to $45.

p

i

V* 0 31S ■

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

1 and 2, from $80 to $65.
Patterns Nos. 3 and 4, from $60 to $50.

quality of

Anthracite and

1'
H'
VJCU.
1

44 Main Street,

I_

.

I\CdU,

Fred Atwood,

Belfast. Maine.

Winterport, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

ltf

GEO. F. EAMES, M.D..D.D1,
The Nose and Throat.
No. 340

LET.

or

he had by sending an order to the
Company. The price of Ypsilanti Specific
is the same as that of other medicinal waters. viz., l>0c. per half gallon bottle, Sb.75
per case of 12 bottles, with a rebate of 75c.
can

on

mi

partlculars*-Address
H.A.Howard,Rockland.Maine,

full

it

nim

Building,

Mew York City, and
TRI 'UNfc. will be mailed io you.

of Instruction.
rates of tuition.

.Highest grade

Newbury Street,

J.

simile

ELECTED, AST) TIIE

NEW YORK WEEKLY T&I3UNE

Time proves reliability.

To Tax Payers.

signature

A NEW

President of the United States

(Near Corner of Fairfield St.)
“For Prince Bismarck, as the statesman and the patriot, 1 have profound reBOSTON.
MASS.
every
wrapper.
spect; but he has always held democratic
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment
and republican government in contempt,
and
been present more than once only.
Powerful Coin petition:
“Young man,” whenhaving
October, 1895.—lyr45*
he has discussed the views of those
said her father, “I think you are a
straightforward, energetic person, and I should not from whom he differs, I can well imagine
object to you in the slightest as a son-in-law. the smile, ‘so chi Id-like and bland,' with
However, my daughter's wishes in such a which he welcomed your excellency’s conmatter must he consulted.” “Do you not
tiding letter, and the outburst of Titanic
think that she will eventually return my
with which he would hear that
devotion?” “Very likely. But you must laughter
I sbail bt* at my office in Memorial building
he had ensnared the great American re- I
give her time. She has just bought a new
Saturdays from lo a. m. to 12 m., and 2 to4i\ m.
public by answering you.
bicycle, you know.” \ Washington Star.
“Even if it may please your excellency until January 1. All persons who wish to avail
and Mr. Bryan to be enrolled in the nu- themselves of the discount of two per cent, onSecret Societies.
merous and
gorgeous company of Prince their taxes must pay by January 1. 1897.
The grand convention of the Pythian Sis- Bismarck’s dupes, I venture to inquire:
H. F. MASON, Collector.
terhoods of Maine was held in Hallowell, | IIow do you think the American people
Belfast, Sept. 25, 1890.
Sept. .‘10th, about 80 delegates being present generally, ‘the plain people,’ as Abraham
from different parts of the State. The af- Lincoln called them, would feel if
they
ternoon was given up to routine work and found that under the lead of Mr.
Bryan
other business of the Grand Chapter. Din- and
yourself they had been, by so transner and supper were served to the
delegates parent a device, added to the prince’s colby Friendship Assembly in Wilson hall. lection
of victims and thus made laughing
The following grand officers were installed
the world, and for all
in the evening by Installing Officer Mrs. stock through
Cole: Past grand chancellor, Mrs. E. M. time?”

Of

3 ARE ALREADY WELL UNDER WAY.

OF NOVEMBER

7t\HEN there’s work to be
UU done you send for Mr. X.
He has been employed by your
neighbor for years, and is
reliable.

a

free, our New Illustrated Book
Johnson
Co., Bostou, Mass!

GREAT

says so,

most wonderful
Blemish
Cure ever
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iv27
the

Known Disease!

Every

PREPARATION'S FOR

MICtO

oa

Baker, Auburn; grand chancellor, Mrs. L.
A Valuable Prescription.
Smith of Westbrook; grand prelate, Mrs.
Editor Morrison of Worthington, Ind.,
Flora Chase of Auburn ; grand keeper of the
aud “what every hotly says must be true.”
exchequer, Mrs. E. A. Richards; grand “Sun,” writes: “You have a valuable preof records and books, Mrs. H. B. | scription in Electric Bitters, and I can cheerHe (telling a hair-breadth adventure): keeper
“And in the bright moonlight we could see j Libby, Westbrook; grand mistress at arms, | fully recommend it for Constipation and
Mrs.. Sadie Boyce of Lewiston; grand assis- ! Sick Headache, and as a general system
the dark muzzles of the wolves.” She
tant mistress at arms, Miss Lizzie Hanna- tonic it has no equal.” Mrs. Annie Stelile,
(breathlessly): “Oh, how glad you must j ford of South Portland
2025 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, was all
; grand inner guard,
have been that they had the muzzles on!” i
Mrs. Lizzie Hall of Lisbon
Falls; grand run down, could not eat nor digest food, had
[Harper’s Bazar.
a backache which never left her and felt
outer guard, Mrs. A. A. Knight, Belfast;
English Spavin Liniment removes all grand trustee for three years, Mrs. Henry I tired and weary, but six bottles of Electric
of
Dexter; supreme representative, j Bitters restored her health and renewed her
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps aud Blem- i Bradley
Mrs. F. B. Jordan.
strength. Prices 50 cents and 8100. Get a
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
bottle, at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug
Splints, Sweeney,
Ring-Bone, Stifles,!
Store.
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc. I
CASTOniA.
Save $50 by use of one bottle.
Warranted
The fac-

DALTON’S

scalds, chaps, cracks, strains,

Send us at once your name and address, and we will send you
.“Treatment for Diseases,” caused by inflammation. I. S.

Over

Thirteen

Millions

($13,000,000)

Fire

Insurance

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
INSlBANt'E WKITTKN FOR 5 YKAKS, at low rate*
CORRESPONDENT OF >1 KID HA NT >1A RINK INSlRAMK (0,
INVESTMENT 8EMKITIKS BOUGHT AND MOLD.

TORNADO

on

buildings aceeptable,

LOANS NEGOTIATED.
BEAL ESTATE

BOUGHT AND SOLD,

Dissolution of

^^-Correspondence Solicited.

Partnership.

hereby given

that

the

Me.,

have this

to

dissolved

and sold

day
partnership
out their business, and all persons holding hills
them
are
against
hereby requested to present
them for payment, and all persons indebted to
them are requested to settle.
SILAS STOKER,
<
E. HROWN.
*
Oct.
1890.—3w41
Morrill,
3,

41

Pure

all persons interested,
firm of STOKER N I5ROWN of Morrill,

Notice is

j

u

11 you wish for nice milk

<lroj•

One cow's ."ink for Babies

September 30,

1

>‘.*0.—

a o.v

rU

r.i

HATCH, Belfast

(i. 0.

a

Specialty

3m•I"'

o-F. C. WHITE.
Haddock’s & Plymouth

Vein
Egg and (irate.

Delivered and pul in, (in barrels) ....
“
in Dump Carts,.

$5.75
5.00

5.55

Wharf,.

5.55

5.10

CMBE1AND COAL
i

;t

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL

Prices at

We Guarantee it

AS-

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

Stove and Chestnut.

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

Assets.

Sr KING FIELD FlRE AND MARINE, GRANITE STATE Fl RE INSURANCE ( u.. Fill!
SOCIATION of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire I.nsu:an< e Co.
National Fire Insukantk Co., IIartfold, Conn.

equally astonishing.

is

cuts,

^

y

Inflammation of the nervous system embraces the brain, spine, bones and muscles. The
breathing organs have many forms of inflammation; such as colds, coughs, pleurisy, bronchitis, etc. The organs of digestion have a multitude of inflammatory 'troubles. The vital
organs form one complete plan mutually dependent; therefore inflammation anywhere is felt
more or less everywhere, and impairs the health.
The late Dr. A. Johnson, an old fashioned
Family Physician, originated JOHNSON’S ANODYNE LINIMENT, in 1S10, to relieve pain
and cure every form of inflammation.
It is today the Universal Household
Remedy.

WATEX'.LLTvT, VT.

debility.
The carefully compounded prescription

accompanies bruises"
V9fV
bites,
ll"
stings, burns,

etc., and is the
Internal inflamdanger
mation frequently causes outward swellings; as
instances familiar to all we mention pimples, toothache, stiff joints and rheumatism. Yet the great majority
of internal inflammations make no outside show, for which
reason they are often more dangerous than the external forms.

full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
development to all parte of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
tbe first day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manbood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
Stamps. Mention this paper.
$end 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

35c.

Fxtrrml
inflammaUou

fractures,
sprains, therefrom.
chief

restores refreshing
sleep. Cures Impotence and restores

KALAMAZOO.

pj
W

wm

BAB IA ”
B

AJ

IA |AJ

I

disease1"

n

j«|

m

A

A

000,000.

>

<

the disease in each case. Inflammation is
manifested outwardly by redness,
swelling and heat; inwardly by
congestion of tlie blood vesselsand growth of uu^
sound tissue causd
disease.
mrSt SB
MM MM9

entire
nervous
/ system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.
Cures Insomnia and

interpolation.

miate:—

nr

health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage.

‘But what are the American people to
think of a cause which resorts to such a
glaring criminal expedient, and which has
not hesitated to exhibit you and your
candidate in the light of dupes before 60,000,000 of your fellow-citizens?
“Will this not go far to convince them
that your party, having failed in argument, has found it necessary to resort to
the cheapest of frauds in order to bolster
up the cause of silver mono-metallism
which, for some time past, has been gradually sinking in all civilized countries?
“But, even conceding that the letter
with or without its forged interpolation,
proves that Prince Bismarck favors the
unlimited coinage of silver in the United
{States, I respectfully submit that your
excellency’s confiding application to the
prince, for his opinion on this subject and
the use of his reply made by yourself and
Mr. Bryan, is possibly the most farcical
event in American history.
“My reasons for this opinion are as
follows:
“As minister of the United States to
the German Empire is 187fi, 1880and 1881,
1 carefully observed the demonetization
of silver in Germany, which reached its
consummation during those years.
“Possibly Mr. Bryan aud your excellency will be amazed to learn that the
controlling and directing agent in that
demonetization was none other than your
kind correspondent, Prince Bismarck himself, at that time the all-powerful chancellor of the German Empire.
“Somewhat over half of the vast mass
of silver thus reduced to bullion was sold
by the German government, but the price
ran so low that the sales were
stopped,
and the German treasury was left with an
enormous
quantity of this depreciated
money in its coffers, amounting, if I remember rightly, to something over 8100,-

v

•.

Restores perfect

restores

You Please

as

generally known, but it is a fact readily proven by the
investigations of science, that the real danger from every
known ailment of mankind is caused by inflammation;
cure the inflammation and you have conquered
It is not

Great RESTORER

part:

FACT, Think

IT IS THE

THE

Hon. Andrew I). White has addressed
an open letter to Gov. Culberson of Texas,
on the recent Bismarck campaign document, in the course ot which he says in

in
: hat deer, moose and
increase in Maine
number of years, and
lit* number of deer
Hiin the last three
knowledge; but I think
:, 11\i of the true number
and

NERVE-LIFE

of Silver to sell.

r.-c requirements are
;ki‘!y to get his deer,
near

Bismarck.

Culberson and Bryun made Laughing Stock
Through ihe World, (lermany lias a Vast Hass

The
1800.
Oct.
V (.
•■fast swells with desire
in its haunts in the
,sc in» mistake in com... for if he visits the
aid secures a com.asouably sure of his

>

of

All Coal

$5.50

WOOD OF ALL KINDS.

guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
5*I>ecial attention given to delivery outside city limits.

Telephone
connection.

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Mr. and Mrs. S.
J. Cunningham and
daughter, Mrs. Kate Brier and Mrs. Amanda
Mudgett of Searsport village were in this
vicinity last Sunday making calls.

M iss Jeanette Salvage of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

is in town.

C'apt. l>. C Nichols arrived home from
New York Saturday.
Harry Blake of Santa Clara, Calif.,
Saturday.

Thorndike.

t

Sell. E. L. Warren went ashore in the
eni gale at Vineyard Haven.

Robert Nickerson picked on Mrs. J.
Niekels’ lawn a blue violet Oct. loth.

Swanville. The L. A. S. will be entertained by Mrs. Mary Nickerson, Thursday,
Oct. 22d-Mrs. Frank Strout of Belfast

C.

guest of Mrs. A. E. Nickerson last
week...Mr. E. J. Wentworth and Mr. George
Sargent of Searsport have been doing
masonry in town lately and have given excellent satisfaction... .Laura Nickerson has returned from a visit to Bangor-Mrs. Eli
West of Frankfort was the guest of Miss M.
M. Nickerson last week.

Frank G. Nichols, who has spent the sumhere, returned to Dixlield Monday.

Fred F. Robin left Saturday Ho go
second mate of schooner L). H. Rivers.

as

Edwin Lufkin, agent of the Monumental
Bridge Co. of Bridgeport, Conn., was in
town Tuesday.

Penobscot Eegine Co. gave their tub a
Moduh
afternoon, and found her in
condition.

evening, Oct. 20th.Mrs. Jarvis Arnold
left Saturday for Boston and Franklin,
Mass., where she will spend a couple of
weeks... W. II. Arnold and wife of Belfast
are in town.Gussie Heal
fell recently
and hurt his
knee quite badly-Leroy
Marriuer has built a new cooper shop....
Mrs. L. C. Quinn of Eagle Island is in town,
the guest of Clara Mahoney.

Harry E. Gr. -s left last Thursday with
iv
;Ta uds cm a hunting and fishing trip to

Moosehead Lake.

Laura Curtis would like to coiumupostal or otherwise with parties
having on kittens for sale.
M;>s

J' oiU'

^• h. .Mam !Ins,
Capt. A. A. Larrabee, has
sailed f->r Boston with a cargo of hay and
will return with freight from Portland"

V.

L.

the

liev.

Carleton of Kockport arrived by
.Saturday ai d has begun decorating
Masonic and Odd Fellows’ Hal).

South Montv ille.

John F. Gilman of
Lebanon, N. H., is at home for a few weeks.
Mrs. David Conner of North Carolina is
visiting her husband’s mother, Mrs. Harriet
Conner, aud niece, Mrs. C. E. GilmanRev. Nelson Rich and wife from Taunton,
Mass., are visiting her brother, G. W. Prescott.
Mr. Rich supplied the desk last Sun-

Capt. Clias. A Culcord and wife left Mnnday le»r Portland To join his scliooner, the
1>. H. Fivers, loading lumber for Buenos

Ayres.
w

N

I he Waldo County Veteran association
1 meet- with Freeman
McGilvery Post
o
:»th.
Bring tiie picnic basket, and all

come.

ami gave

us

a

Thomas 1). Nickerson has raised some
One shown is of the
r.gat.ic
potatoes.
"'hit* o.ephant variety and weighs three
pounds and fourteen ounces.
Ib-v. L. G. Harbutt will return from his
vacation this week and there will be services at the Cough church next
Sunday as
o^ual. The monthly collection will betaken
jn

the morning.

pleton,

who

so

and E. O. Chadwick went to Boston last
week... .The new schoolhouse at Carr’s Corner

is

nearly completed.

Stockton Springs. Mrs. James Berry of
Boston is spending a few days with relatives
and friends in town-Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Nye

are

Mr.

Elbe

visiting Mrs. Koxanna Simmons....
Dickey has returned from Bar
Harbor, where he was employed during the
summer-Edw. Moulton arrived home
from Boston Oct. 7th... .Miss Annie Piper is
spending a few days with Mrs. Robert Hicliborn-E. F. Staples returned Saturday
from a business trip to northern Maine_
A. M. Ames and Albion Goodhue returned
Saturday from their hunting trip to Bancroft

very

fatted calf has been killed and the hearts of
many made glad. His return was welcomed
by all-We visited Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Brown in Belfast last week and had a most
enjoyable time. Mrs. Brown had just returned from Boston, where she visited her
mother, Mrs. Mary Cheever. Her stay was
very enjoyable and eight weeks slipped
away before she hardly knew it. She happened to think one day she had a husband
at home and so returned by train_G. W.
Harding has returned from Boston-William Killman and Geo. C. Ward were the
guests of Melvin Clark last Sunday_
Rufus Whidden of Frankfort was in town
Get. 11th to visit his sister, Mrs. Overlock.
[M. C.

Leonard Furbush, whose suicide at W’aterviHe is elsewhere reported, w as a former resident of this place, where he was well
known.
He was for many years janitor of
the M. E. church.
The tug Dauntless of which D. H. Devereaiix, a former resident, is engineer, left
•Bo ksuiivilie Oct. ,' tli ostensibly for Bruns\\ o k, Ga., hut went to Palm
Beach, Florida,
and took on board nearly 200 men. four carloads of arms and ammunition, electrical
apparatus and medical supplies, and sailed
for Cuba. The tug was under bond to auswi r to a charge of
iolating the navigation
laws in connection with a former expedition.
G

Doane.

niNNELL

"tii,

Last

Wednesday,

o’clock, Mr William
h. Grmuell of Searsport, Me., and Miss JenBates

im-

at

twelve

Doane, daughter

of the late

Capt.

Nathaniel Doane of Harwich Port, were
married at the residence of the bride’s
mother. The eereniouy was witnessed
by
the
i.mediate re la* ves, and performed by
the Lev. H. p. Cutting, pastor of
Pilgrim
vhu:eb. The room in which the
wedding
'*
k
place was beauti/u 1 ly decorated with
•'■r!:s. smi'.ax, pink and white
asters, golden
*'"d
and other fall liowers were
arranged
.!i <-i her rooms in the house.
The bride was
■ire.-- d ;n white duchess satin with train.
M.r had a tulle veil prettily
arranged, and
all
d white sweet peas.
She was given
i- marriage by her
k
brother, Nathaniel
im-.
Mr. Joshua (>. Harding, another
br"i.her >*i the luide, was best man.
The
bride-;-!.mis were the Misses L. Josie Doane,
f the luide, and Martha A
Brigham
l Man 'hosier, N. i l., who were dvesmd in
■die iiiusiin. carrying roses
i
i ..
at pie were a 1 s< attended
I ■11K s.
lw‘\\ and Hie. of the bride,
b
I > 'U,
ami
Lm-reiia Mali
o
"i
Mam lies!, r. >. H.,
carrying
1
'*
i;--we.rs.
1 If w eddmg march
i
!iy Mrs. George 15. Nickers-.n of
b1 '■
>'"• -'htss., sister oi the bride.
.After
tbe "eliding ceremony a breakfast, was servedAlter tl.is the happy
maple took the
■

«-

•.

■

train, attended i»y their Irn-nds,
their jor> i.ey with showers
shoes f. ilowing. Alter the
w-.cimg trip Mr. and Mrs. Griumdl will
O -kt be. r home in
Searsport, Me., where

•HI' in-...n

-‘•id

I on
and o:d

1

M*’
ri 11 liei 1 is proprietor of the new and
I'cautiful hotel, the
Searsport House. The
opa- were drawn to the station by a hand°f black horses, the
carriage,
'1'1 rs, and even the col ued
coachman being
p;o11;-.• 1 \ dec.,rated with ribbons, flowers,
etc.
Several carriages and a buckl oard filld with young friends
accompanied them.
'Tie- guests from out of town were Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Doane, Joshua 0.
Harding,
Mms Martha A. Brigham, Mabel
Maud Dearborn of Manchester, N
H,; Mi\
and George B. N ickerson of
Foxhoro, Mass.;
Mi-s Grace Howes.
Boxbury, Muss. The
bride lias been an efficient
helper m Pilgiim
cfmi. h.
As Superintendent of the
Sunday
**• h.
I "lm showed her
and exe!l,tlV,‘
She wiil he greatly missed
ig* What the loss is to Jlar'';i
I’"i t win be great gain to all wno
may
k:-"
1
■’ ‘Searsport, Me.
Her popularity
>l "n by the number of valuable
pres-

Putnev’

knowledge

1

presented her, among them ht ing gifts
,t:' vs
U. E-» Sunday school and
c.s^ of young men in the school.
fHarm
i
Mass., Independent, Oct (ith.
Mr. and Mrs. Grinueil will he at home to
friends Wednesdays after Nov. 1st.
NORTH

Miss

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Alice Dow has returned from Park-

man.

Mrs.

L. H.

ing relatives.

Mathews is in Dixmout visit-

Mrs Kli Colson lias been at Bar Harbor
recently visiting friends.
Mrs. E. G. Smart was in
week, at George Crockett’s.

Prospect last

I. M. Cummings of
Prospect
last week on business.

was

in town

Duel la Parsons of Swanville was in
Sunday, the guest of Mrs. Marion
Mathews.
Mins

town

Mrs. David Moody
town last week as the
Mis. E. E. Clements.

of Swanville was in
guest of her daughter.

Granite Grange lias been invited to attend
the Harvest Feast with Northern
Light
Grange, West Winterport, Oct. 221.
Mr. Frank Decrow and Miss Grace Crockett of Sea rsport village were in town Sunday, the guests of Miss Mae Fernald.

Sarah Monroe and Miss Ella Bridges
of Salem, Mass., have been in town of late as
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
George.
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Janies Nason and Mr. and
Mrs. Claudes Nasou ol
Winterport were in
town Sunday visiting Mr. and Mrs. O. W.

Whitcomb.

Miss Blanche Baizley, who has been in
tow n as the guest, of Mrs. O. W. Whitcomb
has returned to her home at North East

Harbor. Mount Desert.

—

1

i

Miss Louisa Thompson leaves
Unity.
this week for Gardiner.. .Miss Rose Ames
goes to California soon to spend the winter
with her sister-Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Burrill have been taking a two weeks' vacation
in Hoult-on and there was no church service last Sunday-Mrs.
James Taber,
Miss Flora Watson, Miss Nellie Taber and
Mr. Will Taber took a carriage drive to
Waterville last Friday... .Mr. Winn Clark
arm ed home this week.
He has disposed
of liis ranch in Montana and will spend the
winter in Unity.
II*- reports very hard
times in Montana.. .R B. Cookson return
ed last Saturday night from a three weeks’

Springfield,

in

Me.

Cookson
will return later....Mr. and Mrs. Al. McManus are
hoarding with S. A. Myriek.
.Charles Taylor, Jr., returned last
week’ to Chicago, where he has employ inent.
-Ma reel lus Whitney is
repairing his
house and putting on a new L. Lou Jackson of Troy is doing the work_Mr. and
Mrs. Benj. Smith of Rockland spent Saturvisit

day

Sunday in town, stopping at the
They came to see Mr. and Mrs. Gor-

and

hotel.
ham
cer

Mrs.

Clough.

is

Mr. C.

troubling

him

is

very low. His canand lie is a great

badly

sufferer... .Mrs. L. F. Webb lias added new
goods to her stock bought f Mrs. L. W.
Moulton and with her dress-making is doing
a good business.
She has Sadie Moulton to
assist her in the shop-It is pretty lively
at the corn factory. About twenty young
girls are labeling and it will take until the
middle of November to get through. The
factory never had a better season_The
W. R. C. met at the house of Mrs. Ed. Harding Oct. 7th, as she was sick and unable to
go to the hall. She is president of the Corps.

furniture from the house and the potatoes
from the cellar were also saved. There was
§1,100 insurance on the house and barn, but
no insurance on the contents of either.
Mr.
Leonard's loss is fully
§2,200.Rev.
Rev. O. S. Mayberry of Old Orchard was
the guest of I. D. "White the first of the
week and held services at the church Sunday, Monday and Tuesday evenings_Mrs.
Annie Marr of Somerville, Me., is visiting
relatives in town this week_Miss Sarah
Perley of Freedom was the guest of Mrs.
D. O. Bowen last Thursday and Friday_
Mrs. Helen Mears has returned from Vassal-

boro, where she has been at work the past
summer-Mr. O. D. Nash is at his old
stand, the grist mill, ready to serve the
public-Mrs. Eunice Higgins of Belfast
made a visit to her mother, Mrs. Margaret
Wood, last Friday and Saturday.
Sandvpoint.

Mrs. James

Richards and

Friday for her home in Somerville,
Mass., having been here several months

son

left

with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Hail.
Miss Maud Ginn accompanied her and will
visit there several
weeks_Mrs. O. F.
Staples and children and her father, Capt.
H. S. Black, left Monday for New York,
where they will remain during the winter.
....Miss Josephine French was in Bangor
last week for a short visit....Mr. and Mrs.
George Wardwell of Bucksport lately visited here....Mr. Forest Btfrry of steamer

City

Bangor is

at home for a few days' va..Mr. Allen French of Manchester,
N. H,, lately visited Mrs. Dolly Black and
daughters.... Rev. B. B. Merrill of Brewer
spent two days of last week at work around
his cottage here which he built the
past summer-Mr. Charles Richards lately moved
from J. \V. Richard's house to the lower
part of Alfred Black's house_Capt. B. F.
Rice’s two cottages, which were begun a
short time ago, will soon be completed....
Mrs. Alex Black is having her house
shingled-Carle and Luther Grant and
James Staples have gone to Norcross to
work cutting wood for F. F. Perkins & Co.
-The home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Y.
French of Hyde Park, Mass., was made very
i*f

cation.

happy on Oct. 1st by the birth of a little
daughter, Elizabeth French... .Mr. Ivenncy
from Bangor Seminary preached here last
Sunday... .Ice made here last Friday night
in several places.

Wintebport. Rev. Krikor Hagop Basmajian, a native of Constantinople, gave a
Liberty. The races at the Georges River
very interesting lecture on Armenia at the
trotting park Oct. 8tli were not a brilliant Methodist church Friday
evening. A goodly
success.
There was a good iield of horses audience was
present and found the lecture
but
to
various
present,
owing
causes, chief both entertaining and instructive. He will
which was the unsettled condition of
the weather, the crowd failed to materialize.
But. those who did come witnessed as
good
a race as lias been seen on this track.
The.
best time ever made on the track was made
in the 2.21 class. The only horses
starting
were G. T. L., Fred G.
White, Belfast, and
Veni Yici, H. M. Bean, Camden. The race
was won by Veni Vici, but be had to
work
for it, for G. T. L. was close after him. Best
time,2.24 1-2. There were but two starters
among

probably lecture in Belfast this week_
County Attorney Ellery Bowden ami Miss
Blanche D. Arev were united in marriage
Tuesday, Oct. 6th. The wedding took place
at the home of the bride, Rev. H. W. Norton
of Bucksport officiating. Only the immediate family of the bride were present, and the
happy couple left immediately for their
wedding tour-Rev. S. H. Beale of Camden was in town o rer Sunday and
preached
in the Methodist church. A baptism took
place in the afternoon, Rev. J. P. Simonton
officiating-The remains of Mrs. Paul, a
in the 2 35 class, viz., Bertha E. and Crono- former resident of this place, were brought
here for burial Thursday, accompanied by
graph, and only two beats were trotted, both her daughter, Mrs.
Hi’l of Dorchester, Mass.
won by Bertha E.
Time, 2.35 1-2, 2 38. The ....Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Eaton have gone to
Forest
to
visit
,lieir daughter, Mrs.
2.50 class had four starters, and the three
City
Percy Hall-Miss L. A. Grindle has gone
heats were won by Fred Miller.
Time, to Sedgwick for a few weeks_Mrs. S. J.
2-39 1 4, 2.39 1-2, 2.41 1-2. The races were in- Cliipmau is stopping with Miss Etta Grant
for the present-Mrs. H. J. Doe left for her
and
it
is
to
be
teresting throughout
regretted home in
Worcester, last Friday_Mrs.
that they were not better paid. Better luck Lewis
Atwood has gore to Boston to visit
next time... The officers of St.
Georges It. her daughter-H. F. Lougee has returned
A. Chapter were publicly installed Satur- from his four weeks’ vacation at Dexter,
Moosehead Lake and other places_Miss
night by Dr. E. A. Porter of Pittsfield. The Hannah Cole of
Hampden was the guest of
principal officers are O. W. Ripley, High Mrs. Geo. Grant last week_Mrs. Lottie
Priest; C. S. Adams, King; Charles Gilman, Roberts of Somerville and Mrs. Josie Keilen
of Brewer visited their father, D. M.
SpenScribe; A. P. Cargill, Secretary ; G. H. Carcer, last Friday-Mrs. T. B. Grant is visitgill, Treasurer. Not being a member of the ing her daughter, Mrs. Pierce, at Bucksport.
order we were unable to catch on to the
.Mrs. A. H. Hanscom made a short visit
titles of the other officers, but suffice it to in Rockland last week.... Mrs. J. N. Kilburn
left for Falmouth Monday_Mrs. Annie
say that, they were, all a "most excellent set Lewis and
daughter of Bangor were the
of fellows.”.... A pound party was
given at guests of Mrs. C. M. Chase Saturday and
T. Sanborn of Bangor was in
Sunday-H.
the G. A. R. Hall Monday
evening for the
benefit of Mrs. Cook, whose sou was killed town Monday-Mr. Daniel Dyer lost 3
in the mill a few weeks ago. It resulted in valuable cows Sunday night. The iioor gave
way under them and they were hung by
a barrel of Hour and about
thirty packages their
halters.
of provisions, very few
confining themselves
...

to tiie

limit of

one

pound.

PORT OF

The Most Natural Thing
For a woman who uses a Glenwood Range is to wish for a Glenwood
and the home that the heater makes cozy must
forsooth be supplied with the range.

Heater,

What Wonder?
Both are models of merit, of economy, of comfort.
The oven that is
gauged by the Glenwood Indicator tells so plain a story.
A Child Knows All About It.
Aye, even the CHILDREN PRAISE the

Glenwood

NEWS.
BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

Oct. 8. Sclis. Laughing Waters,Sprague,Swan's
Island; Silas McLoon, Morrill, Boston; Gazelle,

Payson, Bangor.

Oct. 9. Sclis. Pyranthia Davis, Davis, Swan’s
Island ; Miantonoinali, Ryan, Portland.
Oct. 11. Sclis. Mary j“ Elliot, Reed,
Portland;
Hard Chance,Ambrose, Boston; Oregon,Clifford,
Boston.
SAILED.

Oct. 8. Sclis. Eliza ,J. Pendleton, Fletcher, New
York; Maria Webster, Turner, Isle au Haut; H.
M. Stanley, Flower, St. John.
Oct. 10 Sclis. Silas McLoon, Morrill,
Rockport
Laughing Waters, Sprague, Swan’s Island.
Oct. 13. Sell. Pyranthia Davis, Davis, Swan’s
Island.
Oct. 14. Schs. Hard Chance, Ambrose, BangorFannie & Edith, Ryder, do.
AMERICAN PORTS.

New York Oct. 7. Cld., sell. Florence
Leland,
Pressy, Jacksonville; ski. sclis. Anna Pendleton,
Thomas, Brunsw ick, Ga.; Lizzie B. Willey, Demerara; passed Hell Gate sch. Emma S. Briggs,
Osborn, Port Reading for Augusta; Marv Ann
McCann, Gates, Amboy for Camden; 9 cld”. ship,

Having

made a very thorough examination of all
the NEW and DESIRABLE STYLES in
millinery, we feel confident we can please
our

and

visited New York and Boston and

customers with

our

CAPES

goods and taste, in

trimming.

Bids fair to be the

Miss Florence Wells

LARGEST and
have ever had. Those
nice garment will be well

FINEST

we

who want

a

rewarded bv

will have charge of the trimming department, and as she is direct from one of the
largest and most stylish work-rooms in

Philadelphia Oct. 7. Cld., Sell. Arthur V. S.
Boston, where she has been af work with
Mood ruff. Heagan, Camden; ar., sell. M. M'allace
first-class milliners,she is prepared to give
M ard, Bangor; 9 ar. ship A. J. Fuller,
Halilax,
N S.
you all the new ideas. We keep constantBaltimore Oct. 11. Cld., sell. J. Holmes Birdsly on hand a full line of
all, Boston.
Portland Oct. 10. Ar., sell. M m. B. Palmer,
Dyer. Louisburg, C. It.; Hatties. Collins, Deer,
Isle: 11 ar., sell. Fawn, Sliute, Perth Amboy; 12,
ar,.sch. Mary E. Palmer, Haskell. Louisburg, C. B.
—(»5 1 2 hours passage.
Bangor Oct. 7. Ar., sell. Menawa, Pendleton,
Norwalk, Ct.; Oar., sells. Electa Bailey, Thurston
Philadelphia; Levi Hart, Pendleton, Boston; old.
sells. Alida, Gray. Boston ; Josie Hook, Eaton, Bos:
.ton; Paul Ssavev, Getcliell, New Haven; 12 ar.
sell. Copy, Pendleton, Boston; cld., soli. Maud
Briggs, Winslow, New York.
MRS. B
F. WELLS.
Newport News, Oct. t>. Ar. sell Gov. Ames,
Belfast, Oct. 8, 1896.—41 tf
Davis. Bangor.
Pensacola, Oct. 7. Shi. sell. A. B. Slierman,
Pillslmry, Baltimore.
P°rt Royal, Oct. d. Ar. sell. Hattie C. Luce.
Heal, New York.
Fernandina, Oct. (5. Ar. sell. Herald, Lowell,
Boston.
i Unpaid taxes on lands of non-resident owners
Brunswick, Ga., Oct. 7. Ar. sell. William H.
situated in the town of Northport, in the CounSumner. Pendleton, New York.
ty of W aldo, for the year 1895.
Washington, I). C., Oct. 7. Cld. sell. Jose Olaverri, A rev, Boston.
THE following list of taxes on real estate of non
Port Reading, Oct. 8. Ar. sell. Mary L. Crosby,
1 resident owners in the town of
Northport, for
Trim, New York; 10, sld. sell. Edward Stewart, the year 1895, committed to me for collection for
said town, on the 22d day of Julv. 1895, remain unKent, Bangor.
Lynn, Mass., Oct. 10. Ar. sell. Alfaretta S. paid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes,
interest and charges are not
Snare. Georgetown. I). C.
previously paid, so
Port Tampa Oct. 10. Sld., sell. Talofa, Fletcher,
much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to
Baltimore.
pay the amount due therefor, including interest
Salem Oct. 11. Ar.. sell. Emma S. Briggs, New and charges, will be sold at public auction at
York for Augusta; Lester A. Lewis, New York for
E. B. Elwell Hall, in said town, on the tirst MonBangor.
day in December. 1896, at nine o’clock a. m.
Gloucester Oct. 10.
A Idem David, heirs.
Ar., sch. Alfaretta S.
25 acres land near Pitcher’s pond; value, §135: tax, §2.86.
Snare, Lawson, Georgetown, DC.
Mobile Oct. 12. Cld., sell, Metliebesec, Snow,
BulTum, Charles. Cottage and lot corner of
Laguaj .a.
George and Griffin streets (W. (i. C.
value
§200; tax, §4.23.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Buzzell, John. Cottage and lot on South Shore
Santos, Oct. (5. Sld. bark Doris, Baltimore.
value, §250; tax, §5.22
Port Spain, Oct. 3.
In port, scb. James A. GarBrown, Ann M. Lot on Temple Heights; value
field. Emery, for Philadelphia.
§30; tax. 6G cents.
Curacoa, Sept. 25. Sld., sell, Estelle, Taplev,
Mrs. Luther. One lot, 3 3-4 acres on South
Drew,
Turk’s Island to load for Bangor; 30, in
Shore: value, §130; tax, §2.76.
port,
sell. Belle Hooper. Hall, to sail about Oct. 15 for
Godfrey, George. Cottage on South Shore: value,
New York.
§75; tax, §1.60.
Rio Janeiro, Sept. 16. Sld., bark C. P.
Dixon,
on South Shore; value
Gould, L. A.
Barbadoes; 29, sld., bark Good News, Mvrick, §130; tax. §2.73. Cottage
Baltimore.
Hodgaon, David. 11 acres on South Shore, west
Barbadoes, Sept. 30. Sld., barks Rebecca of Busheelot; value, §650; tax,
§i;>.65.
Crowell, Brunswick,Ga.; Yilora H. Hopkins, New
Holt, Gustavus C. 3 3-4 acres on (Hidden ; value
^°rk; Oct. 9, ar., bark Grace Lynwood, Gilley, §125; tax, §2.65.
Rio Janeiro.
and lot <m South
Megquier, Charles.
Surinam, Sept. 15. Sld., sell. Helen G. Moseley, Shore, value, §250; tax.Cottage
§5.22
Holt, Boston.
Oliver, Lillian A. Lot on Temple Heights; value,
§30; tax, 66 cents.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Spiller, Mary E. Lot on Temple Heights; value,
Brunswick. Ga.. Oct. 10. Sell. Viola Reppard, §45; tax, 97 cents.
Cummings, from Boston, lost during yesterday’s
Smart, Jesse. Cottage and lot on Main street
gale both anchors and all chains N.E. of Bruns- (W. G. C. G.); value, §200; tax, §3.16.
wick bar.
Skinner, E. M. Cottage p-Nut Shell'’) and lot on
Fortress Monroe, Oct. 12.
Bark Henry A.
South Shore; value, §150; tax, §3.15.
Litchfield (of
Bucksport, Me.,) ( apt. Hulbert
Starkey, John. Six acres on road running from
from Brunswick, Ga., Sept. 19 for Perth
Beech Hill school house to I). L. Herrick’s and
Aiultov,
is ashore in Chesapeake Bay, about three miles
near A. R. bird’s; value, §85; tax. §1.81.
from Lynn haven Roads. A tug has
gone to her
Taylor, Myra. Lot on Temple Heights value,
assistance.
§30; tax, 66 cents.
Boston, Oct. 10. Soli Charlie Bucki, from Two
Whitcomb, Lizzie A. Lot on “Niekwa Point,-’
N.
for
S.,
New York, which recently lost
Rivers,
value, §3u; tax, 66 cents.
her kt el on Hedge Fence, has been repaired at this Temple Heights;
Ware, Hattie.
Cottage and lot on o. Hill's;
port and will return to Yinevard Haven to reload
value, §200: tax, §4 23.
her deck load.
Wrignt. Abbie E. C. 78 5-8 acres, known as
Jacksonville, Oct. 10. Sell. Carrie E. Look of Joshua Elwell lot and described as follows, westRockland, Captain Stevens, from New York for
by toad near Wood s school house; northerly,
Jacksonville, struck on the bar and afterward erly.
by Walker’s and Burkmar’s land, eastcrlv, i!y
floated oir and drilled on the South Jettv.
Penobscot ba\
vsiie
southerly, by .Marshall. Jen'iiiim-s
has since been boated and towed to Jacksonville
and Hale’s land.
J.W. KM(illT,
Boston sell. Luther A. Roby, from
.The
Constable and Collector of Northport.
Cheverie,
N. S., for Philadelphia with pla'-ter went Ufliore
October 13, 1896.—3w42
O'-t. 11 tli below the
of
point
Cape Henlopen ami
almost immediately went to pieces. Three of the
crew were lost and five saved.
George \V. Hopkins, mate, of Camden, Me., is among the saved.
j To the County Commissioners of
Bangor, Mi Get. 9. Sell. Geo. Pierce, which
the
of Waldo:
lias been takiu- a cargo of lumber
here, grounded |
We, tlu: undersigned, municipal officers of the
Wednesday night; her seam* opened and she be- j
gan to fill. Her hold was full ol laths and she had ! town of Sear.-miont, respectfully represent that
common convenience and public necessity require
a
deckload •■! lumber.
Last night the vessel
tipped over and now lies in a bad position. It will 1 an alteration of the location ot a way in the town
of Searsmont laid out by your Honors on the 2d
cost a large sum to raise her.
of June. 1>%, as follows: beginning at a
Two black and white perpendicular
striped spar day
buoys have been placed t<- mark important points point in said location s utlierly <»1 the dwelling
house of Da\id b. Voting; thence westerly, on
in West Penobscot bay. in place of barrel
buoys 1 laud oi said \
formerly maintained by the i.oston N Bum-or
ouiig and others to a point in the
Steamship Co. One is the Dean .Wan > Point Muzzy Ridge road north of the dwelling house ,.f
bm.y, between the lights at Indian island and M. R- lleald, discontinuing so much of the way as
located by you on said 2d day of June, ls%, is is
Negro inland, and the other is at Spruce bead.
Hong Kong, Sept. 2. Ships. 1). CarloJon. from made necessary by the new location.
L. L. CROSS,
New York for Shanghai, which put in here
) Selectmen
Aug.
J. V. \\ ILb.MAN,
ot
2<>, in distress, alter being ashore in the Straits
C. Cr. 11EMEN W A \ ) Searsmont.
of Sunda, will probably have to
discharge cargo
and go into dock for
repairs, she grounded Julv
29
STATE OF MAINE.
lbe ship was leaking badly, so the
captain
took li men from Anjer Point and started
WA 1.1 >< > ss.
Cot N 1'V <'OM.MISSIOM'.HS* ('"tKT,
for
Aug. 1. The weather being good off
Singapore
August Adj. Term. A. 1)., 18%., held October
Kino Straits, it was decided to
13, A. D. 18%.
go on to llong
H
On the foregoing i>etition, Ordered. That the
Kong.
Boston, Oct. 11. Tile four-masted schooner County Commissioners mee1 at the dwelling house
Mabel Jordan of Thomaston, Me.,
Hichborn, of Lewis Morse, in Searsmont, on Monday, the lbth
bound in from Philadelphia, in ballast, went
day of November next, at lb o’clock a. m.; and
sohore between 4 and 5, this
morning, on the thence proceed to view the route set lortli in the
false spit a short distance east of
Bug light. She petition; immediately after which at some construck at almost half tide and was
exposed to venient place in the vicinity, a hearing of the parthe wind and sea, and pounded
heavily. About ties and their witnesses will be bad, and such
noon, the tugs Juno, Vista and
Harry Roussel further measures taken in the premises, as the
pulled the schooner into deeper water.' Captain Commissioners shall judge proper. And it is
Hichborn stated that he was
coining in just further Ordered, That notice of the time, place
before daylight and was about to tack
ship in' the fmd purposes of the Commissioners’ meeting
channel, close to Bug light, but before the vessel aforesaid, be given to all persons and corporacame around she took bottom.
He states that
tions interested by serving an attested copy of
the vessel is not leaking and is
uninjured, but said petition with this order thereon, upon* the
that she will go into the drv dock lor examina( lerk of the town of Searsmont, and
by posting
tion.
up the same in three public places in said town,
Charters. Ship Emily Reed, New York to ami by
publishing the same in The Republican
case
21
Japan, 55,000
a22 cents, prompt. Journal, a public newspaper published in said
oil,
Sclir. Lizzie B. Willey, Demerara to Deleware
County, said publication and each of the other
Breakwater f. o., Sugar 8«9 cents. Sch. Austin notices to be thirty days before tin* time appointD. Knight, New York to Porto Cabello,
general ed for said view, that all may appear and be heard
cargo, $1,700 and port charges. Sch. Carrie A.
if they think proper.
Norton, Kennebec to Point Petrie, ice, p. t. Sch.
Attest- T1LKSTON WADL1N, Clerk.
Flora Woodhouse, Pascagoula to
Caibarien, lumCopy of petition and order of Court.
ber, $6.75. Sch. Lester A. Lewis. Port Johnson
Attest—T1LESTON WAULIN', Clerk.
to Portland, coal, 60 cents. Sch. Mark
Pendleton,
Port Johnson to Camden, coal, 65 cents. Sch. W.
Wallace Ward, Philadelphia to Bangor, coal 95
cents.

H.

calling

on

A. ST ARRET

FRIDAY, OCT. 16

TO-MQRaow'

Watch this Space for

Bargain

Collector's Notice of Sale.

G.j-

NOV IS YODR TIME
TO PURCHASE YOUR

Winter Clothi g.
WE HAVE A FULL STOCK Ot

Mens, Boys, Youths and Children's v
OF THE LATEST STYLES.
OVERCOATS,
ULSTERS,
REEFERS,

HUNTING

CO A

MACKINTos
■

-and.,

DLX’K COATS,

lii risiticii

We Sell these Goods at the
Lowest Possible Figures at the

White Store, Main St
CHARI.ES
O’CONNELL, Prop

County

Collector's Notice and Sale.

BO KJN.

Unpaid taxes

Cocsins. In Brooksville, Sept. 29, to Mr. and
Mrs. George G. Cousins, a son, Alvin L.
Kallocii. In Rockland, Oct. 5, to Captain and
Mrs. William Kallocii, a daughter.
Meservky. In North Appleton, Sept. 20, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank S. Meservey, a son.
Pendleton, in Newton, Mass., Oct 2d, to Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Pendleton, a son,
Joseph Brooks,
Jr.

MARRIED.
Cleavks-Fi llkh. In Freedom, Oct. 7,by Rev.
R. R. Morson, George Prescott Cleaves and Miss
Mae Louise Fuller.
Gakonk.k-Wakken. In Islesboro, Oct. 12, by
Rev. James Boyd, John < M. Gardner of Castine
and Miss Eva Estelle Warren of Islesboro.
Wakd-Ckandall. In Yinal ha ven, uct.ft, James
M. Ward and Maude E. Ciandall, both of Yinalhaven.

DIED.
Iii Bucksport, <>et. 11, Constant R.
Abbott, aged 80 years, 7 months and 2i days.
Mathews, in Stoughton, Mass., Sept, ii, Sarah
Jane, widow of Leander Mathews, formerly of
Belfast, aged about 74 years.
M eh kill.
In Belfast, Oct. 10, Sarah L. Merrill,
aged 58 years.
Sanuom.n. In Belfast, Oct. 9, Zibiali, widow of
JosiaL Sanborn, aged 84 years and 2 months.
W hitcomb. In Thomastcn,Oct. 2. Samuel Whitcomb, aged 03 years, 7 months and 18 days.

lands of non-resident owners,
situated in the town of Prospect, In the County of Waldo, for the year 1895.
The following list of taxes on real estate of nonresident owners, situate*, in the town of Prospect
aforesaid, for the year 1895, committed to me for
collection for said town on the
day of .Inly, 1895,
remain unpaid ; and notice is hereby given that if
said taxes with interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as
is sufficient and necessary to pay the amount due
therefor, including interest and charges, will be
sold without further notice, at public auction at
the Selectmen’s office, in said town, on the first
Monday of December, 1896, at. nine o'clock a. m.
Lewis Brown.
One house, 1-4 acres of land;
amount of tax due, §5.69.
Charles O. Hatch. 12 12 acres of land; balance
on

—•

due, §1.47.

Charles E. Johnson. One house; amount of tax
due, §2.72.
Trueworthy P. Perkins. Forty acres of land;
amount of t;i\ due, $.4.12.
George E. Johnson. Eight acres ol' land; amount
of tax due, 87 cents
LOPING T. CUMMINGS,
Collector of taxes of the town of Prospect.
Prospect, Oct. 14,1896.—3w42

Belfast

Brice Current.

AND

BEEN

Produce Market.
Apples, p bu,

dried, p lb,
1
Beans, pea,
medium, 1
y el’w eyes!
Butter, p lb,
Beef, p lb,
Barley, p bu,
Cheese, p lb,
Chicken, p lb,
Calfskins,
Duck, p lb,
Eggs, p doz,
Fowl, p lb,
Geese, p lb,

20®30
4® 5
40® 1 Go
30® 1 40
25® 1 35
10®2O
4®(5 1-2
40®45
8 ®lo
12® 14
50®75
0®o
19
10® 12
0®0

FOR THE JOURNAL.

Price /‘aid Producer,
Hay, p ton,] o 00d 12 00
Hides, p It.,
3 l-2«4
Lamb, p lb,
5@8
Lamb Skins,
20(d30
Mutton, p lb,
4.0.5
Oats, p bu, 32 fc, 25 a30
25 a. 30
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
4^4 1-2
Straw, p ton, 5 OOdG 00
OdO
Turkey, p lb.
1 1-2.0 3
Tallow,
Veal, p lb,
6(0.7
Wool, unwashed, 12dl3
Wood, hard, 3 50^5500
Wood, soft, 3 00,a3 50

DR. J. \V. CLOUGH 01

LIBERTY,

Retail Price.

Retail Market.

Beef, corned, p lf», 7®8
Butter, salt, 14 lb bag, 18:
40
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 40
40
Corn Meal, p bu,
Cheese, p lb,
12® 14
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 20
Codfish, dry, p lb
5®9
Cranberries, p qt,08@10
Clover Seed, p lb, 11® 12
Flour, p bbl, 4 00®6 00
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 15®2 25
Lard, p lb
7®9

Lime, p bbl,
90® 1 00
Oat Meal, p lb, 3 1-2a4
Onions, p ft»,
2^3
Oil,kerosene, gal, 12dl4
Pollock, p lb, ft ]-^o4
Pork, p lb,
G@7
Plaster, p bbl,
112
03
Rye Meal, pit),
Shorts, p cwt,
70«d 75
5 1-2 dG
Sugar, p lb,
40
Salt, T. I., p bu,
Sweet Potatoes,
2(5.3
Wheat Meal,
21-2§3

km.

i.m

km.

\

m
,m

or

HENRY KNEELAND OF SEARSPORT,
MISS M. A. PATTERSON OF BELFAST
m ,;V..r
(This case has attracted ureal attention as .Mi>. I'aHia~
and speechless for two years,) or

MRS. REUBEN
in its worst

BRAINARD

form;

OF NORTHPORT,

or

HRS. JULIA C. COPP OF LIBERTY,

of

kiim

MR. S. A. LITTLEFIELD OF WINTERPORT
A. J. DONNELL OF BELMONT, of

MR, N. L. SinnONS OF WALDO,
CAPT. F. H. MEADER OF

mathm.
OF KIONKY

.vtaujuim.i

HR. CHARLES F. BLSSEY OF BROOKS
DEKAX’G KM KNT; Of

OF IXDD.Es i'|l

of surofi

BOOTHBAY,

ea;

of

or

suri.fi

GREATEST FI RE.

Or thousands who have tried DALTON’S
cured. If you know people who have tried DA!
I
ask them what their experience has been.
seen face to face or reached by letter.
do not stripe, cure
and are the best pilP
People sa\ it wh > ha\

DRESSMAKING.

ALL DEALERS SELL

o

DALTON'S REMt

Im39*

MISSKS BEVERAGE

&

UPTON,

Johnson’s Block, High St.

House for Sale.
The lot and buildings at the corner of Northport
Avenue and Durham street, in the citv of Belfast,
formerly occupied by 1) 1\ E. Luce,‘will be sold
at a bargain.
For terms, inquire of
R. F. DUNTOIM, Belfast, Me.
Belfast, Oct. 6, 1896.—tf

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L. A. KNOWLTON, President.

FRANK R. WIG(

Deposits Solicite

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

28, 1894.
$36,353.69

Feb.

July 1 1, 1895.
Boston

For instance do

CURED.

JOHN M. SIMMONS OF BELFAST,

We wish to inform the ladies of Belfast that we
will d<> dressmaking at reasonable rates and give
good satisfaction. We use Livingstone’s famous
French System and make children’s work a

specialty.

Nerve To

..AND..

Abbott.

CORRECTED WEEKLY

SHIP

JACKETS

_—■—---

Iroquois, San Francisco; 10 ar., schs. Puritan,
Sargent, Bangor,
\V.
Norombega, co.; A.
Ellis, Ryder. Rockland; Gen. Adelbert Ames,
Small, Swans Island ; Willie L. Newton, Boston ;
Abraham Richardson, Wade, Bangor. 11 ar.,schrs.
Annie R. Lewis, Kennebec, Lucia Porter, Leadbetters Island; D. I). Haskell, Swans Island;
Carrie E. Pickering, Somes Sound; Eliza J. Pendleton, Belfast for Philadelphia; 12 sld., bark
Rose Innis, Santos; ar., sen. George Gurney,
Carr. Clarks Island.
Boston Oct. 8. Ar., sclirs. F. C. Pendleton, Burgess, Philadelphia, Sadie Corey, Lowe, Winterport; Winslow Morse, Newton, do.; sld., seh.
Willie L. Newton, New York; 9 ar., sell. Daylight, Baltimore; 10 ar. sells. Henry R. Tilton,
Ranlett, Hoboken, Rabboni, Lord, Port Liberty;
Mary L. Crosby. Trim, Weeliawken; Odell aiid
Lillian, Bangor; Mary Farrow. Winterport; 11 ar.,
sell. Mabel Jordan, iiiehborn, Philadelphia.

Palermo. Rev. I. N. Allen of Appleton
has accepted a call to the pastorate of the
First Baptist church of North Palermo and
the Second Baptist church at Centre Palermo.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen will move here
this week and have rented the Henry Carr
house on Marden’s Hill. Mrs. Allen wishes
to express her thanks to the people of Ap-

...

C F. Smith has on exhibition at A. J.
Blathers market two
mammoth squash
■O' ', on Ins farm,
weighing respectively
7-' and sa ihs.

....OF...

PURE

-----.

and vicinity.
Mr. Ames brought home two
young deer, of which he is justly proud_I
interesting sermon. Misses Susie Cousens and Alula Shute ami
Miss Loantha Murray of Pittsfield, who Mrs. Clara Mudgett visited friends in Prospect Saturday and attended the South
lias been visiting in this vicinity, returned
Brauch Grauge Saturday evening. They rehome last week....Mr. and Mrs. George port the Grange in a
flourishing condition,
there
Hart of Rockland are stopping for a few
being a large attendance. A tine prowas presented, followed a “Harvest
gram
weeks in this vicinity. They are now visit- Feast.”
The young ladies were much pleasing her brother, C. M. Howes_Forest ed with their reception.
Howes is hauling rock for a cellar wall
Morrill. The farm buildings of Thomas
upon which lie will build a bouse in the
Leonard, save one barn, were burned to the
spring.
ground last Wednesday evening,caused, it is
Prospect.
The Prodigal Sou has re- said, by the explosion of n. lantern. The
turned to South Branch Grange and the stock was all saved except t wo
hogs. The

day

ODR FALL OPENING

.FOR....

Powder
ABSOLUTELY

kindly assisted her in sickEast Searsmont.
The East SearsmoDt ness-The work on the meeting house at
Cemetery Association will hold a sociable Greeley’s Corner is being pushed forward
at Mystic Grange Hall, Belmont, Tuesday and will soon be completed... .John Black

trial

"teaiiu-r

the

was

mer

good

a

through his hand.

re-

John M. Stevens has secured a position in
photographer’s studio in Portland.

a

Walker received

ery at bis saw-mill, the past week. He slipped and in putting out his hand to save himself from a serious fall, drove a spike nearly

Geo. \V. Bacon left by steamer Monday
r his home in Connecticut.

fc

Frank

painful injury while repairing the machin-

ed in town

U. S. Gov’t Report

Baking

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

arriv-

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

July 24, 1894.
$59,180.29
Dec.

13, 1895.

Produce Market.

Boston, Oct. 12, 1896. The following are today’s quotations of provisions, etc.:
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 18(218 l-2c;
dairy, north, best, 14^.15c.
Cheese—New, northern, choice, 929 l-2c.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 25c; Eastern, 19c.
Beans—North, small pea, §1 40a 1 45; yellow
eyes, §1 2521 34; red kidney, §1 25(21 35.
Hay—New York and Canada, choice, §18(2.19;
fair to good, §16(217 ; lower grades, §12^.15.
Rye straw, §16 ; oat straw, §9.00.
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hehrons. choice,
p bush, 30(233c.
Apples—New,
bbl, 75C&2.25

$123,685.58

$160,838.17.

Dec.

1894.

$79,480.59

March

$**3.9:'

JULY 14,

IB'.

8172,093

These figures are taken from our sworn statements
of the Currency, Washing ton, on the above flutes.

to

th

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, lira-a
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the tirst three/lays of cemj month h i'
of that month. This department offers murk <jrenter neeuriti/1<> depositors ! o
much as every deposit is a loan to the hank, and all deposits in our Hark ar
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank being the latest established Bank in Waldo County, our vault 1mments in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering i/reater nerurity to dr
bank in this county.
We still have a few $5.00 SAFE DEPOSIT ROARSAll our boxes are are
locks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.
*•

H

